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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 28, 1978
urray Ledger
RICH IN OPPORTUNITIES --- Ah area both rich in wildlife and
recreational opportunities is within a half hour's drive of 'most in the
lakeland area of Western Kentucky. The picture above, a shot of the wood
ibis, a member of the stork family and very rare to this area, was taken at
Hematite Like in TVA's 170,000 public demonstration area, Land Between
In Our nth Year 15c Per t'opy
The lakes. Lill and other recreation sites are profiled today in a special
Murray ledger & Times outdoor section inserted in yiat newspaper. The
area has a wide variety of wildlife including v.hiteta7 and fallow deer,
turkey, rabbit, beaver, bobcat, v.aterfowl and a multitude of songbirds.
TVA PHOTO -
Consumer Prices On Upswing; Average
Worker Is Still Losing Ground To Inflation
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Consumer
prices rose 0.9 percent for the third
month in a row in June, as the average
worker continued to lose ground to in-
flation, the Labor Department said
today.
The cost of food, housing and
automobiles led the big increases in
prices, which have continued steadily
since the start of the year.
Consumer prices would rise 11.4
percent if the trend of the past three
months continued for a full year, the
department said.
The Carter administration predicts
price increases will not be as large in
the nest six months and is banking on a
downturn in food costs.
The department said the average
worker's purchasing power declined 0.4
percent in June, the second drop in a
row. The worker made 0.5 percent more
In hourly wages, just over half the in-
crease in prices.
The prices consumers pay for food
jumped sharply by 1.3 percent last
month, and beef prices continued to
spiral by 5.6 percent.
Beef prices this June were 30.7
percent higher than in October 1977,
when the current uptrend began," the
Labor Department said.
The cost of poultry, dairy products,
cereal, bread, oils and sugar increased
In June, but prices of vegetables, pork,
eggs and coffee declined from May.
Home-ownership costs rose 1.2
percent in June, as housing prices and
mortgage interest rates continued to
move up.
Electricity costs, which have risen
rapidly since January, climbed a
substantial 2.6 percent in June, the
department said. A mail rate increase
pushed postal costs up 14 percent, the
first big increase since early 1976.
Natural gas and fuel oil prices rose
moderately, while telephone charges
were unchanged, as they have been






However, airline, taxicab and long-
distance bus rates declined in June, and
gasoline prices dropped slightly.
Despite the generally bleak report,
the department said the cost of en-
tertainment declined in June by 0.2
percent because of lower prices for
sporting goods, toys, hobbies and music
equipment.
Consumer prices last month were 7.4
percent higher than in June 1977. The
department said the Consumer Price
Index stood at 195.3, meaning that
prices were 95.3 percent higher than in
the base period of 1967.
In advance of today's report, top
presidential trade and inflation, aide
Robert S. Strauss said, "June is going
to be another bad month."
went up 0.9 percent
percent in May,
price tags for irn-
recent increases by
In presenting his 1979 budget in
January, President Carter predicted
prices would rise 6,1 percent this year,
less than the 6.8 percent price climb of
1977.
But food and housing prices shot up
rapidly in the first five months of the
year, and administration officials
slowly raised their targets.
On July 6, government economists
increased their inflation prediction to
7.2 percent. And on Wednesday, Strauss
said inflation could "very easily" climb
above 7.2 percent.
In the first five months of the year,
consumer prices were rising at an
annual rate of almost 10 percent. That
means every product costing $100 on
Jan. 1 would cost $110 by year's end if
the trend continued.
Even though Strauss says the 10
percent rate shouldn't continue because
of predicted food price declines, he
concedes that the inflation of the first
half of 1978 will make it hard to stow
inflation sufficiently in the second half
to hold the line at a 7.2 percent yearly
increase, he said.
The administration has also had to
raise its estimate of food prices. The
Agriculture Department started the
year predicting a 4 percent to 6 percent
increase for the year, then raised the
estimate gradually to 8 percent to 10
percent last month. Other officials say
that 10 percent is a more accurate
prediction because of bad growing
conditions last winter and dwindling
Tax Bill Headed To House Floor
By EDMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A $16.2
billion tax-cut bill is heading for the
House floor and a struggle to expand it
and make it more to the liking of Presi-
dent Carter, who opposes its reduction
of the capital gains tax.
The House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, which had held up the
legislation for months, approved the
bill 25-12 Thursday night in a flurry of
last-minute compromises.
The bill would provide about $12.3
billion in Income tax relief to izt
dividuals, tho remainder to cor-
porations.
The measure would cut taxes by 271
for a single person earning $15,000 a
year and $160 for a single person ear-
ning $25,0110. A childliess couple would
see a cut of $39 at the $10,000-income
level, $13 at $15,000 and $160 at $25,000.
A • couple with two children would
save $82 if earning $10,-000, $77 If
making $15.000 and $232 if earning
$25,000.
One late change given an excellent
chance of House approval would — in
the great majority of cases -- eliminate
the capital gains tax on profits from the
sale of a home.
With bipartisan backing, the capital
gains issue — a measure Carter has
denounced as giving breaks to the
wealthy while ignoring the needs of oth-
ers — won out.
Rep. James R. Jones, Dtokla., the
issue's principal author, put through a
last-minute compromise making a
slight concession to Carter's views
The compromise would — through a
complicated formula — try to assure
that no taxpayer with substantial
capital gains could totally avoid a tax.
The Treasury Department had
contended that Jones' original bill
would allow persons with capital gains
of more than $1 million and with other
sheltered incomes to pay no tax on that
gain or income. •
The measure, however, would still
largely exclude capital gains from the
regular 15 percent minimum tax on
sheltered income, a major point in Car-
ter's disapproval, and would set the
maximum rate at 35 percent.
The theoretical maximum now is 49:1
percent, but the Treasury Department
says few persons pay more than 40 per-
cent.
Under present law, taxpayers
generally may deduct one-half of
capital gains they have realized from
the sale of assets, such as ;tricks or real
estate, which they have held at least a
year.
They pay tax on the other half ac-
cording to their income bracket. A
special provision allows taxpayers to
postpone the capital gains tax on the
profit from the sale of his principal
residence if invested in another home ot
at least equal value.
The committee voted to exempt from
the capital gains tax altogether the first
$100,000 profit from the sale of a home
This special privilege could be used
only once in a lifetime, but the provision
for rolling over the proceeds of a sale by
buying a new residence,
cattle herds.
On a brighter note _ for
adinistrat ion, the unemployment










A motion to strike from the agenda a
controversial rezoning recom-
mendation from the Murray Planning
Commission was unanimously ap-
proved by the Murray Common Council
last night, delaying action on the
matter indefinitely.
The rezoning recommendation
concerns a piece of property owned by
and directly behind Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet on S. 12th Street. The plan-
ning commission recommended that
the property be rezoning from
residential to commercial use.
Last night's council action was ap-
parently prompted by a document
submitted to the council by Stephen
Sanders, attorney for Howard Brandon
who is opposed to the rezoning. The
motion to strike the item from the
agenda came from council and plan-
• sing commission member Howard




The city of Hazel will receive a grant
of $485,200 from the federal Department
of Housing and Urban Development
according to an announcement made
late today by U. S. Rep. Carroll Hub-
bard, Jr.
Hubbard said that the money will
provide federal housing units',
rehabilitation of existing facilities and
also city improvements for Hazel such
as street facilities, sewers, curbs and
gutters.
"Personnally, I'm very happy for
Hazel," Rep. Hubbard said.
Hubbard credited Hazel Mayor Joe
Thompson and the Hazel City Council
for a major portion of the work in ob-
taining the grant.
planning commission did not hold a
legal meeting."
Koenen, who was out of town at the
time the planning conynission action
was taken last week, said that ac-
cording to Kentucky Revised Statutes,
a special meeting of the planning
commission may be held "at the call of
the chairman" with at least seven days
written or oral notice given to com-
mission members.
The special meeting held by the
planning commission on July 20 was
only two days after the notification
which was made at the commission's
regular meeting July 18.
The commission approved the
recommendation by a vote of four in
favor and one opposed with three ab-
stentions.
Some council members also ex-
pressed concern about the number of
planning commission members who did
not vote on the proposal.
Following a review of the matter by
city attorney the rezoning proposal is
expected to be either sent back to the
planning commission for proper action
or brought back to the council for
consideration.
In other zoning action, the council
approved the amending of the city's
zoning ordinance to change the zoning
on the southwest corner of Whitnell and
Story Avenue from residential to
professional office and the southeast
corner of the intersection from
residential to business (B-1).
The council also:
— received a sewer system
evaluation report from Chester
Engineers;
— received a report from the
Insurance Services Office (ISO) con-
cerning the city's rating for fire in-
surance.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley expressed
some concern about the sewer system
report because it revealed that some of
the newer lines installed in the city
See COUNCIL,
Page 16, Column I
Murray School Board Approves
Cafeteria, Auto Bid Quotations
Murray City School Board members
have okayed lunch room bids for the
coming school year and approved
purchase of a school system station
wagon.
School board members, in a Thur-
sday evening session, also heard a
report about tentative elementary
enrollment figures for the coming
school year, in addition to plans for an
expanded Head Start Program.
Board members approved recom-
mendations from Glinda Jeffrey,
Murray food services director, for bids
on food, cleaning and paper supplies for
August through November.
Mrs. Jeffrey told school board
members, '-.Many items were up and
several were down slightly. The overall
food bids were up approximately three
percent." She added the bidded items
did not include produce and meat
'which we expect will present our
largest increase in prices."
Companies recommended as food
suppliers 'for the. coming year were:
Bunny Bread, Dixie Cream, Flav-0-
Rich, all of Murray, Kentucky Foods of
Paducah, Lynn Grove Eggs, Lynn
Grove, Robert Orr Co., Nashville, West
Kentucky Coffee, Mayfield and Wonder
Snack Foods, Memphis.
inside today
City school board members Tom
Rushing, Maurice Ryan, Bill Adams,
Melissa Easley and Don Henry okayed
purchase of a 1978 Ford LTD station
wagon from Parker Ford in Murray.
Parker bid $4,646 on the automobile.
Other bids came from Purdom Old-
smobile-Pontiac in Murray — $5,537 for
an Oldsmobile and $5,233 for a Pontiac.
Enrollment
Murray Independent School
- Superintendent Robert Glio Jeffrey
reported Thursday night the system
has 100 tentatively signed up for kin-
dergarten. Jeffrey indicated he has
asked Kentucky Department of
Education for funding.for an additional
unit.: _ ---
Jeffrey said elementary enrollment
projections call for 150 in the first
grade, 123 in the second, 114 in the third,
and 106 in the fourth. Projections, he
said, call for 591-600 enrolled through
the middle school in the system next
fall.
The city school superintendent said it
is difficult "to put your finger on"
actual enrollment until school starts.
In other school board action Thur-
sday night:
— School board members okayed a
motion to accept a recommendation
One Section — 16 Pages
The Murray Americaa Legion baseball squad dropped a
10-6 decision to Paducah in the first of a best-of-three
series at Ty Holland, Stadium Thursday night. Murray
North defeated MayfieldllSo. 2 Thursday and will face
Mayfield No. 4 in a Kentucky lasague All-Star cham-
pionship game tonight at the Kentucky League field.




Mostly sunny and pleasant to-
lay. Highs in the mid to upper
80s. Clear and a little cooler
tonight. Lows in the mid 60s.
Mostly sunny and warm Satur-
day. Highs in the upper 80s
Winds northwesterly around 10
miles an hour today becoming
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from Jeffrey to apply for additional
Head Start funds. If approved on the
state level, the funds would expand
the program which the Murray system
sponsors, to 80 pupils. The program
presently handles 40 students.
— Board members hired Cindy
Cohoon to teach elementary school and
Mrs. Jan Pigg to teach at the high
school.
— They named Margaret Franklin
special coordinator for the Education
Improvement Plan.
-- They adopted a motion requiring
that parents enrolling their children in
the Murray system for the first tirne. to
bring a birth certificate for proof of
age.
A meeting to organize a Murray High
School Athletic Booster Club will be
held Tuesday Aug. 1 at 7:30 p.m. at the
high school on Doran Road.
A spokesman for the group said the
proposed club has been "in the planning
stages for about one year and interest
and enthusiasm are high. Coaches and
school officials have prepared an
organizational design in co-operation
with interested individuals and the time
to become a reality is now."
The purpose of the "Tiger Booster
Club" is to work in concert with he
school for the advancement of the total
athletic program at Murray High, the
spokesman said. Principal Roy
Weatherly explained "Murray High has
a long history and rich tradition. Its
programs have enjoyed the support of
this community over the years. This
proposed booster club will strengthen
that bond and provide still another
avenue' of directed parental in-
wielt-the-oolsool."
Membership is open to all interested
persons beyond school age upon the
payment of dues.
The organizational meeting Tuesday
night will provide an opportunity for
membership enrollment, election of
officers and the planning of initial
activities.





By Abigail Van Buren
ISM b Cistcago Tr•Oune N V ..sN Sync! Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am 16. and I've had terrible luck with
dudes. I've had two illegitimate babies, which I gave up
for adoption.
Um ashamed to admit it, Abby, but I'm pregnant again. I
will have to give this one up, too, because the guy I'm
having the baby for can't marry me. He's in prison now and
I just found out he's married and has five kids, so maybe
its all for the best that it worked out this way.
I want to put my past behind me and start a new life, but
here is my problem: I have some very bad stretch marks
on my stomach as a result of my pregnancies, and they're
so noticeable I can't even wear a bikini.
Please tell me if I have to carry these ugly stretch marks
for the rest of my life, or is there some way to get rid of
them?
STRETCH MARKS IN THOMASVILLE
DEAR STRETCH MARKS: A plastic surgeon can tell
you if your stretch marks can be removed. In the
meantime. you had better learn something about birth
aistrol as well as self-control. I think you've been
altatching your luck too far.
DEAR ABBY: This probably won't make your column,
but for the sake of all men who have fat wives, I hope it
does.
My old lady is 5 feet 2 and she tips the scale at 225
pounds. but as long as she is happy, so am I.
Our children love her. I worship her, and her friends
adore her She's a wonderful cook and housekeeper, and
she always dresses neat and smells fresh and clean. She's
never nervous or grouchy like most women who are
always on some crazy starvation diet. To me, she is the
perfect wife. and I tell he so. I couldn't be more anxious to
get home to her every evening if she looked liked Misi
Universe
SATISFIED WITH MY OLD LADY
DEAR SATISFIED: If you're satisfied with your "old
lady," fine. But is her doctor satisfied? Ask any insurance
expert how many years of life one can deduct for each 10
pounds of overweight.
Appearance isn't everything, but if you want that
wonderful wife around to "warship" in your old age, start
giving her some food—for thought!
DEAR ABBY: My husband is doing something that I
think is wrong, but I need someone to back me up. Our son,
5, is left-handed, so every time my husband sees him doing
something with his left hand, he gives him a smack and
makes him try to do it with his right hand.
My husband says that when he was a boy he was also
left-handed, or started out to be, but he had a teacher who
used to force him to use his right hand instead of his left,
and she finally broke him of the habit. He says he is
thankful to that teacher because all the tools and things
are made for right-handed people, and it is a handicap to be
a lefty.
Is this true or not? Our son is now writing with his right
hand, but he wets the bed. Please help me.
MOM: LONGVIEW, TEXAS
DEAR MOM: The inconvenience of being left-handed is
nothing compared to the emotional damage a child might
suffer from being forced to use his right hand. Tell your
husband to keep his hands off the boy!
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding er a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Seed $1 and a Wag, stamped 123 cents) self-addressed
esvoispe to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
11/212.
Miss Vicki Crawford And
Randy Boggess Married At
Pickens Home In Mayfield
Miss Vicki Crawford,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Crawford of
Mayfield, and Randy Boggess,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
E. Boggess, Sr., Paris Road.
Mayfield, were married on a
Saturday morning in June, at
the home of Dr. and Mrs.
George Pickens, Golf Club
Lane, Mayfield.
The bride is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Jim
Crawford and the late Mr.
Crawford of Mayfield, and
Mrs. Charlie Long and the late
Mr.- Long of Paducah. Mr.
Boggess is the grandson of the
late Mr. and Mrs. M. V.
Boggess of Murray. His -step
grandmother is Mrs. Mary
Boggess of Murray. Maternal
grandparents are, Mrs. Earl
Cash and the late Mr. Cash of
Mayfield.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
I.illard Dunn, Jr„ and the
wedding music was presented
by Mrs. Tommy. Scott,
organist, and Tommy Scott,
vocalist.
Bride's Dress
The bride approached the
improvised altar escorted by
her father, who, with her
rnOther, gave her in marriage.
She was gowned in all white,
silk organza, designed with a
fitted, empire bodice and
circular skirt which ter-
minated in a chapel train. The
Queen Anne neckline and
bishop sleeves were accented
with Venice lace and seed
pearls.
A mantilla type headpiece
and fingertip veil of silk
illustion were edged with
matching Venice lace and.
seed pearls. The bridal
bouquet was of blue, yellow,
green, and peach daisies and
baby's breath with white
rosebuds. White ribbon
streamers ended in love knots.
Miss Vicki Watts was the
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. Larry McIntosh
and Mrs. David Cruse.
They wore identically styled
floor length gowns of peach,
blue, and green crepe knit
with empire bodices and
round necklines. Sheer capes
adorned with flocked pastel
flowers completed their en-
sembles, and they carried
white wicker baskets holding
daisies and accented with
ribbons matching each dress.
Miss Jeanna Burgess,,
flower girl, wore a dress of
yelloir crepe knit, designed
identical to that of the other
attendants. She carried a
basket of rose pastels. -
Mr. Boggess chose as his
best man his brother, Richard
E. Boggess, Jr. Groomsmen
were Larry McIntosh and Tim
Terrell. Ushers were Mark
and Michael Crawford, bro-
-tilers of the bride, and the ring
bearer was Chad Batton.
Miss Carol Hodge presided
at the guest register.
The mother of the bride
wore a formal length gown of
aqua knit with a chiffon cape.
Mrs. Boggess,, mother of the
• groom, selected a formal
gown of peach knit with a
chiffon cape. Both wore
Of Interest To
Senior Citizens
Special Bus Trip Will
Be Held For Seniors
A special tour for the Senior
Citizens to Branson, Mo..
Eureka Springs, Ark., and
Osage, Mo., is planned for
Aug. 28, 29. 30, and 31, ac-
cording to Thelma Nanney,
Benton Route One, lour
director.
Reservations and deposit of
$50 are required by Tuesday.
Aug. 1, and with balance to be
paid not later than Aug. 15. A
nurse will accompany
passengers and any persons
under medication must supply
their own. Those with
Medicare cards are required
to have them in their
possession.
The cost,of the trip will be
$180 with one person per
room: $165 with two persons
per room; $150 with three
You Can't Lose -
No Matter What You Choose!
(171
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sok, to go hock in the water_
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Late Show Fri. II Sat. 1140
Adult Entertainment 18 or over
persons per room; and $135
with four persons per ..00m,
The trip will Include
reserved seats for "Shepherd
of the Hills" play at Branson,
Mo., reservations for 'The
Passion- Play" at Eureka
Springs, Ar., and reservations
for The Lee Macy County and
Western Jamboree at Osage,
Mo., along with other special
attractions enroute.
The bus will leave South
Marshall School at six a.m. on
Monday Aug. 28. Free soft
drinks will be served on the
bus. Bill Phillips of Symsonia
will be driver for the char-
tered Brooks bus
For information persons
may contact Mrs. Nanney,
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corsages of white orchids.
Reception
A reception was held at the
Pickens home following the
ceremony.
The . serving table was
covered with a floor length
cloth of white lace. A four-
tiered wedding cake,
decorated with peach and
yellow roses, and with blue
and green accents, was placed
atop a flowing fountain.
Topping the cake was a
miniature bride and groom
statuette. Silver table ap-
pointments were used.
A smaller table held wicker
baskets containing ric.fillef
flowers.
Assisting in the seriing
were Mrs. Donald Clinard,
Mrs. James Earl Cash, Mrs.
Joe Sheppard, and Mrs. Gene
Burgess.
For their wedding trip to
Disney World and Daytona
Beach, Fla., the bride wore a
mint green jumpsuit with,
which she wore a corsage of
white roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Boggess are
now residing on South Seventh
Street, Mayfield.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Boggess, sr., entertained with




with gifts during the evening.
DONNA 'WALKER,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Walker of Murray
Route Two, has been
recommended for national
honorary award recognition
in the 12th annual edition of
Who's Who Among
American High School
Students 1977-78, and will
also be eligible to apply for
scholarship awards, ac-
cording to the book
publishers. Miss Walker will
be a senior at Calloway
County High School this fall,
and is president of the DECA
Club. She is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Jimmie













Let's Stay Well By FJ L Blasingame. M.D
Injured Knee Cartilage
May Not Heal
Q. Mr. E. B., nearing 411
years of age, writes that
he has always been physi-
cally active and involved
In sports, even after his
school years.
Some months ago, he
Injured one of his knees. It
became swollen and pain-
ful, and motion was lim-
ited for several weeks. He
was told that he had a
minor injury to one of the
knee cartilages. On the
advice of a physician, an
extended rest period re-
sulted in recovery so that
he could walk and run
comfortably.
A recent injury while
playing tennis brought on a
recurrence of the same
symptoms which appear to.
be quieting down more
slowly. He wants to know
whether additional rest
should be tried again`or
will it be better to have
surgery to prevent re-
peated trouble in the
future.
A. In view of the fact that
you have had two
moderately severe bouts of
pain, swelling, and limita-
tion of motion in your knee
joint, you likely have a
moderate degree of lacera-
tion of one of the carti-
lages. Because of your his-
tory, you are a likely can-
didate for repeated
episodes of this sort in the
future.
Such damaged cartilage
will not usually heal with
rest and may displace and
become pinched between
the bones. This displace-
ment causes irritation to
the ends of the bone that
amounts to a traumatic
arthritis .if repeated at-
tacks are allowed to occur.
I suggest that you see a
physician, preferably a
bone and joint specialist
(an orthopedic surgeon)
who regularly handles
such cases. He will exa-
mine you and have some
special X-rays made of





Nicks, Kay Taylor, and Joan
Crawford, dance instructors
in the West Kentucky area,
recently attended Southern
Association of Dance Masters
held in Nashville, Tenn.
On Saturday night, July 8, at
the annual banquet Mrs.
Cochran was presented a
silver tray and goblets for
three years of dedication to
the association while serving
as president.
At this time she also ac-
cepted the office of principal
for a three year term. Ap-
proximately four hundred
guests from fifteen states
were present.
Trina Nicks and Craig
Thurman entertained with a
disco number and Jennifer
Waldrop with a tap dance
during the floor show.
Other Murray students
attending were Christine
Spann and Mary Lafser, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles (Boogie)
Thurman and son, Ashley,
Dale Cochran and son, Chad
accompanied the group.
Lyndia and Trina spent the
latter part of July in New York
attending professional dance
teachers association, dance
olympics, dance educators of
America, and took classes
with the American ballet
theatre. They also attended a
performance of The London
Festival Ballet with Rudolph
.Nureyey as guest artist.
In ancient Rome unmarried




The family of Mrs. Mary
Ray and the late Clayton C.
Ray held a family reunion at
the Murray City Park on
Saturday. July 15.
Those present from Murray
were Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
HELD OVER






Tips MISS was scandalous.
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Hurt, Catherine Hurt, Mr. and
Mrs. Ulis Woods, Trecia
Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Harrell, Doug and Barry
Harrell, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Ray, Bradford Ray, Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Thomas, James,
Tammy, and Jay Thomas.
Attending from Calvert City
were Mr. and Mrs. Gene D.
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Davis, Lee and Brandon
Davis; from Dyersburg,
term., were Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Ray, Michael, Mitchell,
and Mathew Ray; from
Rochester, Minn., were. Dr.
and Mrs. Richard Hurt,
Richard, Jr., Ryan, and
Rachel Hurt.
From Chattanooga, Tenn.,
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ray, Kenny and Kim Ray,
Mrs. Nancy Mallett, Mike and
Jeff Mallett, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
White, Missy, Stacey, Troy,
Christy, Michelle, and Linda
White; from Dalton, Ga., were
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Pen-
nington, Scott, Stan, and Ann
Pennington.
Following lunch others
stopping by to visit were Mr.
and Mrs. Zell Cooper of
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Hughes of Lone Oak; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Ray, Mr. and Mrs.
Ohs Beach, and Mr. and Mrs.
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Plus CANNONBALL (PG) 70n13
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on rus findings, he will
advise you whether sur-
gery is necessary.
Certain types of torn car-
tilages can be removed
without interfering with
the function and stability
of the knee joint. After
surgery, if it is necessary,
a period of time for healing
and rehabilitation will be
needed before recovery is
complete.
How Was "Flu" Named?
Q. Ms, J. L. wants to
know how "flu" got its
name.
She comments, "It
strikes me that such a
name is unusual, even odd,
for a disease."
A. According to The
Family Economist, pub-
lished by the American
Council of Life Insurance




that the disease came from
the "influence" of the
heavenly bodies and
dubbed it -influenza."
Even though we now
know that "flu" is caused
by viruses, the original




The membership tea for the
Epsilon Sigma Alpha Women
International will be held
Saturday, July 29, from two to
four p.m. at the home of
Kathleen Fleming, 701 South
16th Street, Murray.
Past International Council
President, Velva Blayney of
Paducah, will be present to
answer questions concerning
the work of the sorority.
Mrs. Fleming and her
cohostess, Linda Damron,
urge all interested persons to
attend. Persons may call Mrs.
Fleming from five to rune p.m.
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Puppetts will perform at
Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes at 8:30
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre will present The
Thread That Runs So True" at
the Murray-Calloway County
Park at eight p.m.
. Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include
program on wood duck at two
p.m., program on insects at
three p.m., and discovery
walk at four p.m., all to start
at Center Station.
The Bluegrass State CB'
Club will have a potluck
supper at the old Murray City
Park at seven p.m.
•
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include pathfinder
program at campground
bathhouse at ten a.m.;
bumper pool tournament in
game room at one p.m.;
dinosaur egg hunt at two p.m.
and watermelon seeds bit at
2:30 p.m. on hotel front lawn;
egg toss at 3:30 p.m. and new
games at four p.m. at cam-
pground bathhouse; tennis*
lessons on hotel court at 4:30
p.m.; hay ride at horse stables
at 6:30 p.m. with charge of one
dollar per person; living with
river life program at
recreational room of hotel at
seven p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Saturday, July 29
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include awareness
walk at hotel front porch at
nine a.m.; junior ranger
program at campground
bathhouse at ten a.m.; ice
cream eating contest on hotel
patio room at one p.m.; junior
fishing derby at hotel
playground at two p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with charge of two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; critter hunt at three
p.m. and critter race at 3:30
p.m. at campground
bathhouse; bubble gum
'blowing contest on hotel front
lawn at 4:30 p.m.; volley ball
at hotel court at 6:30 p.m.;
hayride at horse stables with
charge of one dollar per
person -11- : 30 p.m.; disco
dance in hotel meeting room
with charge of fifty cents per





Sate Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers
perform at Kentucky






Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs So True" at
the Murray-Calloway County
Park at eight p.m.
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
Women 'International
membership tea will be held
at the home of Kathy Fleming,
701 South 16th Street, Murray,
from two to four p.m. All
interested women are invited
and for information call 759-
1288 or 753-3710.
Archaeological Adventure
will start at South information
station in Land Between the
Lakes atien a.m.
Murray Invitational Golf
Dance will be held from eight
p.m. to midnight at the
Murray Country Club with Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Orr as chair-
men. Others assisting are
Messrs and Mesdames Joe
McCoart, Jim Frank, Vernon
Cohoon, Walter Jones, Chad
Stewart, and W. L. Polly.
Murray High School Class of
1968 will have its ten year
reunion with get acquainted
time at high school from 10:30
a.m. to twelve _noon, and
banquet at Jaycee Civic
Center at 7:30 p.m. Cut off for
refund on reservations is July
28.
Saturday, July 29
Country Trend band will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Resort Park' cam-
pground at eight p.m.
Sunday, July 30
Fifth Sunday Singing of
Blood River Baptist
Association will be held at the
Kirksey Baptist Church at
1:30 p.m.
Sunday, July 30
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include interfaith
worship services at cam-
pground amphitheatre at 8:30
a.m.; closest to hole contest at
golf course from nine a.m."to
five p.m.; water balloon toss
on hotel front lawn at one
p.m.; tennis lessons on hotel
court at 4:30 p.m.; hayride at
horse stables with charge of
one dollar pep person at 6:30
p.m.; movie, "The Seventh
Voyage .of Sinbad," at hotel
meeting room at eight p.m.;
movie quiz at hotel meeting
room at 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, July 30
Descendants of A. J. Allen
and Molly Vinson Allen will
have a reunion at the Murray-
Calloway County Park at
noon. For information call
Luvean Maupin, 753-3644.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will • include a
Blacksrnithing demonstration
at Empire Farm from one to
four p.m., and stream stroll at
Golden Pond information
station at two p.m.
Monday, July 31
Adult Greif— Books
Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway County -Public
Library at seven p.m. with Dr.
A. M. Wolfson to lead the




Volunteers will be held at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 1:30 p.m. Former,
present, and prospective
volunteers are urged to attend
and for information call 753-
1421.
Swim guest day for
preschool through third grade
will be held at the Oaks
Country Club.
Film on giant Canada goose
and auto tour will start at
Center Station, Land Between
The Lakes, at two-p.m..
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Calloway County Health
_Center, North Seventh— and
Olive Streets, Murray, at 7:30
p.m.
Monday, July 31
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include water tower,
hike at the water tower at ten
a.m.; frisbee fling at , hotel
front lawn at one p.m.; pie
eating contest at patio room at
two p.m.; pathfinder program
at campground bathhouse at
three p.m.; longest pop top
chain contest at hotel front
porch at four p.m.; bunco at
hotel patio room at 4:15 p.m.;
hayride at horse stables, one
dollar per person, at
p.m.; around the world at
hotel basketball court at seven
p.m.; movie., "Pardon Us," at
campground amphitheater at
eight pin.

















.CURRIE CAMPERS — A group of 17 fifth and sixth
graders from Calloway County arrived here Monday far a
week of outdoor fun and instruction at Camp Currie on
Ky. Lake, one of the three conservation education camps
))perated by the Departrifent of Fish and Wildlife Resour-
ces. The campers, who have all participated in the Depar-
tment's Conservation Education Program in the schools,
will spend the week swimming, boating, and fishing and
will also receive instruction" in boating safety, con-




FOR SATURDAY, JULY 29, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TF4
Some misunderstandings
possible in unexpected areas.
Counteract with poise, tact
and a sincere desire to clear
the air.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tj
A day which should lift your
spirits considerably. Personal
relationships should be highly
congenial, with • romance
accented during the p.m.
hours.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June
In dealings with others,
don't resort to brevity or
abruptness of speech when full
explanations are truly needed.
Do your best to really
"communicate."
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)80
Once you know your ideas
hive good potentialities for
success, lose no time in put-
ting them into effect. Good
stellar influences should help
you. 
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)/244k
Most endeavors should
prosper, but think twice
before you speak or act. Above
all, avoid tendencies toward
the unorthodox; to extremes
in general.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Personal matters may need
revising. Look for better
answers. A state of readiness
needed to cope with the
unexpected.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Your personal ambitions
may be dependent on some
trends indicated in the day's
news. Adjustments are bound
to follow.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nte
Better than ordinary ad-
vantages for you, but don't
force issues. In all things, look
below the surface. Don't be
taken in by superficialities
SAGM'ARIUS _
(Nov. 23 to Dec.
You may have mixed
feelings about some matters,
a sense of confusion. Take
sufficient time to know what is
expected of you and how best
to go about it. And DON'T
worry.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /Cr
Stars favor a heir appi*cti
to difficult problems, con-
solidation of gains made in the
past. Start looking now — for
improved returns.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Personal relationships in
excellent favor:- Social or
*REMODELING SALE *
Save 20% to 50% on Every
Vacuum Cleaner in Stock
1. FILTERHOOVER EUREKA KIRBY ROYALQUEEN
SAVE on vacuum cleaner bags - Buy 2 get 1 FREE
SAVE on vacuum cleaner belts 50e
PAUL WINSLOW'S Complete
Olympic Plaza - North 12th Service
759-1636 Department
'business get-togethers
resuldul. You should have a
good day.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mixed influences. Question
and investigate where there is
margin for error. Do not
accept suggestions blindly.
And do not expect more than is
reasonable.
YOU BORN TODAY have
the innate gift of leadership
and the kind of personal
magnetism which causes
people to follow in your lead —
almost blindly, at times.
However, you tend to become
autocratic, unable to tolerate
coercion or interference of
any kind — a trait 'which
alienates many who otherwise
could be counted upon for
lifelong friendship. To attain
your fullest potentials, it is
necessary that you learn to
adapt to less gifted associates,
to achieve, if you will, a little
more humility. Your ver-
satility is remarkable and you
could succeed in almost any
field of your choosing,
whether it be professional,
business, or artistic. Many
great statesmen, actors,
writers, executives and
painters have been Leo-born.
You are a whiz at finances, but
tend to spend lavishly, since
you are extremely fond of









Baby Boy Wilson (Mother
Janice), CR Bx. 13 New
Concord, Baby Boy Fairchild
( Mother Betty), Rt. 3 Bx. 107-
A Paris, Tenn., Baby Girl
Thorn ( Mother Thelma), Rt.
1, Almo, Baby Girl Myers
(Mother Freda), Rt. 2,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Marcerullo E. Byers, Rt. 1
Bx. 29 Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Emma James, Rt. 6 Bx. 316
Murray, Mrs. Olive V. Steele,
Rt. 5 Box. 1010 Murray, Mrs.
Donna J. Norsworthy, Rt 7 Bx.
153 Mayfield, Mrs. Mary J.
Cooper, Rt. 7 Bx. 282 Camolet
Murray, Billy M. Paschall, Rt.
4 Bx. 121 Murray, Mrs. V. Gail
Chandler, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., Frank R. Byrne, CR
Bx. 201 New Concord, Mrs.
Betty C. Sturgill, Rt. 5 Paris,
Tenn., Miss Margaret S. Ivey,
Rt. 1 Bx. 130 Paris, Tenn.,
MreLou Ann McCuan, Rt. 1
Bx 55 Farmington, Thomas
A. Barnett, Rt. 6 Murray, Mrs.
Darla A. Rutherford, Shady
Oaks Tr. Ct. Murray, Mrs.
Connie Hardin, 202 L. P.
Miller St. Murray, Mrs. E.
Murry Kee, 304 S. 13 Murray,
Albert M. Dodd (expired), 913
N. 18 Murray, Mrs. Zitall M.
Cooper (expired), Rt. 1 Hazel,
Andy Telmon Armstrong





Baby Boy Collins (Tina), Rt.
2, Murray, Baby Boy Rayburn
(Wanda), Rt. 2, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Florence G. McKin-
ney, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Martha Thorn, 1107 Mulberry,
Murray, Mrs. Marjorie
Baggett, Gen. Del. Como,
Tenn., Mrs. Kathy Goodman,
Rt. 2, Hickman, Mrs. Tamela
R. Wood, Box 82, Hazel, Mrs.
Mary S. Brandon, 1515 Can-
terbury, Murray, Wayne K.
Dedmon, J&J Apts., Murray,
Claude E. Vaughn, 905 Pogue,
Murray, Mrs. Virginia A.
Morgan, 1307 Kirkwood Dr.,
Suggestions For Keeping
Children Busy Are Given
School's out and the cry
thoughout the land is, "I'm
bored." To help Silence those
sounds in your house, the
August 7 Family Circle has 50
different suggestions for
keeping children occupied on




Mr. and Mrs. John_ Van
Rayburn, 454 Clearwater
Drive, Nashville, Tenn., are
the parents of a baby girl,
Whitney Erin, weighing eight
pounds five ounces, born on
Sunday, July 23, at the Baptist
Hospital at Nashville.
They have another
daughter, Kelly Nicole, age
twenty months. The father is
employed by Peat, Marwick
and Mitchell accounting firm
of Nashville, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Lonnie Rayburn and the late
John Rayburn and Mr. and
Mrs. B. B. Hook, all of
Murray.
Included are:
Headline Hustle. Cut -out
newspaper headlines and
arrange them to tell a story.
Family Totem Poles. Cut
shapes from colored paper or
magazines, and decorate a
cardboard roll (from paper
towels) with items that
represent each member of the
family. Finish off with felt tip
pen or crayon trim.
ABC Memory Game. "I'm
going to the market and I'm
going to buy-," says the first
player, filling in the blank
with an item that begins with
A. The second player repeats
the A word and adds
something beginning with B,
and so it goes.
Butterfly Lady. Ordinary
cosmetics are used to create
magical face paintings. An
eyebrow pencil or eyeliner
forms an hourglass on the
nose while blusher and eye
shadow make up a set of
colored "wings" on the cheeks
of the willing young "but-
terfly."
Murray, Timmy L. Morton,
Rt. 3 Box 1104, Murray, Jams
G. Call, Rt. 2, Paris, Teni.,
Mrs. Betty J. Wiggins, Bps
163, Dove!, Tenn., Harold
Osborne, Rt. 8, Box OD,
Murray, Mrs. Marguerite W
Brooks, 2100 Colege Fm. Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Elva T
Coleman, 811 So. 4th., Murr4.
Jim S. Ramsey, 514 Br
Murray, Harold Walls, 4
Cherry, Murray, Hatton 4,
Lovins, 407 N. 3rd., Murras
Oily P. Holland, 1362
Sycamore, Murray, Harold Al.
Jackson, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Blanche A. Short
(expired), Rt. 2, Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIEV
Miss Shawnery Jorrel'a•
Murray Route Two has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
SUFFERS BROKEN ANKLE
Mrs. W. H. Brooks has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She
sustained- a broken ankle
recently in a fall in front of one




Mrs. Janice Austin and her
daughter, Jill, were co-
hostesses for an after theater
reception at their home
Friday, July 20, for the par-
ticipants of the Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop.
Others attending were:
members of the cast from The





punch served in an unusual
pottery punch bowl hand-
crafted by a local artist.
roquefort and sour cream
cheese ball surrounded by '
fish-shaped tid-bits and large
fritos, hot broccoli chesse dip,
• shrimp, mold over lettuce
leaves, mexed nuts, summer
sausage log, and various
relishes arranged around a
bowl of sour cream dip.
Both Mrs. Austin and Jill'
served at the tea table.
FURTHER REDUCTIONS
Save $150°' or $200" On EVERY
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Control • lone 
Control
7-- Kitchen Sp:, 
price
'
1 *Salt & Pepper Shakers - 1/2 price*French Tinware -
I
*Selected Copper - 1/2 price
\ *Many Other Values
'-........._ .
PAUL WINSLOW'S













Now, for the first time ever, you can cook one, two, three
different foods --- even a complete meal -- all at once
• Exclusive Meal-In-One cooking system
• Large easy clean 1 5 cu ft intenor — 251. bigger than
most microwave ovens
• Van-Cook  variable power own control
• Van Temp* automatic temperature control with food
sensor "• • • ..
• Memoryinabc' Microwave Program Cooking
• Family-size Micro- Browner* . Grill
LMON
1 itton 'changing the way Arnerica.Cookcfr."
Summer Clearance Savings Of
900.00 On EVERY Litton







Acts 28:1741. 25-28, 32-38
In a hurry to arrive in Jerusalem in
time for Pentecost. Paul wisely passed
by the Ephesian docks, knowing that
the resultant hospitality would con-
sume too' much time. Unable to leave
• without some word with the Ephesian
. Christians, Paul invited the beloved
leaders in their church to meet hun at
Mtletus, thirty miles from Ephesus,
which they did
Upon their arrival. Paul added force
to his farewell admonitions by
reminding thee' of ,the spirit arid
character of h.s ministry in their
church. Paul's conduct had been
exemplary and aoove reproach. He
pointed to his own walk and work
among them and challenged them to
mention one thing in his record that was
subject to suspicion. doing so in all
humility. A clean record gives a person
a wonderful sense of satisfaction and
'security.
Paul's mariner was depicted in verse
nineteen. He served the. Lard with all
humility. There was no arrogance or
self-assertiveness in Paul. Instead of
being self-seeking, he was anxious to
render the humblest service possible
for his fellowmen in the name of the
Lord because he knew that-God always
appreciates genuine humility and
detests arrogance. Paul's humble
service, in compliance with God's will
and for His glory, was rendered in the
midst of trials and persecutions from
the Jews, but this verse expresses the
e-intensity of his sympathy for them and
his longing for their spiritual welfare.
Paul had an insatiable desire to see
people saved, and kept everything
secondary to making known to them the
gospel of Christ. Like Christ, Paul
spoke to the crowds, and to individuals
as he' went from house to house,
proclaiming unto them the necessity of
• - repentance toward God and faith in
Christ. in Whom was their only hope of
salvation. Day and night Paul prayed,
preached. pleaded. and persuaded to
the very best of his ability. Con-
sequently. it was strictly their own fault
if they rejected Christ and missed
heaven.
Paul's ministry among them had
been characterized by exemplary
conduct, humility, earnestness,
patience, boldness, zeal, and faith-
fulness. On account of his Christlike
actions, his kind words, and his love for
their souls, Paul was very dear to them.
Reminding them that qu.ite likely they
would never see him again on earth.
Paul challenged them to be faithful to
Christ, to be zealous in their work for
Him. to guard the church from evil, and
to build it upon the Word and by the
power of God. The only thing of real
importanct to Paul was the discovery
and the doing of the will of God in all
matters.
Having a pastor's heart. Paul
charged and challenged the elders, or
leaders, of the church at Ephesus with
the grave responsibility of being faith-
ful undershepherds over the Lord's
people. Paul warned the church leaders
that after his departure grievous
wolves. would enter their ranks at
Ephesus and propagate false doctrines
in order to lead some of the Christians
astray. He emphasized the fact that for
three years he had been tireless in his
efforts to fortify them against such
errors, and that now they should be
faithful in sounding the trumpet of
warning of the approach of the ad-
versary, and then he commended them
to the keeping of God's grace.
Due to the persistence of the false and
cruel report that Paul sought material
gain through his ministry, Paul
reminded his listeners that, in order to-
avoid even the appearance of a mer-
cenary or covetous spirit, he had
labored with his own hands to earn the
money with which to provide the very
necessities of life. Out of that personal
experience he had learned the glorious
truth contained in Christ's statement,
"It is more blessed to give than to
receive."
Our Lord frequently separated people
into two groups, and here He divided
them into givers and getters. Christ
taught that a much higher place is to be
accorded the blessedness of giving than
that which goes with getting. Do you
believe what Christ taught? If so, put
your faith into action, and be a con-
tributor instead of a sponger.
Experience the blessedness of giving
and thereby escape the curse of ,
withholding. Through the enabling
power of the Holy Spirit render an ef-
fective and acceptable service for the
Lord, with the full realization that all
such services will be rewarded.
The touching parting scene speaks
eloquently of the mutual love between




By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (AP) — Our
promotion people have asked me to
supply a new photograph of myself to
keep up with the changing times. It
seems the old high school graduation
picture is losing -Credibility among
some editors.
"At 50," said George Orwell, "every
man has the face he deserves."
I don't know what! did to deserve this
one, which an Army psychologist down
at the draft board once described as
- pithecanthropoid," except he wrote it
on the line marked "religion."
I looked the word up in the dictionary
and there was a line drawing of a skull
grinning out of a lantern jaw over the
caption: "extinct genus of apelike men
of the Pleistocene epoch of Java."
Being in the column writing business.
I decided it might be best to avoid any
associations with corn.
Next, I thought I might have my
picture taken brooding out over a
typewriter through a thin veil of
cigarette smoke, after the manner of
Norman Mailer or Noel Coward on a
book jacket.
The trouble is I only smoke an oc-
casional cigar on important an-
niversaries and occasions of state
meaning. when someone gives me
one), and a cigar always makes you
look like a ward heeling politician or. if
your suit is new, a bank director.
Since I covered quite a few wars for
The Associated Press .in Asia, 'Africa
and the Middle East, the promotion
people suggested something in a jeep or
getting off a helicopter. There is one of
me in a jeep. taken in Da Nang, except
there are four or five chorus girls in
miniskirts from the Bob Hope show also
riding along.
That picture was difficult enough to
explain at home the first time around,
and I don't care to go into it again, since
few people really appreciate the
&sacrifices correspondents have to make
for a story. ..
I also have a picture taken of me with
.the Shah of Iran at thee-fabulous party
...he gave. to 'II thF crowned headaof
Europe to celebrate the 2,500th bir-
thday, of the Persian Empire
Just ane problem there, a waiter with
a tray of caviar I golden Caspian, the
absolute best has blocked out part of
my face and the shah has turned his
head momentarily to chat with Prin-
cess Anne up on a camel beneath a
parasol that unfortunately shades her
royal features and the whole thing is a
. bit out of focus.
The same luck held when I had that
private audience with the pope. The
light was bad in the papal apartments.
and the 300 other pilgrims at the private
audience kept pushing in front of me so
that my face is partially obscured.
All in all, the old high school portrait
has a lot to recommend: fresh faced,
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111EARTliN, itehley's Angle By Lowell Atchiey
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE7 A few weeks ago, I
had a fall and broke my leg. When the
cast comes off next month, my doctor
says I'll need therapy. He said I'll be an
outpatient. Will Medicare cover this? —
P. M.
After they0 deductible has been met.
Medicare takes care of the "reasonable
charges" for all covered outpatient
hospital services you receive. The
hospital will apply for the Medicare
payment and will charge you for any
part of the deductible you have not net
plus 20 percent of the remaining
"reasonable charges" for the out-
patient services.
If the charge is $60 or less and the
hospital cannot determine how much of
the deductible you have met, it may ask
you to pay the entire bill. If you do, any
Medicare payments due will be paid
directly to you. Except in unusual
circumstances, the hosptial will
prepare the Medicare claim for you. If
you ever need help with your claim, get
in touch with your Social Security of-
fice.
When you pay an outpatient bill $60 or
less, here is what happens:
— If you have already met the
deductible. Medicare will pay you 80
percent of the reasonable charges"
for the outpatient services.
— If you have not met the deductible,
Medicare will credit you with the
amount you paid. If that amount plus
any part of the deductible you have
previously met for the year adds up to
more than $60, Medicare's Medical
Insurnace will pay you 80 percent:of the
"reasonable charges" above .the
deductible.
Heartline has developed a book that
covers the entire Medicare question
and it can help you with most any
problem. To order, send $1.75 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E
Dayton 'St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have been employed
under Civil Service for eight years. I
recently had an automobile accident
and my injuires may keep me from
working again. Can you tell me how I
can qualify for a disability annuity? —
D. S.
For a person working under Civil
Service to be eligible for disability
beneifts, he or she must have worked at
least five years under Civil Service.
Also, the employee must be disabled
enough to prevent him or her from
efficiently performing the duties of the
position occupied or the duties of a
similar position. It need not be shown
that the applicant is disabled for all
kinds of jobs.
HEARTIJNE: My wife will be 62
years old next year and she would like
to start drawing her Social Security
benefits. She has worked at many
different places and does not have any
idea how many quarters she has ear-
ned Is there any way she can find this
information? — P. F.
Your wife needs Social Security
Form OAR-7004, "Reqest Statement of
Earnings." Heartline feels that people
working under a Social security-
covered job should fill one of these
forms out every year to insure that
their record has been given the proper
credit. These forms are available at
your local Social Security office, or by
writing to Helirltine. Please enc17 a
long, self-addres.sed, stamped env ope
with your request to "Heartlire -
OAR," 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Bible Thought
• And 1he9 went •iitut awn h Twol
and prearhed that men ‘hould repent
Mark 6:12
the repcnIcrue wheat sva. fl(' p',
ay in the rtlitys of tfw tkciplec .04
neremartf, for man to enter, Imo
iellow‘hop with a righteous Cod
A Forgotten
Baseball Record
The talk of the sports world right
now, Cincinnati Reds great Pete Rose
and his consecutive game hitting
streak, brings to mind another
forgotten streak that will probably
never be matched.
Rose has extended his hit streak to 39
and counting. He now holds the modern
day National League record for Kitting
safely in consecutive games, and as of
Thursday was knocking hit records
down right and left on his way to Joe
DiMaggio's 56 game hitting streak set
in 1941.
All these sports writers have been
churning out copy about DiMaggio and
Ty Cobb, who hit safely in 40 straight
games in 1911, but they've failed to
mention the phenomenal record of
baseball spitting great, that tobacco
chewing whiz called the Yankee
Spitter, Spike Rawhide.
For you baseball history buffs,
Rawhide spit safely in 102, that's right,
102, games the same year DiMaggio
was setting his hit record.
As most true connoisseurs of
America's real sport know, it requires
some skill and daring to spit safely in a
game. There are rules for baseball
tobacco chewers. Chewing lazily then
spitting on the field doesn't count.
You have to spit in a manner slightly
out of the ordinary. Spitting into an
opponent's glove while he is making a
catch counts. Lobbing a stream of juice
into the ump's cap is a gem. While
spitting out of the park is almost
unheard of.
Spike did all of those feats and more
during his Icrig 102 game spitting streak
in the 40s.
. I had a chance to interview the
baseball spitting great at the ball park
a couple of days ago. Although he's lost
some of his speed from the old days, the
form is still there. His jaw was knotted
out like a lopsided golf ball while he
read the latest newspaper account of
Rose.
"Doesn't say here whether or not
Pete is a tobacco chewer," Rawhide
said, spitting a stream of tobacco juice
halfway between where we sat in the
dugout and home plate.
"I don't really know, Spike. But,
regardless he has quite -a Streak going,
doesn't he?" I chimed in,
"Hardly. If he doesn't chew, he'll
wear down when he goes after the
Clipper's record. I taught Joe a few
things. like how to spit on the ball as
you hit it. T'hat pits enough English on
it tosend it curving," Rawhide said.
"Why I remember Joe was hitting in
about his 50th game and he come to me
and said, 'Spike, I can't go on like this.
It's killing me. The pressure. The
press.' Well. I sat old Joe down and
showed him to spit on his bat just as it
swiped the ball. That trick guaranteed
that he went on to 56."
"But, with those instructions,
couldn't he have kept going."
"Naw. Haven't you heard the tale
about Joe swallowing his tobacco in
that 57th game?"
"I don't guess I have," I said. "We
could go on talking about Joe, Spike.
But, what about yourself and your own
record spitting streak" I asked.
Although Spike is modest, he doesn't
mind talking about his own record,
which sadly didn't garner the attention
' • DiMagigio's did.
"How did you keep going so long,
Spike" 1 asked. "What about the
pressure? The injuries?. The sore
jaw?"
Spike spit a stream of juice from
where we sat to halfway betWeen home
plate and the pitcher's mmind. "Well, I
just thought up new ways to spit during
all that time. One day I'd spit into the
opposing pitcher's glove as he was
winding uVAnother time I'd spit in the
first beseman'sgtove as I was runnhig
toward first on a hit."
"In other games l'Ispit into opposing
coach's hands while they signaled his
batters. 1 once causfht a ball in mid air
on a pop Hy, causing the second
baseman to miss the catch. Won the
game too," Spike quipped. He spit this
time toward the pitcher's mound. The
juice landed kersplat on the hump
sending a puff of dust into the air.
Rawhide said he managed to avoid




The Murray-Calloway County Heart
Fund last week presented a check to the
Murray Hospital for $2,000 to sup-
plement federal funds for a proposed
intensive care unit for coronary
patients.
Deaths reported include Gaylon Boyd
Windsor, age 27, Robert H. Crouse, age
75, William Thomas George, age 74, and
E. L (Dick) Reynolds, age 68.
Lee Crites, Mike Keller, Mike
McCage, Mary Matarazzo, Carolyn
Hendon, Donna Jones, Beth Garrison,
Bob Forrest. Steve Hamrick, Bill
Bryant, and Frank Berry are students
who will attend the second annual youth
conference on Juvenile Delinquency at
Eastern University at Richmond Aug.
9, 10, and 11.
▪ Mrs. Anna Parrish Markham,
member of the English faculty at
Murray State University fOr ten yearal
will retire oh Aug. 2.1. -
The Murray Pony League All-Stare
beat Paducah, Tilghman to win the,
District Tournament.
20 Years Ago .1
Bro. Charles L. Houser of Paducah is
the speaker 'for the gospel meeting
being held at the Friendship Church of,
Christ. Josiah Darnell is leading the
singing.
Deaths reported include Hs1g Jones,
age 62, Mrs. Mary Susan cott, age 89,
Mrs. Clara Ina Wla6n, age 89, and
Bernie Miller.
Joe FaugMi attended a special
training selogram by the International
Min,eals and Chemical Corporationthe long run through the season of '41.
"Tell me, how did it finally end 4.-tci at Skokie, Ill.
Spike?" Births reported include a boy, Mark
Alan. to Mr. and Mrs. C..D.-V-inson, Jr.,Spike spit to second base. "Well,
was in a crucial game toward the end of
the season. It was a full kieuse. People
everywhere, hanging off the rafters
even. The baseball "commissioner was
there.
The guyatri the dugout got to kidding
me about howl couldn't spit into the
commissioner's soft drink cup from
first base, the position I was playing at
the time. Made me mad, I'll tell you,
mad," Spike explained, spitting into
right field.
"Well, the game was in the bottom of
the ninth and I still hadn't done
anything. With one out to go, my chance
come. I zeroed in and wham I hit his
cup dead center. Knocked soft drink all
over his fancy shirt," Spike chuckled.
"WWWhat happened then?"! asked.
"He knew who it was. He knew
nobody playing in the majors except me
could have done that. Expelled me from
the game three days. That ended my
streak," Spike said, spitting to the far
corner of left field.
I said goodby to Rawhide for another
day, careful to back away from him.
He's a practical joker and loves to spit
tobacco juice down the collars of sports
writers.
My advice to Rose after talking to the
legendary Spike Rawhide is: Avoid
injuries at all costs, Concentrate on the
ball, and just keep spitting. . . humph...
excuse me, hitting.
Letter To The Editor
Seeks Information
Dear Editor:
I am trying to locate information
concerning my great-great grand-
parents, John Wesley Mangham and his
wife Martha. John Wesley Mangham
was born in Calloway County around
the year 1834. Martha was born in the
state of Tennessee in the year 1840. Any
help at all would be appreciated.
I am, most respectfully,
Timothy Mangham
3237 Charters Court
Rancho Cordova, Calif 95670
WRITE TO Pf4LITICIA NS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 102-224-
3121. •
Here are the mailing addresses
Sea Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
Ii C. 20510 • .
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep: Carroll -Rub-bard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when- the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to then) in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Fraokfort, Ky. 40001. Home
....aakinowea,. of -• stale., legislators




Rep. Kenneth ('. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
on July 14._
—Gun Glory" starring Stewart
Granger and Rhonda Fleming is
showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre.
30 Years, Ago
PaaGholson, executive secretary of
the Murrai Chamber of Commerce,
tbday was named as a member of the_
Industrial committee of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce for the First
District.
Prof. A. Carman, manager of the
Murray State College farm, reports a
very successful crop this year.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Alpha
C. Outland.
Mrs. Tellus Stubblefield Farmer.
bookkeeper for Main Street Motor
Sales, has been awarded a certificate of
high honor from the Pontiac Motor
Division in recognition of outstanding
efficience and accurate accounting.
Carolyn Melugin and Lochie Fay
Hart entertained with a swimming
party and watermelon feast at the
Melugin-Hart cabin on Kentucky Lake
Today
In History
Hy The Associated Press
Today is Friday, July 28, the 209th
day of 1978. Thera are 156 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1914, Austria declared
war on Serbia. It was the beginning of
World War L
On this date:
In 1821, Peru proclaimed in-
dependence from Spain.
In 1896, Miami, which ha?! a
population of less than 300 was in-
corporated.
In 1945, 13 people were killed when a
U.S. Army bomber crashed into the
Empire State Building in New York
City.
In 1960, Vice President Richard
Nixon went before the Republican
National Convention in Detroit and
accepted the GOP nomination for
president.
In 1972, the Peking government
reported that Chinese Defense Minister
Lin Paio tried to kill Chairman Mao
Tse-tung and died in a plane crash the
previoits September while trying to flee
China.
In 1973, three U.S. astronauts were
shot into space from Cape Kennedy to
link up with the orbiting Skylab space
station and spend nearly two months in
orbit.
Ten years ago- Fighting was
reported in the new Middle East
country of South Yemen, with the army
pitted against what were called
counter-revolutionary elements.
Five years ago: About 600,000 rock
music fans jammed a rock festival at
Watkins Glen, N.Y., in the biggest such
gathering since Woodstock four years
earlier. •
One year ago: President Carter
bowed to congressional pressure and
put off his controversial offer to sell 8
Modern airborne:radar warning !Eden)
to Iran. r
Today's birthdays: Deep sea ex-
plorer Jacques Piccard 56. Poet and
critic John Ashbery is 51.
Thought for today: The military
ciste did not originate as a party of
patriots, but as a party of bandits —




























































































































Your Authorized STARCRAFT Air Deeler
Bibles IL Church Supplies




















Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Nesting, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal







Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
"It's Finger lickin' Goer
Try Out Deliciens &se end Nam Saaiwicion




South 12th St. - Murray
Meusoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
NEF1 Stokes Tractor & IMIP1
"'"" Implement Co. t  
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Ate Condltiening Nonsing Cawnwercial Rof demotion
SERyICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed



























Sunday School 9:45 am.
Morning worship 1045am.
Singing, Evening Wors. 5.30, 6:00 p.m
Mr000 RIVER
Morning Worship 11.00a.m,
Evening Worship 6.30 p.m
KIRKSET BAPTIST




Evening worship 6-00 p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening worship 7:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST















Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5- 30 p.m. & 6-00 p.m.
MOUNT NOREI FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9,30 a.m.
Worship 1100 am
LONE OAR PRIMITIVE
Lit Sunday 2.00 p.m.












Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 700 p.m
CHESTNUT MEET GENERAL
Stmday School 10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 -00 a.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Preaching 1100 a m. & 6.00p.m.
Wednesday night 700 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST C1URC11
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CNURCIE
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
S taiday School 9:311a.rn.
DEXTER BAPTIST ammo
Wednesday Scrvice 7' 00 P.m.Sunday School 10.00 a m.





Nightly Service 6p in
F1157 MIRIAM
Worship Services 10 46 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
MURRAY 01.11T1AN muowsmv
Wmitip 10:30 am
Blb7e School 9: 30 a .m.
Evening Service 11:00 p.m.
016101 Of JESUS MOST
Of UTTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Mg.
Sunday School 10:45 a.m
Evening Service 4:30 p.m.
ST. LEO annex
MUM
Sunday ?Assails m., 11 a.m., 4
Saturday Maas 6 30 p.m.
CRINTLEN SCIENCE
SERV=
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Sturraje474
Sirnois 11:00 a m. TestimonyWew9seadayl p.m.
JEHOVAH'S amasses
Watchtower io,sonas.
Rae Lecture 9. 31 a.m.
ST. JONIFS EPISCOPAL
Worship tiour 9 45a in
Church School 11 00 a m
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 1 15 a m
Morning worship 10 30 a .m
WORN DAY ADVENTIST
bbath School Sat 10.311a.m.
Worship Service Sat. 9-15 m
Moot peoples are massitled to serving die Lord. They believe it i. pus of their
ys..se Whalbor WC WW1e by roatriliming money. marking Sandal,
School to• .orvitag as vaser.to the church. them tasks are often carried out with grim
determination and Nide jes.
-nu, to out to bomb% with tbe model of service provided for an by the Bible.
Ihe early followers of God, moo like DMA, verved God wish gladsame. Only Laser,
men began to live by the law. God seat his sou to renew shim eesusitaiont to joy in
.crlag theLAwd. litediorover the joy Mai can be fossil in your eoligioo and •Serve
the Lord with gladama." •
Church of Christ
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship 11.00 a .m






Worship Service 10 45a.m.&Spm
Wed. Worship,
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship 1050 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 pin.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship 10:50a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
WENN & POPLAR
Worship Service 10:40 am.
Evening Worship 4:09P-m-
NEW CONCORD






























West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
Neenot Martalev-Gemodisi PeCef Woven
Top ilhaelity Used Cars
904 Ceidwoler Rd. Moose 753-6441
Murray Electric System





Sunday School 9:45 am
Morning Worship 10:46 a.m.
NY Pt Worship 515 p.m.
Evening Worship 600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 7.00p.m.
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5-30 p.m.
N.Y PS Worship 5.00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 6.30 p.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND







Worship Serinces 11 a.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00 pm.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School 930 a.m.
Worship Service 10 45 a.m.
Pentecostal
LIMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship 11. 0111 .11211•
Evening Worship 7.30 p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10 00 a am•
Worship S,ervices 11:00 • m., 6:00pm.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 1000a.m.
Worship Services 11:09 a.m., 7:30 piM










UNITED, 310 'IVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10: 00 a .m.






Sunday Worship 10:00 am. Es 7:00p 111
Tues & Thurs. 700 p m.
Worship 10:00 am.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 11:00 a.m.,
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
1118171WS CHAPEL MIRED




&Nay School 14:00 a.m.'
eietrusvaira NOM
&many Belied 10:00 a.m.
Moping Worship 11: oo
NORM UNITED •




Worship Service 11:00 a.m. lit & Ind
Sunday., 10.03 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10:00 a.m. 1st 8 Ind Sunday, 11:00
a.m. 3rd 4th Sunday
TEMPLE NHL UNITED
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:1161a.m
FIRST MI1110067
Worship I 41& 10:50 a.m.
RUSSELS CRAPES UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9:45 a.m.
Oti Limb School 10.45a.m.
GOSNEN METHODIST
Church School 1000 a.m.
Worship Service 11 00 a.m.
Evening Services: Worship 6:30 p.m.
otrii-natoin mann
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Worship 1100 a.m.,600 pm
MT. NEURON
Worship Service 10-00 a.m. lot Sunday &
11 .00 a.m. 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11 10 am 1st Sunday 10:00 am 2nd,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
MT. C
Worship Sery ice 
1A
0 00 a 
.mRMEL
 2nd Sunday
1100 a.m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services J0:46 a n:
INTIM UNITED
Morning Worship 9308.m
Sunday School 10 30 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 6 10 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10. On am.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
trid 8,4th Sunday Night 7 flOp in.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 45a m
Morning Worship 10 4Sa.m,
Evening 7 00 m
STOREY'S CHAPEL mono
Sunday School 10 00 a in






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Monager
semin Graves. f.alleway. Marshal, Carla* Counties in lty
Item, Co., TIMM .
753-4351 or 247-4350
•, Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners
on Hwy 68 at Aurora
Ph. 474-2202
Keel Purchase Tire
Tear Cesspit» Tire Service Center





Hwy. 641, Alma, Ky. 753-8300
i1./rres-e S PantsNOUP..r 753.3571WRECKER SERVICE
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Service 8 Sales Ports -
Mowers Tillers Chain SawsHwy. 94 East
Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company
Ilan Boaz - Owner
hir ey's Florist &
Garden Center
Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral Arrangements - House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Curtis & Mays Studio
"Distinctive Photography
with a touch of Clam"
304 Main St. - 753-7360
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertlizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced






753-8302 MURRAY, 104 N. 5th ST.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans




Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Wait End Enviers
Ferry en Hwy. bit
Aaron, Ky. 474-22$4
Authorized Nercruiser Sales & Service
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
41„ .
Tops& Jeans For the Family
Hwy. MI, Aware - 474.1190




JOBBERS OF SHELL Olt PRODUCTS
Morris loming Calloway Groves




No, Oh Unlit P11011* 7S3 1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
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Out By A Long Shot
Murray shortstop Brad Taylor awaits a sliding David Scheer in the first inning of Thursday's American Legion tournament game.
Taylor took the throw from catcher Dean Cherry. Scheer was out, but Paducah took a 1-0 lead in the best-of-tiirito series with a
10-6 victory.
Staff Moto by Tomy What
4.
Sutton's. 5 RBI's Lead Paducah
Past Murray In District Opener
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The biggest round of ap-
plause from Murray fans at
Ty Holland Stadium Thursday
night was on a routine infield
out in the eighth inning.
Routine, but difficult to
obtain on the batter who made
it. Rico Sutton was retired
only..-once.. in leading his
American Legion squad to a
10-6 victory.
The other four times he
came to the plate was a.
disaster for Murray. The
Paducah centerfielder blasted
two home runs, a triple and
drew a walk to help Paducah
to a 1-0 lead in the best-of-
three series to determine the
distnct champ.
Murray must now win the
next two games. scheduled for
tonight and Saturday, if
needed, at 7 p.m.
Sutton's blasts were typical
of the slugfest, in which the
two teams combined for 18
hits and 16 runs.
Murray catcher Dean
Cherry was the early hero.
enabling Post 73 to take a 3-0
third-inning lead. He lined a
single to center for a 1-0 first-
inning advantage, then drove






Last month. Mr Bolls
was recognized as one






added modern plans of
Life. Health and Disability
protection to their




needs. contact Mr Bolls





Ar IC lorkimbiss Cornpery
Bob Thurman drilled a one-
out triple, a deep drive that
eluded Sutton. in the third. He
scored on Jeff 'Jackson's
leftfield single. Jackson
promptly stole second and
scored seconds later on
Cherry's hit.
Paducah began scoring runs
in 'bunches to build a big 8-3
lead. Sutton, in his second at-
bat in the third, lined his first
homer to left, the ball clearing
the fence and the concrete
bleachers on the fly, to make it
3-1. -
Two walks later. Paducah
catcher Howard Quigley
bounced a single to left, and
the ball got by leftfielder John
Deham, enabling both runners
to score.
In the Paducah fourth, with
one runner aboard,. Sutton
laced a Thurman pitch far
over the head of center fielder
Bill Wilson. And with no fence
to hinder its roll, the ball
bounded far enough to enable
Sutton to score after Cherry
dropped the relay to the plate.
Paducah made it 6-3 in the
fifth on Donnie Mitchell's RBI
double. It assumed its biggest
lead of the game, 8-3. in the
sixth when Sutton drilled
another shot to nearly the
same spot in center to score
himself and David Scheer.
who had reached on an infield
error.
Murray made a comeback
bid in the seventh with a three-
run outburst. Thurman
walked, advanced to third on a
Jackson infield single and an
infield out, then scored on
Cherry's groundout.
After Brad Taylor reached
on a fielders choke, Scott
Tucker lofted a towering fly to
leftcenter that just cleared the
reach of Mike Poole for a two-
run homer, trimming the lead
to 8-6.
But Paducah put the game
away in the eighth with two
runs on a walk, a run-scoring
triple, and a wild pitch.
Thurman, the starting
pitcher for Murray, was
relieved by Tucker in the fifth
Tucker went the rest of the
way, walkink three and
fanning six.
Murray will go with
righthander Brad Taylor
today, while Paducah will
counter with southpaw Tim
Cash
Boxscore on page 8
Reggie's Back, But Fans
Have Mixed Reactions
NEW YORK (AP) — Reggie
Jaekson shelved on a stool in
the New York Yankees'
clubhouse, thalfrempty bottle
of beer dangling from his hand
and the weight of the world
seemingly on his shoulders. ,
He spoke softly and his
expression was one of despair
after his first baseball action
in 10 days — four singles, a
home run and four RBI in
eight atbats in the Yankees'
wild 11-0, 5-17 Thursday
doubleheader split with the
Cleveland Indians.
He didn't perk up until
someone asked if his welcome
home — a solid chorus of boos
which eventually changed to
cheers — had drained him
either emotionally or
physically.
"I'm not drained at all," he
insisted. "I could play another
game."
It was Jackson's first ap-
pearance since his celebrated
bunting episode of July 17.
And just as he had been the
focal point of the last 10 days
with a five-day suspension
that eventually led to
Manager Billy Martin's
resignation, so did he grab the
spotlight with his lusty hitting
on his return.
The controversial slugger
delivered a Pair of run-scoring
singles and a solo homer in the
opener before the Indians
scored nine runs in the first
inning of the nightcap. Catfish
Hunter failed to retire a batter
for the first time in his career
and Duane Kuiper drove in six
runs with a pair of bases-
loaded triples off Bob Kam-
meyer.
Jackson, who had been
reduced to a part-time
designated hitter by Martin,
played right field in both
games. He was booed each
time his name was announced
until his third at-bat in the
opener, when he received a
mixed reception. He promptly
lined a home run over the
1980 Olympics Site: Spivey's Corner?
By HAL BOCK
„ AP Sports Writer
Now that the spoilsports who run Los
Angeles have lost their enthusiasm for
hosting the 1964 Olympic Games just
because they fear a dollar deficit that
would make the Red Sea look like a
local stream. that doesn't mean the
Games won't be welcome elsewhere in
the United States.
There already has been one bonafide
bid, previously rejected, from New
York City, which seems bent on com-
mitting financial suicide. one way or
another. And now comes word that the
North Carolina map dot town of Spi-
vey's Corner would gladly serve as
host.
With their tongues planted firmly in
their cheeks, the population of Spivey's
Corner, N.C. — all 49 people — have
agreed that their town could certainly
handle the Games.
"What do they need?" asked John G.
Thomas, news director of local radio
in WCKB. "A swimming pool? He
y, we've got a swimming pool right
downtown."
Until now, Spivey's Corner's main
involvement in sports has been the
annual Hollerin' Contest held each June
at Midway School. -See there," said
Thomas. "The last three Olympics
have been in Mexico City, Munich and
Montreal. The next one's in Moscow.
They keep goin: to places that begin
with M. Midway School would fit right
into that format."
The president of the Hollerin' Contest
is Ermon Godwin, assistant vice
president of the Spivey's Corner tranch
, of the First Citizen's Bank. He reported
receipt Thursday of the first ap-
plication for tickets to the 1984 Games
at Spivey's Corner from L.R. Cain of
Elizabethtown, N.C. "He will get the
two best seats," said Godwin, who is
adhering to a strict firstcome, first-
served policy.
"We've already started working
toward the Games," said Godwin.
"Just last weekend, the high school
boosters club and the fire department
were out, reseeding the football field at
Midway High."
Godwin doesn't see money as an
insurmountable obstacle. "We're
counting on government subsidies," he
said. "The government subsidizes all
kinds of programs. Why not the Olym-
pics for Spivey's Comer?"
The geography would be perfect, said
Godwin.
"We're centrally located, surrounded
by population centers. There's Dawn,
10 minutes in one direction. Fayet-
teville 25 minutes the other way and
Clinton's also only about 10 minutes
away. That gives us a tremendous
drawing potential and access. Heck,
where can you go in 10 minutes in Los
Angeles?"
The Spivey's Corner town council
sent off its official bid to the United
States Olympic Committee today and
cites its success with the Hollerin' Con-
test as evidence of its ability to host a
major event.
-We've had the Hollerin' Contest for
10 years now," said Thomas. "This
year's was particularly memorable
because it was held on the day they
elected Miss North Carolina."
The winner was Debbie Shook of
Spruce Pine, N.C. "We made her an
honorary citizen of Spivey's Corner,
though," said Godwin. "That means the
population hi 50 now."
_
Saviano Still Alive, OUsts Stockton
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Unseeded Nick Saviano
recovered from an early loss
and went on to post an upset
victory over sixth-seeded Dick
Stockton Thursday in the ninth
annual $175,000 Louisville
International Tennis Classic.
Saviano, of Riverdale, N.J.,
defeated Stockton 6-7. 74, 6-4
after losing the opening set in
a seven-point tie-breaker 6-6.
"It was really disheartening
to lose that first set," said
Saviano "Dick missed s few
shots in the second set and let
be back in. I didn't think that
Dick played that well."
For Saviano, it was the
second seeded player that he
has beaten in the tournament.
In the first round Saviano
disposed of 15th seed Bob
Giltinan.
In the second set Saviano





"Service Belli Our Business"
-, IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
was trailing four games to two Terry Moor of Monroe, La., A-
but rallied to win the tie- 3,6-i.
breaker in the final game. Eddie Dibbs, of Miami, Fla.,
-When your down in the last year's runnerup and-No. 2
second set near break point seed this year, beat No. 9 Jose
you think you're out of it. But Higueras of Spain 6-3, 6-4.
when you win it gives you a Fifth-seeded Harold Solomon
new lease on life," he said. of Pompano, Fla., beat No. 13
Meanwhile, No. 3 seed seed Phil Dent of Australia 6-
Manuel Orantes of Spain beat 3. 6-2.
No. 10 Jaime Fillol of Chile 6-2, Wojtek Fibak of Poland, the
6-2. No. 7 seed, beat 16th seeded
"I was trying not to let him Victor Amaya of Holland,
set for his shots and keep him Mich., 24, 7-5, 6-3. In a match
moving," said Orantes. "I-- between two Australian's,
knew I had to play my best eighth seeded John Alexander
because he plays well" beat Rod Frawley 6-7, 6-2, 6-4..
"If I stay back he beat me or In key quarterfinal matches
if I go to the net he beat me," today, Gottfried will play
said Fillol. Fibak and Orantes meets
Top seed Brian Gottfried of Solomon.
Bonaventure, Fla., won in In doubles competition
straight sets over unseeded Thursday, the topleaded
Bayi Wins 1-500 In Africa
ALGIERS — Filbert Bayi
won the men's 1,500-meter
race at the African Gamesin 3
minutes, 36.21 seconds.
lteriya's took'
the silver medal in 3:36.48,
followed by Algeria's Arnar
Brahmia in 3:37.33.
Ethiopia's Yohannes
Mohamed gave his country its
first gold medal with a win in
the 5,000-meter race in
13:44.39. Kenya's Michael
Musyoki won the silver medal




took the women's 1,500 meters
In 4:16.43, followed by two
Kenyans, Anna Kippop and
Rose Thomson, in 4:19.59 and
4:20.07. •
team of Bob Hewitt and
Stockton defeated Frawley
and John Marks, 6-2,6-2.
center field fence and from
that Point on the cheers
outnumbered the jeers.
Jackson called his reception
"not too bad. A few people
were on me, but that's okay as
long as they don't bring your
family into it or get physical.
I'll probably get booed for a
long time by a lot of people,
but it forces you to con-
centrate more.
"Some people down the
rightfield line were on me all
day long, but it wasn't
anything really bad. They
weren't foulmouthed; they
weren't even really nasty. In
fact, some of them were
saying, 'Bunt, bunt,' all day. It
takes something to come up
with that."
It seemed obvious that
something was pressing on
Jackson's mind. Perhaps he
expected more anti-Reggie
reaction.
"They're gonna run me to
California," he sighed.
"That's what's gonna happen
eventually. They're gonna ran
me right out of here. I'm
human, just like the next guy.
I put my pants on one at a
time, just like you do. I put my
shoes on one at a time. I
shower and brush my teeth
every morning."
Someone wanted to know if
Jackson was satisfied with his
5-for-8 day.
"We lost the second game,
you know," he said. "Other
than that, I'm ready to come
out and play tomorrow. I was
lucky today. I was surprised
at the way I hit. I just wanted
to do what I could to help the
ballclub, do the best I could
do.
"There some excess
pressure on me, some added
pressure. I had to produce as
soon as possible, and luckily I
got a couple of hits in the first
game. All I want to do is hit
well. Nothing else really
matters."
But it was obvious that
Jackson was pleased to be
playing for the soft-spoken
Bob Lemon rather than the
trigger-tempered Martin.
"He (Lemon) seems to be
very low-key, a nice fellow, a
good man, a nice man," Jack-
son said. "Billy got certain
things out of me at certain
times. We won under Billy, but
I'm sure Bob Lemon can get
things out of us in a different
way."
In the nightcap, Lemon-suf-
fered his first defeat in four
games since replacing Martin.
The first 10 Cleveland batters
reached base on five walks
and five hits — including
Kuiper's first triple — as the
Indians scored seven runs
before a batter was retired,
one short of the American
League record.
"I'm the kind of guy who's
supposed to get a single every
game, not go hitless for two
games and than drive in six
runs," said Kuiper. "I don't
think I ever drove in that
many Mils in a game in Little
League. I don't ever expect to
lead the league in total bases,
so a day like this is kind of spe-
cial to me."
It was the Indians' first
triumph in five games at Yan-
kee Stadium this season and
they are 10-30 overall against
New York over the last three
seasons.
"They came out smoking in
the second game," said
Lemon. "When you come to
bat nine runs behind I think
you tend to have a little
sinking spell. But it seemed
like Reggie won them over a
little bit."
How about it, Fteggie?




— Severino Ballesteros of
Spain and Britain's Nick
Faldo shot course-record',64s,
8 under par, to share the first-
round lead in the $60,000
German Open golf tour-
nament.
Simon Hobday shot a 66 to
finish in a third-place tie with
South African countryman.
John Fourie and Britain's
John Morgan.
Jarrett To Play Play Pro
Basketball In Belgium
Danny Jarrett, a 6-11
center who averaged 6.8
points and 5.5 rebounds a
game for Murray State.
University last season, has
signed to play professional
basketball in Liege.
Belgium.
Jarrett. one of • two
Americans that are
allowed on each team,
• leaves for Belgium on Aug.




"All You Can Eat"
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The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
Present
A Tribute To Elvis
with
Artie Mentz & The Arnerican Dream
Friday A Saturday
Aug. 4th & 5th at 8 P.M.
With Jack Bastian & The Sound




3 miles south — Hwy. 121 No.
Tickets available at Bank of Murray & Peoples Bank in Murray
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Sweatin' Time Again
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
There's no place like
aecond, as far as the
Milwaukee Brewers are
concerned. As for
Boston.. well, you know what
they say about home.
The Red Sox, who owned a
10-game lead in the American
League East not too long ago,
slink home tonight after a 10-
game road trip in which eight
losses helped shave their
margin over the Milwaukee
Brewers to 44-A games.
While the Red Sox were
losing 3-1 to Texas Thursday
night, the Brewers were
beating California 6-3. Now
Boston's got to face Kansas
City, which has won 12 of 13
games, including Thursday
night's 3-1 triumph over
Seattle that widened its AL
West lead to four games over
the Angels.
In other AL action,
Baltimore beat Detroit 7-3,
Minnesota topped Toronto 6-3,
Oakland defeated Chicago 7-4
and the New York Yankees
split a doubleheader with
Cleveland, winning 11-0 and
losing 17-5. In two National
League games, San Diego
downed Pittsburgh 6-3 and
Houston whipped the New
York Mets 8-3.
In, Texas' Arlington
Stadium, Jon Matlack eight-
hit the Red Sox. The only hit
that hurt him was Sam
Bowen's first big league hit, a
homer. The Rangers got fifth-
inning homers by Bump Wills
and Mike' Hargrove off Luis
,Tiant.
Brewers 6, Angels 3
Milwaukee's Gorman
Thomas hit his third homer in
two nights, a two-run shot that
helped Mike Caldwell chalk up
his sixth straight victory.
Caldwell survived an 11-hit
peppering by the Angels en
route to his league-leading
15th complete gatne.
Royals 3, Mariners I
Kansas City got RBI hits
from Steve Braun, Hal McRae
and Clint Hurdle and eight-hit
pitching from Larry Gura to
down Seattle. McFtae's hit
extended his streak to 15
games.
Now the Royals head for
Boston, where they've lost six
of seven games this year.
Orioles 7, Tigers 3
Singles by Larry Harlow
and Rich Dauer, Eddie
Murray's three-run homer
and Ken Singleton's solo shot,
all in the first inning off Jim
Slaton, gave Scott McGregor
and the Orioles all the runs
they needed against Detroit.
McGregor scattered eight
hits, including a pair of RBI
The Rascal T-boll team, sponsored by Farmers Grain, won the East Elementary League title with aperfect 9-0 mark. Front row, from left, are: John David Morgan, Darby Futrell, Selena Done!son,Timothy Cunningham, Nathan Maslow and Shannon McLeod. Second row ore David Warren, BillyCuHop, Randy Poe, Beni Kelly, Jason Phillips and Amanda Smart. In bock are coaches JimmyKelly and Danny Phillips.
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. ( AP) — As the inaugural
:National Sports Festival
ntered its second of four
days, it was still difficult to
tell which section of the
country was getting the upper
, hand.
After the fourth of four days,
it may still be difficult.
The reason is that the
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COMPANY
seem to be getting in the way
of determining sectional
supremacy for the West, East,
Midwest and South as the
organizers had intended.
For example, in team
sports, the plan was to tally
medals for the four sections as
the festival progressed to give
an idea of regional strengths.
Not all individual
competitions could be divided
up in that manner, and some
were excluded. And in other
sports, the West, East, Mid-
west and South concept was
abandoned entirely.
In wrestling, for instance,
the participants represent the
North, Central, East and
South.
Ice skating includes the
East, Midwest, South and
"Pacific Coast."
Ice hockey is about as
haywire as any sport out of the
26 being contested here, with
Midwest, Central, Great
Lakes and New England
divisions. Exactly what
categories their team medals
might fall is anybody's guess
at this point.
2 Mass last NO Off firry 94 on Vondrev, Roof.
Remington 1100 Senn - A Ilion hi; ,1
38 (a) rerilbai Masterpiece
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mostly first round or
preliminary competitions, if
there was any activity at all.
Several sports, like the
premier track and field
events, were not scheduled to
get underway until today.
However, there were some
medal winners to come out of
first day competitions.
In rowing, Anne Marden,
Princeton, N.J., won the
women's single, while Vesper,
Pa., won the women's pair and
Kentfield, Calif., the junior
men's double and Syracuse,
N.Y., the junior men's four
without cox.
Sarah Day, Hillsborough,
Calif., won the women's
springboard diving final, and
15-year-old- Gene McIntyre,









Kansas City 56 42 571
California 54 48 539
Oakland 52 50 .510
Texas * 51 4116
Minnesota 43 94 443
Chicago 41 57 418
Seattle 36 * 333
Tisursday's Gases
New Yost 114, C3re4$and 0-17
Minnesota S. Toronto 3
Baltimore 7, Detroit 3
Milwaukee 6, California 3
Oakland 7, Chicago 4
Kansas City 3, Seattle
Texas 3, Boston 1
Fridays Gaines
Kansas City (Gale 11-3) at Nordon (Tar-rtm 124), in)
California (dame
(Palmer 124), (n)
Milwalikee i Augustine 10-9) at Toronto
(Underwood 5-10). in)
Oakland iltroberg 0.71 it Clevelandi Wise 11-12,1, (01
tilkuwasta (Zahn 114) at New York
Miser 4-1i, in)
Seattle (Honeycutt 4-3) at Detroit fRo-semi 441,191
es" r id tlicago (Setweler304), (a)
singles by Jason Thompson.
Twins 6, Blue Jays 3
Stan Perzanowski of
Minnesota pitched a six-hitter
— his first complete game in
the majors — in his first big-
league appgarance in more
than two years. Mike Cabbage
gave him all the support he
needed by hitting for the cycle
— single, double, triple,
homer — and driving in four
runs.
A's 7, White Sox 4
Chicago committed four
errors — five if you count
pitching to Willie Horton.
Oakland's recent acquisition
hit a homer, double and single,
drove in two runs and scored
three for the A'S.
Yankeesil-50 Indians 0-17
Reggie Jackson returned to
the New York lineup for the
first time in 10 games and
responded with four singles
and a homer for four RBI in
eight atbats.
In the opener he had a pair
of RBI singles and homer
No.15 and Thurman Munson
chipped in with two RBI. New
York put tilt game Oray with
seven runs in the second in-
ning to chase David Clyde.
In the second game,
Cleveland blasted Catfish
Hunter from the mound in a
nine-run first inning. Duane
Kuiper had one of his two
bases-loaded triples in the
inning.
Padres Pirates 3
San Diego scored three runs
in the first inning, two on Dave
Winfield's single, then lost the
lead on Pirate homers by Ed
Ott, Phil Garner and Bill
Robinson.
But the Padres went on top
for good with two runs in the
seventh on a sacrifice fly by
Gene Richards and a single by
Ozzie Smith.
Astros 8, Mets 3
J.R. Richard fanned nine
Mets to raise his major
leagileleading strikeout total
to 194 en route to his third two-
hitter of the year.
Enos Ca bell and Bob Watson




CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete
Rose says opposing pitchers
haven't seen anything yet,
despite the fact his current
hitting streak has now
reached 39 games.
He could tie Ty Cobb's 40-
game streak tonight by hitting
safely in the first game of the
Reds' twi-night doubleheader
against Philadelphia.
"I've got a feeling that the
day after I go 0-4, I'll really
get hot," said the Cincinnati
Reds third baseman Thur-
sday. "During the streak, I've
had no. luck. I've hit a lot of
line drives that went for outs."
A lot of line drives, however,
have dropped in for hits,
enough to boost his batting
average to .311, within
striking distance of the
National League lead. During
the streak, which began June
14, he has batted .380.
While many of his team-
the men's 10-meter diving
event.
In weightlifting, Richard
Seibert, Washington, won lite
115-pound class. Patrick
Omori of Mountain View.
Hawaii, topped the com-
petition in the 103-pound
category and Philip Santerson
of Billings, Mont., took the 132-
pound division.
There was one upset in the
first round of boxing action as
Amatuer Athletic Union
champion Rodger Ponfil of
Green Bay, Wis., lost a
decision to Dario Medrano of
Fort Ord, Calif., in the
flyweight class.
The East won the- men's
team gymnastics, collecting
158.45 points, followed by the









fie Angeles 55 42 301
Cincinnati 50 42 .31111
San them) 50 52 .41111 11
Atlanta .*8
Houston 45 44 .445 iSo
Thursday's Gagmen
San Diego 6. Pittsburgh 3
Houston I. New York 3
Only games schedWed
PrIday's Gam*
Philadelphia (Carlton 54 and h
at Cincinnati ISilver 94 066 Norman
5), 2. it-n)
Montreal (Rogers 11-7 and Schatzedei
11) at Atlanta (Meiffilliains 24 and Han
na 7-7), Hill
New York fkananim 3-11) at Hood,
ildzon 3-7), (a)
St Lad* (Danny 8-7) at San Diesii\
(Jonas 741, In)
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 4-10) at Los An
geles (John 11-73. (n)
Chicege (Sutler 7-3 and Krukow at
San Frond** (Lavelle 5-7 and Known-




Chicago at gen Francisco*entree, arlitiama.`taletuibursa La Anoka, in,





Osicago at Sun Francisco
Pittsburgh at Los Angels
St. les* *San Diego
New York at Houston, in)










He stumbled, and in falling,
was hit in the face by the ball.
That brought in two more runs
for Mayfield. Wilson left the
game, but escaped serious
injury.
North eased things a bit with
four runs in the bottom of the
inning. Ricky Harrison
singled to open the frame, and
three straight walks forced a
run home. A ground ball and
two wild pitches made it '10-5.
Mayfield came right back in
their last at bat, tying the
score on two infield errors, a
walk, a triple and a double.
That left it up to North's
Harrison. After Tony Bybee
was hit by a pitch to open the
Murray sixth, Mark West
walked,..and Harrison followed
with a double to score Bybee
and give the 'All-Stars the
victory.
North's Kelly Steely drilled
a hOme iiÜS in the third inning,
the first ball hit out of the park
in three years.
The championship game is
scheduled for 7 p.m. today.
Mayfield No. 2 MO 055-16-7 1
Murray North 132 041-11 8 3
Pat Wilson, Scott Nix and Chris
Padgett, Scott Hamilton and Todd
Waggnet.
Mayfield No. I 012 111 2-8 4 7
Mayfield No.4 120 021 4-111 9 8
K. Stinson and S. Dowdy; J Emerson
and D James,
mates relaxed on the off-day
here Thursday, Rose worked
out for about an hour in
preparation for the
Philadelphia Phillies who are
here tonight for a twinight
doubleheader.
"I want to keep the
adrenalin going," said Rose,
who usually takes batting
practice on the Reds' off-days.
A standing room only crowd
of more than 51,000 fans was
expected to watch tonight. He
could tie George Sisler's 41-
game mark by getting a hit in
the second game.
-I'm glad those guys are
there," said Rose, referring to
Cobb, Sister, and Willie
Keeler, who hit in 44 con-
secutive games. "If! had to go
from 37 games to 56 without
three guys in between, it
woliu be a long stretch."'
The rna)or league mark is 56
consecutive games held by
Joe DiMaggio.
Rose will face Steve Carlton
in the opening game of
tonight's games.
"I'm 0 for 11 against him
this year, but I can hit him.
I've hit him in the past," Rose
said.
Rose is hitting only .212
against the Phillies this year,
largely because of his
problems with Carlton.
Ironically, in the 32nd game
of the streak, Rose failed to
get a hit off Carlton. In his
fifth atbat, facing reliever Ron
Reed, with two outs, he bunted
for a hit. -
Rose baited Thursday
against Joe Kaiser, like
Carlton a lefthander. Kaiser
played amateur-baseball with
Rose when they were growing
up here.
Dan Driessen and George
Foster batted along with Rose
during the noncompulsory
workout.
Out At The Plate; In The Finals
Todd Waggner puts the tag on the North All-Stars' Mark West in lost night's Kentucky Leageo A-stor game. North didn't score this time, but the Murray snood won 11-10 to advance to tonight'sfinal. 
I _ Staff P11010 by Tony Wised
Murray North was coasting
along with a 6-0 fifth inning
lead, seemingly assured of a
berth in tonight's Kentucky
League All-Star final at
Murray's Kentucky League
field.
But after three walks, two
doubles and a triple allowed
Mayfield No. 2 to pull within 6-
5, things were wide open
again.
And it took a final-inning
rally for North to pull out a 11-
10 victory, and a chance to
take the title against the
Mayfield No. 4 All-Stars, who
whipped Mayfield No. 110-8 in
the second game.
North pitcher Pat Wilson,
after allowing a Todd
Waggner double that caromed
off the leftfield fence in the
first inning, gave up just one
hit thereafter heading into the
fifth.
But after a triple and a
walk, Scott Nix relieved
Wilson in that frame. Another
double followed before Steve
Osborne popped up in the
direction of second.
Wilson, who had moved to
that position after Nix came
on in relief, trotted back, his
eyes on the ball, toward the
outfield grass.
Team Members Sign Up
For Course In CPR
After Medich Heroics
ARLINGTON, Texas ( AP)
— The next time Doc Medich
has to plunge into the standsto
save a heart patient he may
get trampled in the rush.
It seems Medich, a surgeon
who seasonally swaps his
scalpel for a turn in the Texas
Ranger pitching rotation, so
impressed his teammates last
week when he revived a heart
attack victim before a game in
Baltimore that virtually the
whole team has agreed to sign
up for a course in cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation
(CPR).
"There'll be eight guys up
there in the crowd trying to
revive some person," laughed
second baseman Bump Wills.
"But seriously, it is something
I've been meaning to get into
for the past five or six years.
"I think it's fantastic that a
guy like that, especially a ball
player, can come right off the
field and do something like
that."
Medich said he hopes to set
up a CPR course at Arlington
Memorial Hospital for the
team during the next chuckled.
homestand that starts Aug 4.
He said his pregame per-
t ormance in Baltimore
probably had a lot to do with
the team's response.
"I anticipated a good
reception from the ball club,"
he said. "And I think almost
every player signed up for it."
Among the prospective
lifesavers is Manager Bill
Hunter.
"I think there's 28 people
who have signed up, myself
included. So it's almost
everybody on the club," he
said.
Hunter said he doesn't see
how the course will help the
sagging Ranger 48-51 record,
only fourth best in the
American League West, "but
it might hel? us some other
way."
To no one's surprise,
Ranger majority owner Brad
Corbett is not on the list.
However, not too many people
have a physician under
contract, either.
"I'd just call Doc," he
Chain Door Guard Burglar
Alarm Set
—FAST SIMPLE 44 T,ALL-AT
REQUIRES NO WIRING -
' BATTERY OPERATED
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Ty Stofflet's 62-0 Mark
Brings Sports Spotlight
914 COLORADO SPRINGS,
4I"Colo. API — Of the 2,000
adiithletes in town this for
n'the National Sports Festival,
the one who most thoroughly
..idominates his chosen sport is
k a 36-year-old electrician frogn
I Reading. Pa.
iv, Like Pete Rose, he has an
-"Arnpressive streak going of his
own. With a 9-2 victory
/4I'hursday over Seattle, Ty
snitofflet, a left-handed hurler
LtIn fast-pitch softball, boosted.
(: his record streak to 62-0.
That's 62 victories in 62
starts. It wasn't surprising
that he won Thursday, but that
he gut scored against. Since he
began pitching ,in organized
*.fastpitch leagues at the age of
Iv 21, the 5-foot-11, 170-pound
Stofflet has recorded 48 no-
hitters and 19 perfect games.
Heading into Festival
competition this week, his
season record read 26-0, with
16 shutouts. In 177 innings, he




In other words, opponents of
the Billard Barbells are
averaging less than half a run
a game when Stofflet takes the
mound. In one game this year,
a no-hitter, he faced 21 batters
and struck out 20.
• 'He has a lot of God-given
talent." says Rocky Santini,
manager of the Billard
Barbells. "But he also works
hard. He works harder than
anybody I know."
His accomplishments verge
on - the incredible. In a
pregame show at Veterans
Stadium in Philadelphia, he
once offered three former
members of the Philadelphia
Phillies $50 if they could get
wood on one of his balls. In
order, Richie Ashburn,
Johnny Callison and Del Ennis
struck out. Nobody managed
even a foul tip.
But his greatest feat
probably came in 1976 in the
World Softball Championships
in New Zealand. Against the
New Zealand team, he pitched
a 20-inning no-hitter.
During the winter, Stofflet
practices about five hours a
week.
:Carner Seeking 3rd Victory
At Plymouth Country Club
PLYMOUTH, Ind. AP —
1. JoAnne Carner, 'recognized as
one of the longer hitters on the
Ladies Professional Golf
:Association tour, seeks her
third victory of this year's
tour on a Plymouth Country
Club Course that favors
players who can knock their
drives straight and far.
Carner, who finished in a tie
for second one stroke behind
Hollis Stacy in last week's
U.S, Open, has already won.
twiCe at the 6,225-yard, par-73
course.
Last year, Carner tied for,
fifth place, four strokes off the
pace set by winner Debbie
Austin.
A $60,000 purse and the
scheduling of the tournament
betweeb a pair of 72-hole
tournaments that offer
$100,000 purses has produced a
field lacking many of the top
women players, including the
tour's leading money-winner,
Nancy Lopez.
Stacy also is skipping the 54-
hole tournament, which began
today, along with Donna
Caponi Young, Laura Baugh,
Sally Little and Sandra Post.
The entry list of 60 DVSs and
five amateurs also includes
Jane Blalock, who decided at
the last moment to play in the
tournament, Rankin,
Stephenson and Hall of Famer
Mickey Wright, who tied
Carner for fifth last year..
Carner, 39, has been playing
solid golf recently. She's
second on this year's money
list with nearly $84,000 in
official earnings.
7-Under 64 Gives Nelson
1st Round Lead At Hartford
VIET'HE RSF IE LD, Conn.
(AP) — Larry Nelson-might
be ready to adopt "I love
Hartford" as a theme song if
his string of success continues
at the $210,000 Sammy Davis
Jr.-Greater Hartford Open.
Nelson shot al-under-par 64
Thursday to share the first-
round lead with Phil Hancock.
"This is my fifth year here,
and the worst • I've ever
finished is a tie for 20th,"
Nelson, 30, of Kennesaw, Ga.,
said. He finished fourth in
1975, lath in 1976 and second
last year.
-My game always comes
around when I get to Hartford.
Of course, then it seems to dis-
appear when I leave," he said.
laughing.
"I enjoy this course because
it is not too demanding," Nel-
son said of the 6,534-yard
Wethersfield Country Club.
There were 69 players
shooting less than par 71 at the
course Thursday. A total of 25
more were at even par. PGA
officials at the tournament
said golfers would probably
have to shoot under par to
make the cut Friday night.
Hancock said his 64 was the
lowest round of his
professional career.
The early leader was Rod
Funseth, who shot a record-ty-
ing 29 on the front nine. Fun-
seth ended the day with a 65,
tied with Artie McNIckle and
Jim Colbert, 1 stroke off the
lead.
Six golfers were in a tie for
third place at a 5-under-par 66.
They were Dale Douglass,
George Archer, Gil Morgan,
a. 
Rex Caldwell, Lou Graham
and defending champion Bill
Kratzert.
Kratzert said he looked at
the leader board before he
began his round in the af-
ternoon and saw Larry
Nelson was 8-under. I was
already 8 shots behind."
At 67 were Carlton White,
Lee Elder, Jay Haas, Bob
Murphy, Leonard Thompson,
Calvin Pee. Mark Hayes and
Mark Lye. Another stroke
behind at 3-under-par were
Pat McGowan, Jim Nelford,
Lee Males. Stan Lee, Tim
Sismpson, Roger Maltbie,
Craig Stadler, Tom Storey,
Larry Ziegler, Jim Simons,
Orville Moody and Bob
Eastwood.
Andy Bean, the top 1978
money winner on the PGA
'tour, withdrew Thursday
afternoon after shooting a 75.
Bean reported he was suf-




McGee and Bill Mallon.
Major League Averages
BATTING i225 at WV-Carew.
Mm, .341: Lynn. Ban. 320: Rirv, Rsn,
316: Glitrett, KC, .316; •Cubbage, Mm.
.313.
RUNS-Lenore, Lt, 76; Rice. Ban.
71: Baylor. Cal, 79: Thornton, 0e, 65;
Husk, Mil, 66
RUNS BATTED IN-Staub, It. 63.
Rice, Ban. 81; iThompsn, Pet. 73; Risk.
Mil. 72; Thornton, Cleo 65
HITS-Rice. Ban. 130: Staub. Pet, 120.
LeFlore, Pet, 119. JThompen, Del, 119;
Carew, Mill, 16.
DOUBLES-Gbrett, ICC, 33; Fisk.
Ban. 29; McRae, KC. 24; DeCtrices. Bal.
21, EMurray. Bat, 21; BBell. Cl,. 21,
Howell. inc. 21. Ford. Min, 21
TRIPLES-Rice, Ban, 13: Cowan,.
KC, 7: Carew, MM. 7. BBell, Oe. 6,
Grubb, Or. 6; McKay, Tor, 6; GBrett,
KC, 6
HOME RUNS- Rice, Ban, 24; Hiatt,
Mil, 23; GThomas. Mil, 23: Baylor, Cal.
23; JThompsn Del, 21
STOLEN BASFS-- LeFlore. Del, 41;
DtIone, Oak. 35. Wilson. KC, 32; JCruz,
Sea, 30, With, Ti. 29
PITCHING 9 Decissons Guidry,
NY. 15-1. 936, 199; Gura, KC, 62. .680.
26$: Ramo, Sea, 8-2, MO, 3.07; Gale, KC,
11-3, 734296; Soma, Oak, 7-2, .771, 391;
Tanana. Cal. 14-5, _737, 3.17; Eckerdey,
Ban. 11-4, 733, 3.47; Caldwell, Mil, 134,
733,2,34: - - - -
Guidry, NY, 133; Bat 111;
S TR 1 K EOUTII-R . -144 ;
Leonard. KC. 100; Undreamt!, Tor, 96.
BATTING f223d hatal-Buclmer,
Chi, 339: Burroughs, All, 3211. lark.
SF, 318; Madlock, MP, .313. Rose, Cm.
311.
RUNS-Rose, CM, M; DeJesua,




if you don't take
care. Treat trac-










Foster, Cm, 611: Lopes. LA, 60
RUNS BATTED IN--Foster, Cu,, 78
Clark. SF, 76: Montane,, NY. 69, Win
field. SD. 69: Garvey. LA. 67
HITS-Rose, an. 130. Cabell, Mtn.
125: Bows, Phi, 121; Garvey, LA, 118;
Clark. SF, 111
DOUBLES-- Simmons, Stl., 31; Perez.
Mt!, 30: Rose, Ctn, 30; Clark, SF. 30:
Howe. litn. 29
TRIPLES-- Richards, SD, 9, Herndon,
SF, 8: DeJesus. Chi, 6; Randle, NY, 6;
Parker, Pgh, 6; Morales, Stl., 6; Foster,
CMS; Putt, Htn, 6.
HOME RUNS-Luzinski, Phi, 23;
Foster, CM, 23: RSmith, LA, 20; EValn-
tine. MU, 17; Winfield, SD, 17: Clark, SF,
17
STOLEN BASES- Moreno, Pgh. 41.
Lopes,, LA, 21: Richards, SD. 26;
°Smith, SD, M: Taveras, Pgh, 73,
Htn. n.
PITCHING 19 Dectuonsi-- Bonham.
CM, 9-2, .818, 3.19; Blue, SF, 14-4, .773,
2.66: Perry, 90, 11-4, 733, 3.29;
McGraw. Phi, 6-3, 777,2 44; Sutter, Chi,
7-3, .700, LID; Rau, LA. 10-5. .667. 3.67;
1 1;1,:inr, .643, 3_46,
, SF. 114, .647. 2.87: Blyleven,
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Htn, 194.
PNiekro. AU, 145; Seaver. CM, 




Bob Thurman. p 3b 4 2
Jeff Jackson. rf , 2b 3 1
Brad Taylor. sa 1 2 0
Dean Clserry, c 5 2 0
Scott Tucker. 3b. p . 4 1 1
Bill WiLvaik,cf   4 0 0
John Delano. If   4 0 1
David Stripling, 1b .. 3 0 I
Stan Routt,2b  2 0 0




Mike Poole. If 4 • 0 I 0
David Scheer. 11 4 1 0 0
Ronnie Scheer, rf 4 I 0 0
Rico Sutton. cf 5 3 4 5
11m CAA. lb .. 4 I 1 0
Jam Witmon, 2110  2 3 0 0
Donis I .O. lib 4 1 2 0
Seward Quigley, c 3 0 1 0
Orb Iraslin, p 4 0 1 0
Maine Peek, p • o 0 0
Murray 1112 ISO OW 4 8 4






4 7 4 7 0
4 3 4 3 3 6
7us I 4 6 5 5
.. Mb 0 0 0 0 2
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Reason To Be Optomistic
American Legion Assistan• Baseball Coach Bill Cherry (left) ac-
cepts a S300 check from Murray Optomistic Club President
James Hooper prior to last night's District I playoff game with
Paducah. The check will be used for new uniforms.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Bespectacled Griese Will
Pilot Dolphins Saturday
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — Bob
Griese will quarterback the
Miami Dolphins in the
season's first National
Football League exhibition
Saturday and then donate the
glasses he wears against the
Philadelphia Eagles to the
sport's shrine.
The nationally televised
game (ABC, 3:30 p.m. EDT)
will follow the enshrinement
of Weeb Ewbank, Lance
Alworth, Ray Nitschke, Larry
Wilson and Tuffy Leemans
into the hall.
Griese. the Purdue veteran
legally blind in his right eye,
was forced to become the first
NFL quarterback ever to
wear glasses last season. He
had been using contact lense,
"The Dolphins are too young
(13th year as a franchise) to
have players in the Hall of
Fame. So w&,. tsend them
mementos," cracked Bob
Kearney, the club's publicist.
The shrine also houses
Miami placekicker Garo
Yepremian's shoe, the one he
used to kick a field goal to win
the longest game in history, 82
minutes, 40 seconds long,
against the Kansas City Chiefs
in 1971.
Griese was encountering
vision difficulties as early as
1972 and 1973, but still com-
pleted 14 of 18 passes in
consecutive Super Bowl
victories over the Los Angeles
Rams and Minnesota Vikings.
He nurses the hope that one
day he again will play without
glasses. --
"I'm not finished fighting
the problem. I'm net giving up
on my eyes," he said of the 20-
200 vision in his right eye.
Griese is expected to play at
least one quarter as the
Dolphins begin work on a bid
to gain the playoffs after just
missing with a 10-4 record in
1977.
Miami Coach Don Shula
likely will call on heralded
rookie Guy Benjamin, Allege
football's top passer a year
ago from StanfOrd, and
backup Don Strock, a veteran
from Virginia Tech, to sup-
plant Griese.
Shula also is eager to see
running back Delvin Williams,
picked up in an off-season
tracle with San Francisco,
operate in the same backfield
with Griese. Williams gained
more than 2,100 yards in the
last two years with the 49ers.
Dick Vermeil, the Eagles'
third-year coach, will open
with No. 1 quarterback Ron
Jaworskir with reserve John




needs are more potent scoring
and better rushing. The
Eagles managed less than 16
points and only 121 ground, .
yards per game in a 5-9 season
in 1977.
"Our team will be im-
proved, but it might not show
in our won-lost record because
of our difficult schedule," said
Vermeil. Some rate the
Eagles' schedule the second
toughest among the NFL's 28
teams this fall.
The inductions into the Hall
of Fame, opened in 1963, will
swell its number of immortals
to 98.
Free For The Asking!
write.
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
-PCPSI.COLC- ihsiD "MOVNTArit pee" •4111[17.1411111O TeAbitalAiriiii Os Pops.Co, 111G
THENEW64-OZ BOTTLE OF MOUI•IIIMMR.
, The most convenient way
to bring home Mountain Dew.
The new 64-nz  King of the Mountain. It's over
'12 five-ounce servings of lemony Mountain Dew.
All in one handy, resealable bottle with the soft
plastic jacket all around to look good while it
pours big. For convenience, say, "Hello sunshine,
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Three More 'Test Tube' Babies Due
LONDON (AP) — Three
more women, two of them
countesses, expect test-tube
babies this year, the Daily
Express reported today. --
The British tabloid said the
wife of a wealthy British earl
and a West German countess
expect their babies around
Christmas and the third •
woman, a Scot, expects hers in
November.
None of the women were
identified. But the Express
said the British countess, like
the mother of the world's first





at the general hospital in
Oldham, a mill town in nor-
thern England 190 miles
northwest of London.
A fourth woman who hopes
to become pregnant after
conception outside the womb
is under treatment in Lon-
don's St. Thomas's Hospital.
She is in her 30s and is being
More Test-Tube Babies
LONDON (AP) — Three
more women, two of them
countesses, expect test-tube
babies nto year, the Daily
Express reported today.
The British tabloid said the
wife of a wealthy British earl
and a West German countess
expect their babies around
Christmas and the third
woman, a Scot, expects hers in
November. None of the
women was identified.
Leave Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
The United Statesand Canada
are advising their citizens to
leave Lebanon, reducing their
embassy staffs and sending
home their diplomats'
families because of the threat
of more Syrian attacks on the
Lebanese Christians.
The U.S. Embassy said
there are no plans yet to order
evacuation of the 1,500-2,000
Americans in the war-torn
country. But it urged those
























Authorised Mali Seeder Cease/
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
shielded from the press, but
medical sources said it would
be some time before it was
known if she was pregnant.
Medical history's first test-
tube baby, Louise Brown, was
moved from a special care
unit Thursday to join her
mother in the maternity ward
at Oldham and District
General Hospital, and a
bulletin said she was
"progressing very well."
The mother, Lesley Brown,
who will be 31 Monday, and
her husband John, 38, a truck
driver who has a daughter by
a previous marriage, had been
unable to have children for
almost 10 years of marriage
because an. irreparable




technique, on which the two
doctors had worked for 12
years, involved removing an
egg. from Mrs. Brown's
ovaries, fertilizing it in a
laboratory dish with sperm
from her husband and im-
planting the dividing cells in
her uterus about two-and-one-
half days later. •
The result was a blonde,
chubby-cheeked, 5-pound 12-
ounce girl born nine days
prematurely.
Some 5,000 women are
reported to have sought help
from the two specialists or
from others working on
similar projects. Published
estimates are that in Britain
alone 10,000 women are in-
fertile because of blocked
Fallopian tubes.
But the British pioneers
discouraged infertile women
from getting their hopes up
yet.
"We have a lot to learn,"'
Edwards told a news con-
ference. And Steptoe said
Britain does not have the
facilities to take care of an
influx of would-be mothers
from abroad.
The doctors also said they
would not write the official
report on their technique until
theylave had a vacation.
Traffic Accident Records Now
Onl -Go To X . Police Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The confusion about where to
send traffic accident reports
these days is over — they go
only to the Bureau of State
Police, according to the at-
torney general's office.
A legal opinion issued
Thursday said that until 1978
legislation, there had been
several statutes requiring the
reports to be filed with the
Department of Transportation
as well as State Police.
"Also, in past years, at
times reports were required to
be filed with the Department




He gave the advisory
opinion. 'to Scott Collins, a
Prestonsburg lawyer.
As things now stand, Miller
said, every law enforcement
agency in the state whose
officers investigate a vehicle
accident in „-which a report
must be made are supposed to
send it within 10 days to State
Police.
In addition, any vehicle
operator involved in a mishap
with damage exceeding $200
which is not investigated is
required also to file with State
Police.
The attorney general's
office released three opinions
interpretating the statutes on
open records and open
meetings.
It said the Hardin County
Board of Education cannot
close a meeting with two
teachers' groups for a
discussion of salaries, benefits
and working conditions.
A reporter for the
Elizabethtown News-
Enterprise was ordered to
leave such a meeting recently.
"Since the Board of
Education has not committed
itself to recognize and bargain
with the Teachers! Com-
mittee, the meetings cannot
be called bargaining
negotiations and therefore
they do not come under the
exception to the Open
Meetings Law," Miller said.
And he told Gibson Gosser,
news director of Radio
Stations WSFC and WSEK at
Somerset that a public agency
cannot go into closed session




PRINCETON, Ky. (AP) —
Iva Patrice Carroll, the
daughter of Gov. Julian
Carroll, has been cited to
appear in Caldwell District
Court on a charge of driving a
car 77 mph on the Western
Kentucky Parkway.
Miss Carroll was given a
ticket July 21 by Trooper
Ronnie Crain, according to the
court record, for traveling 22
mph over the speed limit in
Caldwell County.
The case is docketed for
next Wednesday, according to
a court clerk.
Miss Carrtitt will graduate
Aug. 4 from Murray State
University.
Hello, stranger
Stiortningfot.opswors to 111 those whoi what/where
questions about your new City?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, its my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community into.
Athrke on reliable businesses in your new ne
ighborhood.
And more. 
A Wituost IOW* can simald be etwoetto-vta. —
first nice things to happen when you're new 
here. ,
... gak.
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
matter" without specifying
the nature of it.
"An agency must state
openly the purpose of the
closed session and a motion to
go into closed session must be
carried by a majority vote in
open public session," Miller
said.
.`No matters may be
discussed at a closed session
flounced (beforehand)."
Miller also advised the
Kentucky Nurses Association
at Louisville that whether is
can obtain a list of newly-
licensed nurses "rests entirely
with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing."
He said the board can adopt
a policy against issuing such a
list under the Open Records
other than those public an- Act.
4




Steam Plant Atkins Says Would Like To End
A Step Closer
N (AP) A Em passe Over Flight PaymentsWASHINGTOproposed steam-generating
plant in western Kentucky
that would use high-sulfur coal
has moved a step closer to
reality in a U.S. Senate ap-
propriations subcommittee,
according to Sen. Walter
"Dee" Huddleston, D-Ky.
The panel on Thursday
approved $7 million for design
of the $200 million plant, which
might be built in McCracken
County, the Kentucky
Democrat said.
The project, if successful,
"could assure continued use of
the coal (found extensively in
western Kentucky) instead of
low-sulfur coal from other
areas," Huddleston added.
The subcommittee also
approved allocation of $2.9
million to start a $15 million
Army Corps of Engineers
dredging project on Obion
Creek. The 41-mile stream has
caused extensive farmland
flooding in Graves, Hickman
and Fulton counties.
The proposed ap-
propriations must be ap-
proved by the full Public
Works Appropriations
Committee, the Senate and
then by a Senate-House
conference committee.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Auditor George Atkins
would like Finance Secretary
Russell McClure to end the
impasse over a $456 check
Atkins sent the state to cover
some personal airplane
flights.
The money was given when
the state Democratic ad-
ministration questioned
flights on state planes by
Atkins, a leading critic of how
Gov. Julian Carroll uses the
craft.
Atkins plans to announce his
candidacy for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination on
Aug. 4.
Noting that McClure is
resigning Aug. 1, Atkins said in
letter to him Wednesday that
"there is still at least one
piece of unfinished business
4hat I would like to have you
conclude."
He said that when his office
started its audit "of the
misuse of the air tran-
sportation system of the
commonwealth," McClure
publicly raised qUestions
about Atkins' son' Chip
accompanying him while he
was on official business.
"Even though there is no
expense to the taxpayers for
Chip to sit in an empty seat
and it is a great deal different
than taking personal vacation
trips to the Bahamas or
shuttling my family around
the state on nonofficial
business (a reference to the
governor and his family), I
was willing to accept your
definition of personal use,"
Atkins told McClure.
Since then the audit,
reiterating criticism of the
governor's use of planes, has
been finished.
Atkins said he has sub-
mitted at McClure's request a
listing of all flights his office
has taken and their purposes.
"This information was
submitted to you along with
the same type of information
from all other agencies using
the state air fleet with the
exception of your department
and the governor's office, who
declined to submit detailed
information," he said.
The auditor said that he
wants the matter of the $456
check resolved before
McClure resigns to take up
special duties regarding the
administration's urban
projects.
"Either cash the check,
return it to me or inform me of
any additional amount that I
may owe based on your
definition of personal use,"
Atkins said.
"Then proceed to seek
reimbursement from anyone
else in government that fits
your definition of personal
tat," the auditor added.
Atkins said he anticipates
that "similar and consiStent
judgments will be made
relative to flights of all public
officials" and that he will be
informed as state auditor of
the outcome.
McClure was out of town
Thursday and not available
for comment.
The finance secretary said
last May that he is "going to
-make-sure (Atkins' check) is
right before I accept it."
He implied later that more
personal trips by the auditor
may have been involved.
McDonald s System Inc 1977
Come and• see Ronald McDonald I
See Ronald McDonald at McDonald's® in
Murray this Saturday, July 29th from
10 a.m. until 12 noon.
Everyone's invited SQ•bring..the whole
family. And be prepared for lots of good
fun and good food at McDonald's.
Stop in. Let your kids clown around
with Ronald!
"I saw you on TV"
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter has decided
his long-promised and oft-
delayed national health in-
surance proposal will be
- -presented in only the broadest
*terms at this time, leaving
many essential details to be
sZilled in later, informed
ss;s4ources say.
The program's principles
. • "are essentially a holding
action that commits us to
come up with something more
later," the sources said,
asking not to be identified.
Health, . Education and
Welfare Secretary. Joseph A.
Califano Jr. is to announce the
program's outline by Monday.
The president, who
promised a universal, corn-
prehentive and mandatory
_system of health coverage for
all Americans during his
cainpaign, has been under
increasing pressure from his
economic advisers in recent
weeks to scale down or put off
the proposal as too in-
flationary.
At the same time, Carter
has promised Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. 1)-Mass., a long-
time supporter of national •
health insurance, and Ken-
nedy's principal backers in
organized labor that the ad-
ministration's plan would be
put before Congress this
session:
The president has decided to
aaler to please both sides by
laying, out his plan in vague
terms that don't bind him to a
program the country can't
afford during the present
period of rising costs, the
sources said.
Symbolic of the unfinished
status of the plan at this point
was Carter's decision not to
announce it himself. He has
announced all other major
initiatives in the domestic
area, but tins time, the
sources said, he decided to let
Califano outline the ad-
ministration's intentions. -
A year ago, planners said
the health insurance
legislation would be sent to
Congress early this year. As
that deadline slipped by, they
said the principles would be
presented this year, with the
legislation to follow. ,
Now they are saying a
"tentative plan" will follow
the principles, delaying the
legislation at least until next
year.
f OR YOUNG AND OLD — Square dances provide entertainment for both young and
old during the summer at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demon-
stration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Experienced square dancers have a
chance to brush up, and novice dancers get a chance to learn the art of square dancing
in each of the three family campgrounds.
Stansbury To Remain Mayor
Of Louisville Despite Trip Flap
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Despite
his admission that he lied about an out-
of-town trip with a female assistant at
the start of a firefighters' strike, Mayor
William Stansbury Said he will remain
in office and try to reestablish his
credibility.
Sorne officials, however, including
Gov. Julian Carroll, have suggested
that Stansbury should consider'
resigning in the wake of a newspaper
account of the mayor's secret trip to
New Orleans earlier this month.
Stansbury acknowledged to The
Courier-Journal in Thursday's editions
that he had lied about the trip. He
earlier had maintained he was alone in
Atlanta on official business. '
Mary Ellen Farmer, the ad-
ministrative aide who accompanied
Stansbury on the trip, resigned from
the mayor's staff Thursday. 'Mrs.
Farmer is in her late 30s.
Carroll, in a copyrighted article in
today's Courier-Journal, said Stan-
sbury should -strongly consider
resigning" if he cannot restore his
credibilty. •
It could very well be in the interests
of not only the city of Louisville, but it
would be in the interests of the
Democratic Party that he strongly.
consider resigning," Carroll said. "I
am hopeful the damage can be re-
paired. Whether or not it can be
-repaired remains to be seen."
Stansbury, 55, appeared damp-eyed
and somber at a Thursday evening
news conference in which he apologized
to his staff and to the public.
The mayor acknowledged that he was
in New Orleans with Mrs. Farmer and
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hawkins of
Louisville when the city's 580 fire-
fighters walked off their jobs July 14.
"I lied to protect my family,"
Stansbury said. "I don't offer this as an
excuse, but it is the reason for my
actions."
"While it is true that my credibility
has been hurt, there are a number of
reasons why I should continue to sea-
ye," he said. Stansbury said he had as-
sembled a "qualified and capable"
staff and had started several programs
and projects.
"I was wrong in leaving the city when
I did," Stansbury said. "I was wrong in—
lying about my leaving ,.. I say there 18—*--
no defense for lying and I mean it."
KSP Hiring Bias Charged
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Police Commissioner Kenneth Bran-
denburgh defended the bureau's hiring
practices after an advisory panel to the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission accused
the agency of making only a "paper
commitment" to equal employment
opportunity.
Brandenburgh said Thursday he was
convinced. "based on a careful and
lengthy appraisal of our past hiring and
employment practices, that the Ken-
tucky State Police never has unlawfully
discriminated against any individual on
the basis of race, ethnic origin, sex Of
creed, whether they were seeking
employment or already employed in
either an enforcement or non-
enforcement Sosition."
The 17-member Kentucky advisory
committee recommendedin its report
earlier Thursday that the U.S. attorney
'general file suit to force the allrnale 'and -
mostly white trooper force to hire more
blacks and women:
Brandenburgh said he had not seen a
copy of the final report and declined to
comment on specific findings or recom-
mendations. However, the com-
missioner said hiring has been based,
"without exception, on the job
requirements and performance
standards as set by the Kentucky Merit
Systems and state law."
A Review
By SUE DOUGLAS
Jesse Stuart is back in
Murray. Even though his
health prevented him from
actually spending three weeks
in Murray for the Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop,
Frank Gilliam has made it
possible for at least She
essence of Jesse to be here
with us.
Frank portrays Jesse in the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre
presentation of Stuart's The
Thread That Runs So True.
From the moment he walks on
stage, stepping to the front of
Lonesome Valley School, a
young Jesse speak's'.
The outdoor setting and the
rustic atmosphere add
authenticity- to the play
disturbed only by the blare of
an errant loudspeaker from
the nearby ball field. The
closeness of the audience and
the well-defined stage area
presented by the school room
compensate for the distrac-
tion, however, and a feeling of
oneness between performer
and observer is created.
It is hard to imagine that
such a well-oiled performance
could have been achieved
after such a limited
preparation time. The
director, Richard Valentine,
and all the other production
staff members are to be
congratulated on a diligent
effort.
Perhaps the most exciting
aspect of the mini-drama was
the stellar performance of Jim
Reese as Guy Hawkins.
Throughout the-three-act play,
Jim successfully sustained the
image of one of Jesse Stuart's
most memorable characters.
A recent graduate of Murray
State's drama department,
Reese was Gay Hawkins
throughout • the evening, not
just when the focus was on hrs
lines.
The total casting of the play
was well done. Each
character was vividly por-
trayed and believable. Several
characters, however, seemed
to be especially strong,
lingering in the viewer's post-
performance eye.
Lori Jones was obviously
type cast as the impish but
irresistable Jenny JarVis. Bill
Crittenden, as Burt Eastman,
made us actually choke on the
dust of the mine.
Like "the thread that runs
so true," Grandma Binion
intertwined among the
characters and gave the warp
of the 'drama dimension and
hue. I'm certain Oneida Boyd
had no need to study or
practice for the warmth she
brought to this part.
Although many Jesse Stuart
followers may be disturbed to
find Naomi Deane in
Lonesome Valley School, tt
was a means of bringing this
vital aspect of Jesse's life into
the dramatization. The
audience soon forgot this
slight distortion of fact in the
light of the graceful person of
Naomi Deane Stuart reflected
through the eyes of Eloise
Meyer.
The rest of the performers
were equally well cast. From
the sniffly-whine of Vaida
Conway to the perfectly
elocutioned comments of Mrs.
Woods, the visit to Lonesome
Valley School was enjoyable
— like walking the W-Hollow
Road in the spring.
ONE RECREATION ACTIVITY — Palo Polo is just one recreational activity campers in
Land Between The Lakes have to choose from. TVA's 170,000-acre public demon-
stration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee boasts approximately 210 scheduled
programs weekly in the three family campgrounds. College students participating in
the practicum program in LBL plan and implement these programs on a daily basis.
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By practicing farm safety
you can save yourself pog3i-
ble loss...even tragedy.
Make safety your first order
of business,each and every
day. Know the rules of farm
safety and make sure your
faMily and hands_1<now
them. Be al.ert tb any
"danger areas" and check
them regularly. Do all you
can to safeguard hazards.
West Kentucky. Rural Electric
Coo Corporation
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Schedules For The Week Of July 29-Aug.4
N
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
-
WNGE-2 -



















5:35 - Agri. U. S. A
6:25-Fenn Dig.
4:30 - I Ain The
Greetost




































2:00 - NWA Wrestling
3:00- Ironsitio
5:00-News
5:30 - ciodisi Camera






11:30-- She Ns Ni
12:00-Mews
12:30 - Movie "Lew vs.
. Illy The Kier
2:30-Sign Off
WPSD-6
6:45 - Weather ---
70 0 - Hong Kea.
Phooey
7:30 - Globetrotters
9:30 - Plait Panther
10:00-Baggy Pants
10:30-Shari Lewis












1:00 - The Romero
1:30- Pocono SOO





7:00 - ARC Sat. Comedy
7,30 _ gat comedy So.







8:00 - Bugs Danny t
9.30 Ihrtonam
10:30mIsis







3:00- Hertford Open .
4:00-- CBS Slots .
5:00--News






11:30- Nashville on Rel.
17:00- Good News
12:30- Price Is Right
1:00- With This Ring
1:15-News .














7:30 - Come*y Special









TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2
6:00 - Black Woman
6:30-Bible Sept.




9:30 - Roo Ilanshard
10:W- Wersaneelf UP-
I.






II:30 - Oral Roberts
iv go _ G.spei gw.
















10:00 - Herald of Truth
10:30-Coon. Wars.
11:00- Ebony Sf•Ci






4:30- Lest of the
Wild
  


















II:" -a/Ural ° God
12:00 - Lone 841194T







7:30 -On Ovor Own

















11:00 - Ghost Boosters
8,30 -Wocko
900 - 1st flatp.
10:00-- Camera Three
10:30 - Face the Nation









6:00 --- 60 Minutes
1:00-Rhoda
7:30 - On Our Own





























2:W - Lawrence Wel&
3:30-VS Women Open
S:11111 - Sets. Legend





















ill-Mews --• - 12:00-Newsv se
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
,
WNGE-2 .

























 - "id Ill.r."Am.
10:00- Nappy Days
MI 30 - meaty hood
11:00- liondegwatch
WSM-4
S:45 - Weather •
5:53- Morning' Der.











7:30- Monier' mu 5
8:00 - CNC UMW"
9:00-Pats the lick
9:30 - Mc' • 807
10:30- Lova of Life
1 1:00- Y•••11 4
Restless







































- Pass the &net
9:30 - The Price is Right
10:30- Loveof Life
10:55-News
1 1 : 0 0 - 9 o on g &
Restless






2:30 - All in the fem.
3:00- Match &MO
3:30 - Littl Rases&
4:00- Andy Griffith




























5: 30 -Adam 12
6:00 - Newswatch























































9:00 -- Lou Grant




TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WM0E-2
4: 30- Trill* sr Cone
seg.
. 7:110- Nappy Days





















12:3o _ ye or„w
WTVF-5.,









6:30 -51 21,000 West.
7:00-Big Event






6:30 - Nome nut Tune
1:00 Ship Shape
2.30 - Movie' - -








TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
,
WIIGE-2
4:30- NINE* That Twee
7:111- fight Is laisagh
840 - Cherie's Angels
941- Marshy 9 Meta
1041-News




5130 -Cadet Pete ,
8:15-News
6: 30 - fie"
7:00-light Is laugh10:00-
1:00- Ovaries Angels






8:00 - Bleck Shoop
















6:30 - Nashville Mus
7:00-Gristly Adams













TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2
8:31-0000(1 IlerThen





























6: 30 - mer.„ Robbins
7,00 - het me by Ring






6:30 World of An
7:00 - Welton'
8:00 Hanoi, Fi•o 0
9110 Bernaby Jones










TiSit...3 .-... ---- - ----- --VITVF-5







11130- Meet* .._ 
_
- W110-8 ,",- •
6:30 -Roe Ille No -





10:30 - Tonight Show
12:110- Alliolosiglot Sp
,
-:- - -:NfiFS-4.1 -: ,
-: • • ....., .4,-.
6:311- Match Goma . _






5:311 - C.actos Pots
-•t9,- NMI " - '
6,31—ire.
700- Tisiotttoe




Ilh MI- PCIA Chem.
..A......i.L..
..---- WEit4---
7:00 --;COP *whey.. 
7:30 - Cone* Thee
1:110- iockferd Mee
5:00-- Owilocy
















The Focal Encyclopedia of
Photography says there are
four -ways to take a self-por-
trait: by using a mirror; by us-
ing a delayed action shutter re-
lease; by using a remote shut-
ter control; and by controlling
the lighting.
I suggest that the eneyclo-
pedia publishers get the help of
Lynn Lennon, of Dallas, when
revising its text. I recently
viewed an exhibition by the
Texas phOtographer at Neikrug
Galleries in New York. City
-which explored the art of self:
portraiture and it went far be-
yond the normal techniques
listed. Entitled, "Fantasy Self-
Portraits," Ms. Lennon came
up with bizarre, imaginative
and off-beat methods and situ-
ations that produced eye-catch-
ing self-portraits.
Besides mirrors and remote-
controlled, delayed-action shut-
ters, she made use of many
photographic tricks in shooting
and in the darkrctorn to get un-
usual results. There are exam-
ples of multiple exposures,
sandwiching of films, multiple
printing with up to nine differ-
ent negatives, and clever col-
lages.
A main prop was a 20-foot-
long cable release connected to
the delayed timer on the cam-
era. In most situations, after
pressing the cable release,
Lynn would drop it or throw it
out of camera range so it
wouldet . .visible when the
camera shutter snapped 10 sec-
onds later.. But, having set up
an unusual situation, she would
repeat the action again and
again in order to get one per-
fect picture' in which the pose,
action and expression would
blend harmoniously. She often
shot an entire roll of 36 ex-
posures on a single situation.
. She devised her ideas of a
self-portrait as though she were
staging a tableau. She por-
trayed, for instance, a Lillipu-
tian figure riding a giant swan;
a puppet on a string; a casta-
way on a raft in tropic waters;
the lone inmate of a burning
house; and a floating body.
Accidents sometimes played
an friipikUnt part in the final
images. Like the time an as-
sistant dropped a large mirror,
breaking it in fairly sizeable
pieces. That produced a better
self-portrait with multiple frag-
mented images. Or when some-
one knocked repeatedly on the
darkroom door while she was
working on a difficult print.
"Just a minute!" she called. It
wasn't heard and the door
opened . . then quickly shut
when she was seen with a print
in her hand. That print sola-
rized beautifully, making an
unusual image. She tried to du-
plicate the mistake but found it
-uglatedictable.
She discovered, too, that re-
sults sometimes didn't justify
the ordeals she devised in order
to get a spectacular photo-
graph-
That happened when a sud-
den snow and sleet storm hit
her area of Texas one winter.
The snow in her yard gavt her
'an idea. She drenched a Tbng,
flowing dress with a hose then
hung it outdoors on a tree limb
to freeze. But first she stuffed
the dress with blown-up bal-
loons so the dress billowed out.
Then she squeezed an eye-drop-
per of water periodically on the
sleeves to produce icicles. With
the camera set up and the long
cable release handy, she put a
large, pre-heated stone on the
ground under the dress to stand
on. Then she got undressed,
draped herself in saran, slipped
under the dress after removing
the balloons, sipped an icicle
and pressed the delayed action
cable release. "
She went through the ordeal
for six exposures before giving
up. The picture itself is unusual
only after knowing what took
place because it does not show
to what lengths • she went nor
what a painful ordeal it was.
She adrnitg, philosophically
now, that it was a case of pho-
tographic overkill.
The self-portrait series start-
ed innocently enough when all
of the women photographers in
a group show were each asked
to submit one self-portrait.
To make sure she had an ac-
ceptable one, Lynn devised four
self-portrait assignments and
each was innovatively success-
ful. It seemed only natural to
continue the series and to
FANTASY SELF-PORTRAITS by Lynn Lennon of
Dallas, Texas, includes this example of expert
darkroom double-printing, combining a shot of
herself on a sand dune with one of a swan. A 50-
print exhibition of her imaginative work was seen
at Neikrug Galleries, N.Y.C.
dream up more creative ideas
for self-portraits.
Lynn Lennon was exposed to
photography as a child through
her father, an amateur photog-
rapher with a home darkroom.
In high schbol, she was on the
school paper, shooting and
printing. But she switched from
photography to art in college,
got married, graduated from
Baylor University with a de-
gree in art and worked as an
artist for six years.
In 1969, her life and career
changed course again. Her
marriage ended with a divorce,
she exchanged painting lessons
for darkroom equipment, and
photography became a major
involvement.







RECYCLED—A windmill, made from a bicycle
\A heel and brightly painted bleach bottles, is among
he lawn ornaments featured in a photography
txhibit at the Illinois Arts Council offices in
Chicago.
Hargis At Kaintuck
When you visit Kaintuck
Territory this summer, you
will probably see Rick Hargis,'
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank' HargiS of Murray. Rick
appears on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, Saturdays, and
Sundays with a blue grass
aoup called "Sagebrush"
from May 31 to Labor Day.
Be also  appears with Joe
and Rose— Lee Maphis and
participates in the two gun-
fights staged at 12:15 and 3:15
p.m. daily. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Hargis, 706
Davis Drive, Brentwood,
Tenn., formerly of Murray.
•
- •
solo exhibitions in museums
and galleries, Lynn made sev-
eral trips to document the Big
Thicket, a 50-square-mile area
of southeast Texas that has
been designated a national pre-
serve. She made a sensitive
visual record of the area's wil-
derness and the pioneer settlers
there holding on to a dis-
appearing way of life.
Early in 1974,s.the Louisiana
Arts and Science Museum ex-
hibited her "Images from the
Big Thicket," then purchased
all the prints for their per-
manent collection. Her work
has also been exhibited at the
Dallas Museum of Fine Arts,
the Riverside Museum in Baton




7 p.m. Nightbeat Old-time
radio entertainment. This
newspaper reporter ad-
venture takes place on the
darkened streets of Chicago.
10 p.m. Nightflight Four
hours of commercial free
album rock heard Tuesday-
Saturday. Tonights feature LP
will be "Hotels, Motels and
Road Shows."
Saturday. July 29
11 a.m. Saturday Special
The final part of a four-part
series, Journalists View The
United States, which discusses
America's national and
regional images.
1 p.m. NPR World of Opera
Rinaldo by Handel.
7 p.m. Earplay "A Phoenix
Too Frequent" A new BBC
production of the award-
winning play about a young
widow who is' distracted from
her grief, written by the
author the popular play, The
Lady's Not For Burning.
10 .p.m. Backroads A
muscial blend of progressive
country, bluegrass and blues.
Sunday, July 30
b:30 p.m. The Dutch Jazz
Scene Revisited Con-
temporary & mainstream jazz
from the Netherlands.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive This weeks
guests arethe Airmen of Note.
Ohio State University Jazz
Ensemble and the Miami
University Big Band.
10:30 p.m. Jazz Horizons
Ccintemporary and fushion
jazz hosted by Mark Welch.-
Monday, July 31
6 a.m. The Bible Speaks
Each weekday morning Bill
Phillips reads from the King
James version of the New
Testament.
9 a.m. Options "Cape Cod"
7 p.m. The Haunting Hour,
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web
Dramatizations of stories for
the whole family heard
Monday-Friday.
Tuesday, Aug. 1
9 a.m. Options "Allen
Ginsburg" Poet Allen Gin-
sberg reads and sings poetry
ranging from his own to
William Blake.
7 p.m. The Aldrich Family
Ezra Stone stars as Arneric,a's
eternal teenager.
Wednesday, Aug. 2
9 a.m. Options "-Council On
Foreign Relations"
7 p.m. The University




7 p.m. The Great Gilder-
sleeve Hal Peary stars in this
classic radio serial.
b p.m. Jazz Revisited
"Charlie Parker as the Bird"
Mid-1940's recordings by
Charlie "Yardbird" Parker
where his nickname is part of
the title.
b:30 p.m. All That Jazz The
emphasis is on brass with
performances by Louis Arm-
strong and Dizzy Gillespie.
Friday, Aug. 4
9 a.m. Options In Education
"Tenure and Accountability"
There's increasing pressure to
find ways to measure how
effective classroom teachers
actually are. It's part of the
"accountable" movement. Arl, -
the same time, the argument • -
is being made that teachers
should not have permanent__
lifetime jobs ur-li ess they can
demonstrate their com-
petence. Some are calling for
"renewable tenure" or for re-
liscensing every five years






An The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Country





—farge Selectiop of Gospel
"tapes AWAIT'
The Lorgest Selection of Topes and Albums on th,s erect
TV Service Center
Cootrof %win; Center 7 5.3 5$165
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Committee Opts To Loosen
Regulations On Home Brewing
WASHINGTON AP
i•t le 4;1 winemakers of
America, rejoice. Amateur
brewmeisters, take heart.
Raise a toast to the sober-
minded gents of. the Senate,
Finance, Committee, doing.
what they can ti make your lot
an easier one.
In less time than it takes to
dram a glass, the committee
approved legislation Thur-
sday to loosen government
regulatiot over home
winernakers and 'to mike it
legal at last to'brew beer for
Ili me consumption.
Legislation to revise the
current home wine and beer
Law already has passed the
House of Representatives, and
a vote by the full Senate is the
next step,
Not that there ever was
much of a threat, of course,
for breaking the brew law.
"There has not been a home
brew case made since
Prohibition." Tacy Cook, a
spokeswoman for the Bureau




end the requirement that
Americans register with the
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
ri ACROSS 71 Allowance
I Distant - for waste
ttl: (Bundle 72 Fuel
8 Flying mam- DOWN
ma i 1 Warning
t 11 Kill • light
12 Among 2'Cooled lava
ikI3 Mature. 3 Grain
*14 Symbol tor 4 Foundation
tantalum 5 Part of to .
15 Bitter vetch be
17 Sponsor 6 parr of face
19 Limb 7 Kind of
21 Three-toed cheese
sloths - 8 Unproduc-
23 Deface live 34 Crafty
24 Period of 9 Time gone 36 Dance step
time by 37 High moun-
26 Total 10 Number tam
28 Antlered ant- 11 Remain 39 Corded cloth
mat 16 Sun god 40 Affirmative
31 Vessel 18 Youngster 13 Consisting
20 Chart of two things
More sullen 46 Man's ruck-
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Distr. by Unitad Yeature Synditate. Inc
Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco
and Firearms before they
make wine at home for family
use.
That would lighten the
burden - of government
regulation for an estimated
21,000 persons the ATF
received forms from last year.
Current law says the head of
a household can produce up to
200 gallons of wine a year for
family use without having to
pay the usual federal excise
tax, which varies with alcohol
content.
But single adults who are
not heads of families can't
Make any. The proposed
change would allovra person
who is the only adult in a
household to make up to 100
gallons.
The committee wasn't so
loose in dealing with the
makers of home-brewed beer.-
The legislation would end
the current prohibition
against making beer at home,
widely believed to be ignored
anyway. But at the : same time
brewers would hefe to
register with the government
to avoid paying the tax
commercial breweries pay.
The ATF spokesman said
the agency is more concerned
about beer makers. since
officials fear the mash could
also be used for making
whiskey, which still would be
illegal if the measure passed.
Under the proposal. a single
adult could make 100 gallons
of beer a year and remain
inside the law. The amount
could be raised to 200 gallons if
more than one adult lived in
the household.
Still, it would be illegal to
have more than 30 gallons of
beer on hand at a time,
including beer in the process
of fermenting.
That provision has aroused
some opposition from home-
brew backers.
When a finance sub-
committee held a hearing on
the measure last month, twi,
California groups said the
proposal didn't go far enough.
Spokesmen for the Maltose
Falcons and the San Andreas
Malts said it takes at least
three months of aging to
produce good beer.
The maximum 30-gallon
possession would limit beer
brewers to less than the
theoretical 200-gallon limit.
they said.
Quota Youth Hunt Set
GOLDEN POND, Ky-
Land Between The Lakes
LBLI Quota Youth Hunt will
be a 2-day hunt, November 25-
26, 1978. All huntets must
submit applications post-
marked no later than mid-
night August 4, 1976, or
delivered to the Golden Pond
administrative office no later
than 4:30 p.m. on that date.
Designated hunting areas
will be restricted to those
youths who will be 10 years of
age and will have not reached
16 years of age on the first day
of the hunt:
Each youth must be ac-
companied by an adult while
hunting. Legal game and bag
limit is one white-tailed deer
of either sex.
In addition to a state license
and a Land Between The
Lakes computer card permit.
each youth must have a State
Hunter Safety Certificate
orange in color
Arrangement must be made to
complete the hunter safety.
course in advance of the Quota
Youth Hunt.
Land Between The Lakes
regular quota gun hunts wit
be held November 11,15-16,111
19,21-22, and 28-29, 1978. There
will also be a quota bow hunt
on these same dates in- the
Environmental Education
Center. Hunters must submit
applications by the deadline
for all quota hunts. For ad-
ditional information please
write or call TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Wildlife
Management, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231, telephone 502- .
92$-5602, extension 235.
MOM
NO, I WOULOgT WANT
TO TIN TO RAISE A
















MAJOR , WHEN 1,01.1 CAPTURE












MAI4BE A SMALL. ACT
OF KINDNESS WOULO













WANT ADS ARE TOUR BEI tillY
1 legal Notice
NOTICE - The Pen-
nyroyal Regional MH-
MR Board, Inc. is
receiving bid proposals
for audit of its financial
statements for the year
ending June 30, 1978.
Bids will be received till
12:00 Noon, August 7,
1978. Specifications are
available from the












business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved




has ice cretins nix for sale et















Poise Canna . .  753-7583
SaiiteCilizens .  7518919
kale  753-NEED











bring us yours for extra
• copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
- x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking










says in Matthew 9:37
"The harvest truly is
plenteous, but the
laborers are few:" For
Bible answers or, Bible
study call 759-4600 Bible
Services Saturdays 3























YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
5 Lost And Found
OUND WHITE shaggy








end dinner cook. Dinner cook
must be al. to make pies and
cook repotables. Apply in per.














8881 or write MERRIC-
MAC, Box 1277,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
MLT, MT( SCP ), 527-8633,










ile perience helpful. Write
P.O. Box 943.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
for training and patrol
for Security Depart-








areas of , direct
responsibility man-
datory. Preference











DAY AND NIGHT shift.





worker. Apply in person
Owens Food Market,
1407 Main.
MSU LIBRARY is in

















visual aids. Should be
Church oriented,
Protestant, and have a
car. Involves two of.
ternoons a week with
young people. Inquire in







shop. Like new, fully
equipped with 2 units,.
-specie •• ?Intl-Tyra y








BUSINESS for sale due



















14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY ear corn,
489-2515.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
600.
WANT TO BUY STAN- -
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 4984757.
15. Articles For Sale
BOY'S CAPTAINS bed




500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE: 16 CC
, Sinkers - 50 lb. box
$1 2.9 5. Styrofoam
Insqlation 12 4 x8.32-443,
I" 4 x 8 $4.80 Particle
Board 1.2" 4 x 8 $3.75,
4 x 8 $4.25, Plywood '2" 4
x 8 $6.75, ss" 4 x 8 $8.00,
Exterior Siding '4 x 8
.$7.00 & up.., Shingles No.
1 $18.75 per sq. Shower
Stalls $125.00 ea.
Paneling 80 selections of
4 x 8 sheets from $2.75 to
$11.00. Vanities from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl
Floor Covering $2.50 yd.
6' Wide. Cedar ,closet
Lining 4 x 8 $4.50.
Fiberglas Seconds for
trailers, , awnings &
carports from .13 to .28
per sq. ft. New load of
used office desks. &
chairs. New load of
doors $5.00 & up. New
load of plexiglas $1.20
per sq. ft. & up. Ross &
Tuck Salvage Mdse.,
Inc. Hwy. 45, 1 Mi. So.
Martin, Tn. Phone 587-
2420 Martin, Tn. 38237
Open on Sat. until 3:00
p.m.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' --
4'xI2' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet.. Co..
1203 Story Avenue.




15 Articles For Sale
CHIMNEYS, all fuel,





sizes 10-12 mostly fall
and winter. Call 753-0087
after 5.
PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 30. minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
I We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used furniture or Ap-
. pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
203$.. Wit
16. Home Furnishings
BATH TUB, new, never
uncrated, right hand, •
white. Antique bed with






Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
DINING TABLE and 4
chairs, $30. 10 gallon
aquarium, fully
equipped includes
wrought iron stand and 3
fish, $25. Bassinet with
liner and pad along with
NV -carrier, $15. 753-
7521 after 4 p.m. .
15' CU. IN. CHEST
freezer, $100. Euin
Bizzell, 753-4418 after 8
p.m.
GOLD COUCH, 3.
cushions, 2 end tables, 1
lamp table, 1 swivel
rocker, 2 lamps, all like




and chair, $40, four oak











condition, $40. (Cost $125




759-1078 after 4 p.m.
1; Vacuum Cleaners
AUTHORIZED ELEC.
TROLU X Sales and





BUSH HOG type mowers,
4', $295; 5'. $325; 6', 4475:
7', $650. Kough
Equipment, 10 miles
west of Murray on 94.
Call 382-2207.
I Attention CustoMers of Murray No. 1 WaterDistrict. Due to necessary repairs, water service invicinity of the Water Tower, 94E, will be off for ashort while around 10 a.m. Saturday, July 29. IT ISNECESSARY THAT THE LINES FOR THE EN-TIRE DISTRICT BE FLUSHED, WHICH WILL
PROBABLY CAUSE SOME WATER




Apply Before 11 a.m.



















































































































































































PUT IT IN THE
19 Farm Equipment




all young cows and bred
back, $8000 753-3625
NEW IDEA corn picker,
excellent condition, tub
and sink, white, call 753-
8555.
MASSEY HARRIS 30








Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler Outboard.
Used less than 20 hours.
Phone 759-1872.
FOR SALE Alurnacraft




18' CHRIS CRAFT ski





engine, vet drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment.
30' HOUSEBOAT with
new 115 hp motor, 75 hp
motor, 1965 model. Call
474-2287 or may be seen
at Town and Country
Resort. Reasonably
priced.
FOR SALE, sharp 15'
Checkmate Ski boat, 135




with 120 hp inboard-





Mercury 55 motor and
trailer, new windshield,














than 1 year old, ex-
cellent shape, $600 or
best offer. Call 753-8135
days and 753-3069 nights.
KIMBALL MUSIC Center
601 Broadway, Paducah,
Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but







Selection - quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop For












piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.




























Front quarter .79 a
pound, whole or half .89
a pound, hind quarter .99
a pound hanging weight.
Food Stamps accepted.
We also do custom
slaughtering, Paris
Meat Processing, 642-
8201 off 641. One mile'
north- of Paris on Old
Murray Road.
LOOKING FOR A
bargain in a 25" color







is your gain. Come in





FTEMS for sale. 30x60
formica top- desk,
portable dog pen, 20 cu.
ft. side by side
refrigerator, golf clubs,
and 52 year old English








I II.I I 111:1 Jr.
NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale 2,
3, and 5 h.p. Dill Elec-
tric, 753-9104.
FOR SALE, Craftsman






pints, 7 quarts, or 4 half
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
DELI.IXE - TWO wheel
, utility trailer, safety
light, good condition,
easy to handle. 753-8094.
FIREPLACE EN-
CLOSURES with glass
doors and wire mesh





fund raising group. Why
settle for less, when
your group can have
maximum profits. Send,
name, address, and
phone to Box 32 R,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
BODY SHOP and
basement on 5k1 acres,
approximately 3 mites





ZENITH 25" color con-
sole TV, with chromatic,
$525 with trade-in.
Sisson's Zenith Sales, 19
miles west on Hwy. 94,
382-2174. Our prices
can't be beat.
25" ZENITH Console TV
specially priced $519.95
with trade. We will not
be undersold. Tucker TV








2 speakers, $125. Por-
table B-W TV, needs
minor repair, $25. Call
767-2454.






Vista. Call between 6
and 9, 436-5337.
1976 MODEL 14x70 real
nice mobile home,
completely furnished on
large lot located on East
Highway. Call 753-8422.





on 3,4 acre lot. First
gravel road past East
Elementary, third
mobile home on the left.
Can be seen after 5, all
day weekends.
THE TAPPAN COMPANY
is now accepting applications for
HOURLY EMPLOYEES
Must be willing to work any of three shifts
and be able to perform a variety of job skills..
- Persons interested should apply in person at
the Personnel Office of THE TAPPAN COMPAN
Appliance Group, Murray Operation, Murray,
KY 42071. Apply Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 8 a.m. to 12





12 x fdk li&ONCORD,
washer-dr7r, under
pinning, must sell. Call
753-6848 after 6 :30.
12 z 52 TRAILER, 2 BR,
partially furnished, all




12 x 60 TWO BR with
separate Utility room.
753-1335 or 489-2774.
TWO BEDROOM 12 x 55
trailer with air con-
ditioner. Moving must
sell, $4300. 492-8856.
FOR SALE, 12 x 65
Concord trailer, 5 rooms
and bath, newly fur-
nished in ,Florida.
Located in private park
2 miles from Tampa.
Call 498-8758 after 4 p.m.
Will have pictures to
show if interested.
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME in
good condition, 3 BR, 1'A2
bath. 753-2616.
28 Heating & Cooling




conditioner, $125, both 2








29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489-
2533.
TRAILER FOR RENT at
Dills Trailer Court.
Apply in person only to
Brandon Dill.
UNFURNISHED -
owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-
8892 after 5 p.m.
31 Want To Rent
3 BR HOUSE within 7
miles of Murray. Call
753-1916 between 8 and 4
and ask for Gina.
TWO RESPECTABLE
college girls need place




32 Apartments For Rent
SECTION 236 Federal
housing, 1 BR un-
furnished apartments.
Apply in person at
Murray Minor, Office,
Duiguid Road. Call 753-
8668.
34 Houses for Rent
TWO BEDROOM house in
Hardin, gas heat, $110 a
month. Call 527-7516.
FOR RENT house on
Lynn Grove Hwy. Call
753-4817.
A REAL nice furnished 3
BR country home in
New Concord area. 436-
2527.
36 For Rent Or lease
TWELTH STREET, 13-4
Commercial , lot for
lease. 175' frontage 189'









Schnauzer, 6 months old





Collie pups. Call 856-3380
or 856-3656, Folsomdale.
FOR SALE, registered
• Brittany Spaniel pup-




pion blood line, (901)
648-5424, Gleason, Tn.
ST. BERNARD AKC
registered, 5 months old.
Rare color, white with
blue eyes, $100. Call 436-
2731.
41.Public Sales
GARAGE 1 SALE, metal
detectord and civil war




Friday and Saturday, 3




curry comb to a walking
cane. Furniture, clothes
from infant to adult,
toys, games, material.
Make an offer. 602 Vine
St. Saturday 8 til ?.
FOUR PARTY yard sale,
Thursday and Friday
next to Higgins Grocery
North of Coldwater on
121 at county line.
YARD SALE Friday and






go, nothing over $3. Pant
suits, dresses, shoes,
tops, cash register,




YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 9-4, antiques,
dinner bell, couch and
chair, mens, ladies,
childrens clothes. If rain
have next weekend. 306
N. 7th.
YARD SALE, 305 S. 6th.
Depression glass.





games, toys, 10 speed
bike, clothes, records,
miscellaneous. •
LOW LOW price yard
sale, Friday and
Saturday July 27, 28, 29,
1100 Circarama.
Sponsored, by The
Church of Jesus Christ






baby, child, boys, girls,
men, womens, wet or
dry vacuum cleaner,
console RCA black and
white TV needs repair,
LP gas Maytag dryer,
$50. 753-1310.
43. Real Estate
26 ACRES in Cherry
Corner area, 15 acres
open, 2 creeks, all
fenced and a building
site that would overlook




• property, 1.618 acres on
South 12th with 285' of








on E. 94 starting Friday,
July 28 at 7 a.m. and
continuing through,
Saturday. July 29.
Benefits go to Women's
Auxiliary of Dewards
Chapel Church.
BIG FAMILY patio sale,
July 29-30 Saturday and





Shores. Watch for signs
on Hwy. 280 E.
NIGHT GARAGE SALE
and Flea Market, 6 p.m.-




and side chair, table,
think, depression glass
and collectable small
Items, old toys, com-
position doll, Aladdin
lamp, 10 speed bicycle,







With The Fnendly Touch"
B.V. Bi-level, loaded
with quality. 3 bed-








ors Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
YARD SALE on HU milt -
north of Alrno Heights,




8:00, 724 Nash Drive,
clothes for all.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
9-2, women's, boys, girls




Saturday. July n. 8 a.m.
to', clothes girls size 2-3
and 8-10, boys sizes 12-
14; pictures. dishes,





(Sunday in case if rain),
8:30-5, 16711 W Main,
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
17 ACRES 2 miles south of
New Concord on Hwy.
121 S. 1500 foot of road
frontage. All in grass







Sr OWNER, W Caidwater, 3
SR, brick, lir* ram: belt.
Shang room mei kitchen now-
blood, boilt.in lowedry,
carport. Cali 1841-7114 after 3
p.m.
FOR SALE, by owner: 25
acres b2 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good leen and purnp,
FOR RESULTS
43 Real Estate
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1061
SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mile east of Murray.
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
22 ACRES on Hwy. 280 2
miles from Bloodriver
Boat Dock. Has several
feet of Hwy. fronMge.
Plenty of trees, many,
many building sites, a
good spring. Has a view





42 an 3 brick
Imo. Loaded south of
Murray is blacktop. This
taw Ass good tearlable
Mak oat buildings, borne
has hardwood floors, con-
trol gas beet, fall
basement. Good location,
reasonably primed.
3 11/, 1/2 bath, I.V. home
located is Witstermad. Nos
central electric bud mid
air, kitchen-family corn
bination, pleaty of closets,
enclosed garage. Patio with
grill, shade trees. City





listing and brand new
home. Energy saving 3
BR home in
Gatesborough. Heat






dinihg room. Home is
beautifully decorated
'throughout. Take a
journey to happy dream-
home living and let us
show this charming




Insurance & Real Estate




is what you will be
saying when you view
this equisite home in
quiet residential neigh-
borhood: Teak parquet
entry and hall, indirect









birch cabinets plus a
breakfast room. Central
gas heat and central
electric air. Patio has
attractive tiled floor and
is brick enclosed with
wrought iron gate.
There is much more so
let us tell you all about







With The Friendly Touch"
Broach and 17th Sta.).- 
James Bob, j: ' REAL INVESTMEN-
Apt. 11, (between
dandy little farm Call A HOUSE THAT'S A
AWC - RRGISTIKRED-.- -eli.prifirirr; v_. d fikiiever
at 7537f368 047537231Z ?:211 South-12th St-:'-german-- Shepherd- -miscetlarseousiten46, - _ .. _ ... .._., 3 bed rflOri, R.V. housefag, ".1...-watalia.aido ,- ,:.........-,.....-...-.--vioc -- - -,........-1.- --iiii.::....c..a..e...44.--.1,56:441101.-'excellent bloodline. 753-
0747. 
'88 ACRES at I'117yea ,YARD SALE, Saturday.
Tn. 4 acres open.
home, on lot scheduled
ceptional gluing/.
secluded buildin0 sites, for B-4 listing soon.lots of trees, trees, trees. Check this one today.. Fabulously priced at Boyd-Majors Real$11,900. WALDROP Estate, 105 N. 12th.REALTY, 753-5646.
SIX WEEK old AKC
registered yellow Labs
for sale. Call 489-2669
after 6 p.m.







31 ACRES at Almo
Heights on Perry Road.
22 acres in beans, some
timber, several
beautiful building sites.
Secluded yet very ac-








63 ACRES in Mt. Carmel
Community, 22 acres in
corn and beans, some
bottom land and some
good Poplar timber. 2
spring fed creeks on
property. Hwy frontage
on 121 South, $67,000.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and







Vaal lefts %HI* Clifft4r
NEW LISTING. Spacious
home close to schools in
a nice neighborhood.




defk in backyard and
storage galore. Priced




mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping.. .recently
reduced ... A real and
true bargain for the
house hunting sleuth












brick ranch hOme, with
central heat and' air,
lovely landscaped lawn,
fenced backyard,
wooden deck, and lots of
other pleasant features
in this country dream
home. Priced in the 30's.
'Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
make buying and selling




imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home with 51
acres, stock barn, '
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
you just wouldn't














pleted on outside &
completed bath, rest
of house with studs.
Deep well. Concrete
boat dock, 2 lots. 3.8
miles from New Con-
cord on Hwy. 444.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
44. Lots For Sale
FOUR LOTS on Snipe
Creek across from
Paradise Resort, 150' 
from waters edge. Home
753-2736, nights 753-8395.
1334 AC. level, 6 ac.
tillable, 73,4 wooded lot
suitable for building site
on paved road 1 mile
east of South Pleasant
Grove, 8 miles to
Murray - Calloway
County seat, 16 miles to
Ky. Lake. (901,642-8311,




',HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






Flawed ready. Up to 17 s 21. Also born style, offices, cottages,
ariaMia Mao loa-rais, end patios, or u-einiti, pre nit completely ready
assiowlila 74 60. Ivy Ow best fsr loss.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
74 Mercury Montego Brougham, double power
and air
'72 Chevy Impala, 4 door, low mileage, extra
clean, new car trade-in.
'72 Chevy Station Wagon, 9 passenger, double
power and air
'68 Buick Electra, double power and air, new car
trade-in.




End Of Year Specials
On All New Cars
PURDOM
-6;4_4.4; wait
'Satisfied Customers Are Out
Main Concern'
1406 Wass Main • 713•SlIS
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!





WATER, 72 acres ap-
proximately in row
crop, small house, BEST
OFFER, A. WILLIAMS,
.• 832 WENDOVER RD..
• MOBILE, ALA. 36606,
205 r 344-1917.
46 Homes for Sale
NBY OWNER, 3 BR house.
miles from Murray.
Aoiards off 94 on 783.
$45 Call 7534896.
HOUSE ,FOR LE BY
OWNER. '1614 Kr wood
DR. Brick, 3 BR.
baths, 1.V. entry ha
den with dining area,
-kitchen, with built-in
stove and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
room, electric heat.
fenced back yard with
' tool shed and 10
producing fruit trees.
Reduced for quick sale-




brick, each side has 2
BR. central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher. $40,000.
Call owner at 753-4470
after 5 p.m.




gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor, call 753-9602.
THREE BR. kitchen. 1.R.
utility arid sewing room,
wallpaper and
panelling. Lots of
storage, 10 x 10 metal
Wilding on concrete
floor, tot 100 x . 150.
$26.500. 753-0278. 1216
Melrose.
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Drive. 3 BR,








46 Homes For Sale
TO SETTLE estate, 3 or 4
BR brick, large bath,





dryer. electric Wall heat
and 3 window air con-
ditioners on shaded
coener lot, $42,900. Call
247-3946, Mayfield.
BRICK HOUSE on Olive
with extra income
property that could
easily be converted to
extra space for owner.
Full useable basement,
small easily maintained
lot, close to campus,
shopping and schools.
VA approved in 1977
all 753-9846.
FOR 'BALE BY OWNER,
new on`market brick, 3
bedroom claTeted. walk
in-closets, 2 baths. 2 car
garage with a tprage
room, central gas at
and electric air, enti.
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area. kitchen with dish-
washer and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,




with grill, in tercotn,
landscaped. near high
school, 804 Minerva
Place, 753-0196- or 753-
7906.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,




FOR. SALE BY OWNER.
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted. walk
in closets. 2 baths., 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and . electric air, entry
hall. living room. large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dish-
washer and disposal.
built-in stove with hood.







Place, 753-0196 or 753-
7906.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE ROOM furnished




Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate





3 Bedroom house with approximately 10 acres on
good gravel 31,4 miles East of Almo. Central heat
and air, bath, carpet, garage. 2 Trailer hook-ups
on property. Ideal location for Hog Farm. Well
fenced. Plenty of water, barnsLetc. Priced for
everyone.
KY. LAKE PROPERTY
116.2 Acres on Jonathan Creek. Adjoins Boy Scout
Camp and TVA 375 mark. Beautiful building -








HONDA CR 250, dirt bike,
good condition. Call 753-
0224 after 5:30.
•




FOR SALE Honda 450.
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE, 1972 CB 350
Honda, good condition:
753-3288.
1378 *HONDA 7.50K, '2
months old, 450 miles,
Call 753-5108 after 6 p.m.
1977 750 HONDA, lots of
extras. 43f-2547.
1973 HONDA 750 Chopper,
custom paint, Harley'
tires, headers, plus
much more, $950. Call




TRUCK TIRE Sale -
fhway tread, 190x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus\$2.85
FET, 750x16", 8
$35.39 plus $3.59 FE
Wallin Hardware.
-Paris.
FOR SALE. 1949 Jeep





farm tire service, truck






49 Used Cars I. Trucks
1950 FORD Club Coup for
sale. Also restored 1962
Nash convertible. Phone
751,1271.







WEEP PRACTICING OR W)1.Y1..1_ END









1941 JEEP, good shape.
Also 1947 Jeep. $350 each
or will take $650 for both.






1970 Ford van, good
condition, exterior
customized. Call 753-





and air, good condition.
new radial tires, $2195.
Phone 7594698
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles. $2450. Call
4924102 after 4.00 p.m.
1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairsNactory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,




dition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.
NEW 1978 CHEVY Van




$400 under dealers cost




19715 1nt4e4 Feature Strici•,ste, tnc
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD F-100 short
bed truck. Call 489-2127
after 5 p.m.
1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex-
cellent condition. 1973






1976 FGRD 3a ton 4 Wheel
rive, call 753-5368 after
5.m.
1973 ktftD Maverick, 6
eyl., • automatic, good
air, $1295, 489.-2.595.
FOR SALE, 171)•\ Inter-
national pick-up track,,










good condition. Call 753-
4343 or 7534955.
197b FORD Mustang, '1 -
top, loaded. 4.000 miles.
Call 753-1208 or 753-0181
1976 CHEVY Monza. i
speed, 20,000 miles,
• $2100 or best offer. 759-
1158.
1965 CADILLAC; it* or
best offer. Call 753-5964.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
Datsun King Cab. Call
328-8649 after 5 a.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks










Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




1975 BUICK La Sabre
custom, AM-FM stereo
'and tape, tilt wheel,
factory mags, $2950.
Call 758-6713, or after 3
p.m. call 753-7612.
1973 DATSUN 610 wagon,
factory dlr. AM with











tape deck, CB radio, ice
box, sink, stove, .sleeps
4, many more extra's.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
6580
CAB OVER CAMPER,
like new, $1800. Sam
Harris, 753-8061.
1978 STARCRAFT 25'
travel trailer, bunk beds







and antenna, CB and
antenna. Call 1-901-247-
3386.
CAMPER TOP for long
wheel base pickup







double batters, dual gas
tanks, heat, air, radio,





mileage. $4800 or truck,
$3350; camper $1850.
Sam Harris. 753-8061.
1971, SWINGER, 30 ft.
motor home, sleeps 7,




'-dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.,
51. Services Offered
FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field







ficient service. No job










Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 500
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 7534013
 Aimpowsmemewmps
Lovely brick home for sale by owner. 3
Bedroom, 1L2 bath, fully carpeted, 1 car
garage, 2 storage buildings. Large lot
with beautifully landscaped and fenced
backyard with 18'x36' trouble free swim-
ming pool. $45,500. Will finance. Located
at 1502 Parklane Drive.
Call 753-1432
Don't buy until you see this home
Zarttl;tosc.E ConverirAlFe
miles, some rust, top





•. Miles From Ky.
Rediasid to,$65.000, aPpral. 3,140,4i9a ft'
ice in lege den and cLining area. Kit. naS
fine wboTc-aliinets and pantry, buift-in stove and
dishwasher, laundry room, fornialit and Royer,
4 large bed-sitting rooms, 2 baths with plumbing
for 3rd in attached 2 car heated garage and work
area, cent heat pump and air cond. Built for





No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we
















Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FOR FAST SERVICE on
all electrical work, call
Tony Teschrier, 354-8531.
If no answer call 354-
8201.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
AIR CONDITIONING
sales and service, R. C.
Evans, 474-2748.
• 











roofs sealed. Call Jack
G lover _353.1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
-
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310





-free estimates call 753-
1537.
WATER WELLS Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





IN by Sears save on
these high heat and








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,










siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and
Sons, 354-8951 or 362-
4895.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.







WILL STAY with elderly
people. 435-4169.
WILL CARE for children
in my home days. Prefer






Company Inc. Air con-















STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.




tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
753-5706.


















ANY KIND of hauling in


















minor repair work by
Cliff Heegel, magic Hat
Chimney Sweeps. Call
759-4878.




Also dealers for Volcano
11, the most efficient
wood _burner in
America. Solar King of
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
W. Broadway.
- -WW1' Mee" stumps -
--.4.11~4saviiewittlear
--if Jond Cl_tliLed of
stumps? We van reiniiiiir
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. tEitves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343




















eft Dixieland Center 753-9668a.










Another new listing in Lynnwood Estates. A new
3 bedroom brick veneer. It is quality constructed
on a lot 106' x 200' and is now ready for you to
select color scheme, carpets, appliances, etc. It
is just 2 miles from Murray, just off 121 Highway
and is priced in Low 40's.
We have 12 lots left for sale in Lynnwood Estates.
Come see and select a lot for your dream home.
ANOTHER NEW HOME
This new 3 bedroom brick veneer home is in
Fairview Acres, 31/2 miles from town, on large
lot. This is a subdivision of brick homes ex-
clusively and restricted to standards that will
protect the value of your property price. $43,500.
Call for a showing of this property - or come by
our office 2 miles out 121 Highway. Look for our
office sign on front of office in our home.
. LARGE LOTS
We still have 24-34 acre lots or larger in Fair-
view Acres 31,2 miles from town including both
open and some of the finest wooded Tots Dints
area.
A REAL VALUE
In Fairview Acres we have a good 3 bedroom
brick veneer home in low, low 30's. U you have
been looking for a home in this bracket stop here.
Owner has opened business in another town and
we can give you possession immediately upon
transfer of property by deed. This is one of the
buys of the week, and will move fast, we believe.
LAKE PROPERTY
We have a very desirable lake home in Lakeway
Shores. Follow our arrow sign pointing to this or
call our office and let us show you this property.
It is a 2 bedroom home with a potential 3
bedroom, a full basement with a beautiful front
and backyard that slopes to the water's edge
This is a beautiful, well kept home and can be
yours for a price in low 40's. :-
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY
36 acres just outside citylimits, with water and
sewer available. This property has a frame
home that is now rented. Located between Can-





I. After Hours Call
Forest H. Shouldirs 753 8071
Sterile,/ Wilson 751-7133











































































is one of the
we believe.
in lakeway
















The Real Estate ProfessionalThe professional real estate broker or salesman is licensed by the Kentucky sity offers several courses during the year in such subjects as: Principles ofReal Estate Commission. According to the Real Estate Commission law and Real Estate; Real Estate Law_; Real Estate Finance; Property Management;regulations it is unlawful for any person to act as a real estate broker or real Real Estate Appraisals; Real Estate Developments and other related courses.estate salesman or to advertise or assume to act as such real estate broker or Many, of the courses are offered as evening courses. There are also severalsalesman within the Commonwealth of Kentucky, without a license issued by private schools in Louisville and Lexington that offer instruction in real Estate.the Kentucky Real Estate Commission.
In order to be a licensed real estate salesperson, it is necessary to have: (1)
be at least 18 years of age and have a high school diploma or its equivalent; (2)
be trustworthy and competent to transact real estate business; (3) have a
knowledge of real estate, construction, and financial terms related to the real
'estate business; (4) knowledge of the Kentucky Real Estate Commission Rules
and Regulations; (5) knowledge and responsibility to 'complete Listing and Many times during the year there arg Realtor seminars held throughout theSales Contracts; (6) to have a licensed real estate broker sponsor the op- state where Realtors have the opportilnitylo increase their knowledge to beplication for the salesman's license; (7) pass the Kentucky Real Estate able to provide a professional service to their clients. Attendance of theexamination. Realtors to the seminars will become mandatory in order to comply with theThe Kentucky universities and community colleges offer courses in real continuing education program for those in the real estate profession.estate to help prepare persons for a career in real estate. Murray State Univer- A Realtor can provide you with professional services in the sale of real estate.
The Kentucky Association of Realtors conducts an Institute twice a year to
provide its members with information on financing, advertising, real estate
trends, land planning, appraising, investment property. The Realtor who suc-
cessfully completes the course is designated as a GRI (Graduate Realtors In-
stitute). Thg course requires approximately 150 hours to complete.
• -.*-
Tired of noisy neighbors? Want to find a place to
get away from it all? Then let us show you this
recently built frame home on Whiskey Ridge. It
sits on a one acre lot and has 2 BR's, 1 bath and a
half basement. It also features a Franklin
fireplace to add to the rustic atmosphere. If you
have a VA eligibility or Farmer Home Com-
mitment, give us a call. This home should










If you've got a license to practice but not a
place.. .see this spat-tom 4 bedroom plus beauty
shop in established residential area. Also has a
large wooded lot, basement, 1 car garage,
fireplace and much, much more. Seeing is
believing.
They go together ... A fine 3 bedroom home with
' 2 baths...located on 21 acres, with 15 acres ten-
dable...Fronts on two paved roads.. Call today





On Wiswell Rd., 4 bedrooms, 2"2 bath
brick home With double garage and on
an acre lot. Well landscaped and pretty
as a picture. Has fireplace, central




Prentice Dunn 7534725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587 T. C. Collie 753-5122
-
Dog Tired Of
) \ Trying To Sell















New Listing Of The Week
BOYD 111111ORS"'
REAL Brut ' "The Professfonot Office
105 N. 12th Street with the
753-8080 FrIenthy Touch"
Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Audra Moody 753-9036
Barbara Erwin 753-4136 Homer Miller 753-7519
Reuban Moody 753-9036 B. B. Hook 753-2387
FRESH ON THE MARKET
We've just listed this nice 3 bedroom, B.V.
home. Electric heat, range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, all draperies included. Situated .
on 26 acres, highly productive crop land. Ex-
cellent outbuildings, 2 tool sheds, barn, etc.
Chain link fenced backyard. Additional crop
land available if desired. In 60's.
BOY D-MAJORSFt A REAL ESTATE
Maplewood
New 3 BR brick, 2 bath, with fireplace, priced to
sell, in Maplewood Subdivision one mile from
city limits.
GATESBOROUGH CIRCLE
Brick and wood home with 3 large bedrooms and
2u2 baths. Home has gas heat also a fireplace, 9
closets and a great room 20'x28'. This home has






Just A Bit of Everything
You name it and this home has it. Brick veneer
with 3 large bedrooms. lit baths. Large living
room, family room with fireplace, kitchen with
range and vent-a-hood, disposal, dishwasher and
. nice cabinets. Large lot with garden area.
backyard fenced with cyclone fencing. Central
heat and air. Much more for only $44,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
159-1701
"fiELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716






Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pe mew, Located Souttiside Court Square
753 81511 Open Daily illlonday•Saturday
0.4.1 s„„,
7536557 751 1545 Phone 753-4451
Member Mulb-trthot Sento aol Morravtalloway County Board ol Realtors
if
Income property at its best! This
duplex in Westwood Subdivision
features two bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and bath on each side. Newly
decorated with new carpet and
'refrigerators. Has lots of potential.
$45,000.00.









Sharp 2 bedroom brick home with fireplace, 1
block from universitY. Great location and home





Bill Rayburn 759-4900 Harry Patterson 492-8302
Geri Anderson 153-7932 George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
NEW LAKE FRONT HOME
First time offered, brand new, "Never been
lived'in". 2,000 sq. ft., 3-4 bedroom, 2 bath brick
home. Excellent wooded LAKE FRONT lot on
the main lake-, 154.6 ft. on the lake side! Restric-
ted subdivision, community water, blacktop
street, mail delivery and school bus. Large..
cypress deck around 3 sides. Central heat and
air, ftrrplacerpluatt.wall-to-wall rar.pet well in-







 /John ofita 436-2294 Calra Hurnpfire) 751 .403Pete Waldrop 753-7242 II T Waldrop 753 ISOJardre Austin 751111171 Broker 412 South 12th St. 753-1651 CALL 753-4342
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Postal Contract Being Sent
To 554,000 Workers For Okay
WA.SHINGWN (AP) — A
postal contr*1 settlement
that has prompted wildcat
walkouts, a rejection vote by a
union advisory panel and a
threat of new strikes is being
sent to 554,000 postal workers
for approval.
The outcome of the
ratification vote won't be
known for at least several
weeks. And. ironically, union
leaders must count on
members to stay on the job to
complete ratification, since it
is conducted by mail ballot.
Until the votes are counted,
union officials acknowledge,
the possibility of a mail strike
persists.
Efforts by union leaders to
sell the proposed accord to
their rank-and-file were dealt
a setback Thursday when a
committee of local officials
from the nation's largest
postal union voted 29-15 to
reject the pact.
But the committee agreed to
let the 280,000 members of the
American Postal Workers
Emmet Andrews, president
of the APWU, said he did not
think the committee's vote
was representative of the
attitude of the rank-and-file,
and he appeared confident the
pact would be ratified.
An aide to Andrews said
union leaders believe there
are only isolated pockets of
resistance to the contract.
Chief objections to the new
contract are that the 19.5
percent pay raise over three
years is not high enough and
that a number of work rules
remain too rigid, particularly
concerning mandatory
overtime.
The APVVU and Three other
unions that negotiated a new
contract with the Postal
Service plan to mail ballots to
members within a week. It
will take at least another three
weeks to tabulate the results,
according to union officials.
The APWU's militant New
York Area Postal Union, the
largest local in the country,
has scheduled a strike vote for
Union decide whether to push early next week. A walkout
aside cal,a for a trtail strike •-•rould snarl delivery of the




The rev. Sam Vernon will
bring the message in the
morning service at Cherry
Corner BapLiSt Church and in-
The evening service at Elm
Grove Tapttst—Church on
Sunday, July 30.
Rev. Vernon is pastor of the
St. Ann's Bay Baptist Church
in St. Ann's. Bay, Jamaica W.
1. He is a native of Panama
and has served several
churches in the Caribean
Islands. among them is
Princesstown Baptist Church,
Princeastown, Trinidad.
The speaker is an out-
standing leader among
Baptists in the Caribean
Islands. He is chairman of the
Caribbean Literature Com-




Caribbean area. He is enroute
to Glorieta. New Mexico,
where he will be one of the




The Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
pastor of Elm Grove Baptist
Church, the' Rev. Bill Taylor
pastor of ...Cherr • Corner
Baptist Church. tile Rev. Lr.
Bill Whitaker, pastor of
Murray First Baptist Church,
the Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor
of West Fork Baptist Church,
and others were with Rev.
Vernon in Jamaica in an
evangelistic crusade during
February of this year.
Rev. Wilkins and Rev.
Taylor along with the mem-
bers of both Cherry Corner
Baptist Church 'and Elm
Grove Baptist Church invite
the public to attend one or both
of the services
The time for the morning
service at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church is Bible Study
at 10:00 a.m. with worship
following at 1100 a.m. The
time for the evening service at
Elm Grove Bantist Churchlis





Methodist Church will hold its
annual Vacation Bible School
beginning Monday, July 31,
and continuing through
Friday. Aug. 4.
Classes will be held from
6.30 to 8 30 p.m from Monday
through Friday. The public is
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.
Postal strikes are prohibited
by federal law. But that didn't
stot2 workers Zrom walking off
the job at bulk mail centers
serving metropolitan New
York and California during
the past week.
Postal Service officials said
Thursday that the walkouts,
which began as a protest to the
tentative agreement reached
last Friday, have abated and
operations were nearly nor-
mal again.
In another touch of irony,
the Postal Service used the
mails to send 112 notices of
dismissal to workers who
participated in the walkouts.
Several union locals have
indicated they would follow
the lead of the New York local
if it votes to strike. That
pattern occurred in 1970, when
New York sparked a walkout
that was joined by more than
200,000 postal workers.
Participants in the 1970
strike were not punished
under the terms of a contract
settlement reached to end the
walkout. This time, the Postal
Service has vowed, it will
enforce the law.
CUISINE DELICACY ENDS HERE — When cooks Dick
Cheri, Al DeBruine and 011ie Swanson take charge of an
annual steak dinner for high school teachers in fanesville,
Wis.. the round beef and pork is roasted on a rotisserie
over an oilbarrel charcoal grill factored by science
teacher Cheri.
Veterans Counselor To
Be Here On Thursday
David Brien, a , veterans
counselor of the Department
for Human Resources,
Kentucky Center for Veterans
Affairs, will be present on
Thursday, Aug. 3, at the
Department for Human
Resources in Murray to assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims for benefits due
them as a result of their
military service.
Brien will lit' present from
nine a.m. to three p.m. on
Thursday
Hog Market
Federal Stat• Mktaet News Service July
U. 1971
Kentucky Purdiase Area Hog Market
Report Includes Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 116 EA. 700 Barrows &
Gilts de* wog down .16 inst down SO
Sows memo neer Weedy
US i-2 1N-Ss. $17.0047.25 few 47 70
US 1-3 211111440110.  146 56-47 OD
US 2-4 36-117101b6  *4520-4655
US 3-4 Iss-sialbs.  044.504650
Sows
US 1 -2 TIO411114st Vil/4646.M1
US 1-7 111411115. 116.1114711
US 14 WAS Ihs. 11111641.1111
US 14146110L. $36.01141.50
US 74 7611411010e. 111111141.00
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
up .1.
Below dam 301.9, down .3.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 357.2,
Below dam 303.9, up .4.
Sunset: 1:06. Sunrise: 5:58.
Council...
I Continued From Page One (
were infiltrating (leaking) more than
lines in older parts of the city.
"It looks like poor construction."
Henley told the council.
Henley also advised the council of
nevatatarearibe io
improve in order to get a lower fire
insursoce_classifica_tLocated
--thatiktastsity_cot *fifth
Class fire insurance rating tail' Tharthr.
class, residential and commercial fire
insurance premiums could be lowered
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
moo, EDT. today, furiushed to the
Ledger & Times by First of Mictugan,
Corp . of Murray.  are as followa
Industrial Average   -1.47
Air Products 
American Motors 5% -As
Ashland 011 X% +4
AmeriCan Telephone 10%
Ford Motor  AI
General Care 17%13 17%A
General Motors 02 J.,
General Tire 27% +4
Goodrich 21%
Hardeeit 14 4%
He ublein 27% etc
IBM .777% +It.
Mc Donald. $3% -14
Pennwalt IS% mac
Pepsico  -14





Murray High School To
Hold Reunion Saturday
The 1968 graduating class of
Murray High School will hold
its tenth year reunion on
Saturday, July 29.
A special get acquainted
party with members and their
families will be held from
10 30 a .m to twelve noon on
Saturday at Murray High
SchooL
The banquet will be held at
7:30 p.m. Saturday at the
Jaycee Civic Center on High-
way 121 North. The cut off for
the reservations for the
banquet is today, Friday, July
28, a class spokesman said.
In other business, the council:
approved the apparent low bid of
$12,720 from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
for the purchase of a dump truck for the
street department;
— was advised by the mayor that the
elite Moe for Local Government had




its originaloriginal proposal and had








Revival services will start
Sunday morning, July 30, at
the Hazel Baptist Church and
continue through Saturday
evening, August 5, with. the
'Rev. Harry Yates, pastor of
the Farmington Baptist
Church, Farmington, as the
evangelist.
Music for the revival will be
under the direction of •Gene
Orr Miller and James Carlin
with Mrs. Oneida White as
pianist. There will be special
music at each service.
The services will be at the
regularly scheduled time on
Sunday and at 10:00 a.m. and
7:30 p.m. through the week
The nursery will be open for
all services.
The Rev. Yates will be
speaking at both the 11:00
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. services on
Sunday and there will be
special music by the church
choir.
Sunday School will be at
10:00 a.m. and Church




The Grace Baptist C'hurch
will observe the ordinance of
The Lord's.Supper at the 6:30
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 30, with the Rev.
Ronald Hardison, music
director, and the church
deacons in charge of the.
service.
The church pastor, the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe. will speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship services,
but will be the speaker at the
revival services at Hill Top
Baptist Church starting
Sunday evening, July 30.
Special music will be by
Bro. Hardison with Dwane
Jones as organist  and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Sunday School will be at"9: 45




The nursery workers will be
Evelyn Vick. Louise Bray,
Mary-Brandon, Nell Evans.
and Louise Bidwell. Bus
• driver for August will be
Stanley Henry and for bus
information call Don Hale.
Services on Wednesday will
be prayer service and youth
study group, both at 7:30 p.m.
The Grace Baptist Church
will hold its(reviVal October4
to 14 with the .. Rev. C. C.
Brasher, pastor of the






Williamson will speak at the
eleven asn and 7:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday.
July 30, at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
The Achilt Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs..lirn Neale
- as organist, will sing "To God
Re The Glory" at the morning
hour.
Lenon Hall will serve as
deacon of the week and will
.wasaisi..in.ibo-aioraing service.
At the eVening service the
ordinance of baptism will be
observed. The youth choir will
meet at five p.m for practice
and will sing in the evening
worship. _
Sunday School-Will be at tea
a.m., and -rhumb Training
aA011.1.bcadeinaia„silLagt at
Volunteer
will be Mr. and mes, Jack






on the opening of
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STETAIner
® SIGN OF QUALITY
"The .Great Outdoors People" 
Quality, Beauty and Performance
Three Important Items Built Into EveryiSteury Boat
Fair weather or foul weather...you can still enjoy your 25' Steury
Sedan Cruiser.
STEURY S 1900
First class camping on the water on a low, low budget. Thrilling per-
formance for skiing or cruising with the big block V-6, ISO HP
Evinrude. . . of course it has power trim and power tilt. Full canvasing
for inclement weather.
STEURY 1523 HB 10
225 horsepower, stern drive.
Ski-Fish-Picnic. Then take it home with you on a trailer if you like. Can
even be used as a self-contained travel trailer when in transit.
EACH ON 'OF THESE SPRY BOATS
ARE IN STOCK AND READY FOR DELIVERY
BUY NOW FOR BIG MID-SUMMER DISCOUNTS
See DON McCLURE or GRAYSON McCLURE
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280, follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's

















Discover the great fun you've been missing.
Get the family together and enjoy the great outdoors.
Pontoon boats gain in popularity every year. So many people
discover how enjoyable they really are.. safe too. Why not
check us out and see for yourself. Maybe you and your family
have been missing out on some wonderful recreation.
4
WV HARBOR 'MASTER
... a happy combination of super
performance, style and liveable interior
New Houseboats In Stock From $12,950.00 
Continuing the Harris Tradition. . .
Available in both stern drive and outboard models. When you choose Deck-Craft you have









The level flotation test. The engine still runs and
everyone is safe.
See DON McCLURE or GRAYSON NIKLURE
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake.
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280, follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery.
Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn right then left, and you have arrived. Telephone 502-
436-5483.
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REELFOOT LAKE —,The Dan Kelley, Hunter Love,
John Bowker, B. C. Grogan, and Rudolph Howard
families enjoyed a fall campout at Reelfoot Lake
State Par
FALL CAMPOUT at Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes finds families posing for the
camera "bugs."
FOUR WOMEN — Joan Bowker, Linda Rogers,
Opal Howard, and Gale Adams — take one of the
trails at Piney Campground in the Land Between the
Lakes.
NASHVILLE CAMPOUT — Nix and Margery
Crawford, Bill and Norette Hill, and Joan and John
Bowker pose at one of the many attractions they
visited while on a campout to that area in June.
HIKERS on trail at Piney Campground in Land Bet-
ween the Lakes stop to eat their lunch.
• g .
EIGHTEEN PERSONS pose with their swim suits,
life jackets, etc., before starting their canoe trip
down Current River, Van Buren, Mo., on a club cam-
FAMILIES GATHER at Piney Campground in the








TAKING A rest on one of the bridges on the fort
Henry Good Sam Trail at Piney Campground in
Land Between the Lakes are members of the Good
Sam Club.
JOHN BOWKER, president of the Twin Lakers
Good Sam Camping Club, and his wife, Joan, both
wearing their club vests, start to leave their cam-







X S650-SE YAMAHA XS ELEVEN
•
The heritage of the past the best of the present . all
wrapped up in one beautifully customised package
The 6.50 Special combines proven performance With 8
dtsttnctiye new look. - -
The new Yamaha XS Eleven has all the speed, the
style mid the aothiatiption a waperbike should have.
And ale No& Ingle ram' power
.1111 DOW, 441reles (nine
•CareeMelaile.ipsed transmission
.91.211 drive fer smooth ride














































Castleberry Not Dog Chili
Heinz Not Dog Relish








Rex Sport - 4 Mayer
Badminton Set
4 steel shaft rackets, 20 mm heavy duty





.°11 wows  vs'ip•Soo.ior goo
oat wool; ir
010 VP











Versatile! 16-position lounge with
chrome finish heavy tubular frame



















• Limit Nights Reserved







.24 Inch Heavy Duty Bowl
',Plated Cooking Grid Ad-
jusable To 3 Positions
'Removable Folding
Tripod Legs.
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JUNIOR PITTMAN, left, retiring president of the
Twin Lakes Four Wheelers, Inc., receives a plaque
for services during the past year from Ray Sims,
1978-79 president, at the annual banquet held at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
- ••••
SONNY HOOKS displays his "Hooker's Toy" at
one of the events held by the Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers, Inc.
MARK PASCHALL, Murray, drives his four wheel
drive truck in the drag race held by the Twin Lakes
Four Wheelers at Benton. Other members are pic-
tured with their vehicles in the background.
COED RUN — Mark Paschall, left, Terry Tatlock,
center, and Hamp Brooks are pictured during one
of the cold runs made by the Four Wheelers during
the cold and snowy weather of early 1978.
DALE SPENCER in his four wheeler makes a climb
in the snow of early 1978 in one of the events held
by the Twin Lakes Four Wheelers, Inc.
The Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers, Inc., was
organized on Sept. 1, 1974,
for owners of four wheel
drive vehicles (street legal
in Kentucky) of Calloway
and adjoining counties.
Fourteen charter
members were listed with
nine of them still being
members of the club. They
are Ann and Hamp Brooks,
MEMBERS OF Twin Lakes Four Wheelers, Inc.,
talking with each' other beside their vehicles on one

































CHILDREN OF the Twin Lakes Four Wheelers, Inc.,
are shown while visiting Empire Farm in the Land
Between the Lakes during one of the campouts by
the club.
Daryl Cain, Carla and
Kenneth Galloway; Lennie
and Robert Hooks, Daryl
Cain, Carla and Kenneth
Galloway, Lennie and
Robert Hooks, and Carol
and Ray Sims.
- Events are held
throughout the year by the
club with a 4 x 4 Drag Race
scheduled for Saturday.
Aug. 5, at seven p.m. at the
Benton City Park.
WATER RAG — Members of the Twin Lakes four
,Wheelers, Inc., work and plan events at the water
race held on a campout at Camp Energy in the Land
Between the Lakes.
LOCATED AT BUCHANAN RESORT
CLOSE TO PARIS LANDING
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Travel trailer lets you follow the sun
Following the sun was
once the exclusive privilege
of the rich, but thanks to the
modern travel trailer, year-
round resorting is within the
reach of the great majority.
The proof can be seen on
the nation's highways and in
the hundreds of recreational
vehicle campgrounds that
.populate every warm weath-
er spa.
Coming in out of the cold
can be as simple as reserving
your campsite. Rates at the
most deluxe campgrounds at
the height of the season run
from as low as $5.50 per night
in Tucson. Ariz., to $7.75 in
Miami, Fla., including elec-
trical and water hook-up for
your trailer.
Kampgrounds of America,
Inc. IKOAL is one of several
networks of franchised
campgrounds across the
country. KOA has a nation-
wide reservation service that
guarantees you a site at any
of its locations.
In addition, there are many
good independent camp-
grounds, not to mention state
and national parks, available
to the cottage on wheels.
Several excellent directories
list them all and rate the
parks as to facilities, loca-
tion, rates, cleanliness, etc.
Of course you must have
access to a travel trailer to
take advantage of this eco-
nomical form of vacationing.
However, the initial invest-
ment is more reasonable than
most people imagine. . . and
remember, the trailer pays
for itself in savings on motel
rooms and restaurants.
The Coachmen Cadet, one
of the most mailer travel traders on the market, retails
RUNNIN' WITH THE SUN—Today's travel trailer makes fol-
lowing the sun inexpensive and convenient. Just pack 'er up,
hook 'er up. and put yourself in the Red Rock country of
Northern Arizona.
. jit....frp 1 if MILILINWAPirelik soma 
camarirsrairamalirlIMPIIMMiaarto- Marrs .1.0+ WS.. 44(04. .....  • • 11V• 
er• eir4'ir•- -•:4" • • •^. • e•
at just over $3,000 for a 16-
foot model to $6,000 for a
spacious 29-foot version.
These units are completely
self contained with galley,
water system, toilet and
shower—what RV makers
call a full life support system.
Interiors are bright and
roomy, with the emphasis on
trouble-free upkeep. Vir-
tually every inch of today's
travel trailer is designed for
quick and easy clean-up—to
keep the crew out of the
camper and into the fun.
Most family automobiles
easily can be equipped for
travel trailer towing. For ap-
proximately $400 or less, an
American car can be fitted
out with the most advanced
towing package, including
trailer hitch, transmission
cooler, and wiring for trailer
lights and electric brakes.
Concerned about driving a
car and trailer combination:!
The surest way to overcome
your apprehension is to talk
to a veteran travel trailer
camper. He or she once felt
the same way, but believe the
experienced camper when he
tells you how easy it really is.
The golden age of travel
has not left us. Summering in
the north and wintering in the
__south is a reality for more
North Americans than ever
before. The travel trailer and
the most extensive camp-
ground system in the world




Your OWN Speed Boat....
Your OWN Cruiser...
No Matter What Your
Dream Boat...
SEE US FOR A BOAT LOAN
Our Rates Are Desirable
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Aquabonan








Aquabown is the holiest cool Ming to bit the Lake/and
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LBL Offers Recreational Opportunities
GOLDEN POND, KY —
A long narrow strip of land
tucked between two of the
world's largest man-made
takes in western Kentucky
and Tennessee offers
campers a wide variety of
recreational opportunities.
Known as Land Between
The Lakes and surrounded
on the east side by Lake
Barkley, a U. S. Corps of
Engineers impoundment of
the Cumberland River, and
on the west side by Ken-
tucky Lake, an im-
poundment of the Ten-
nessee River, this Ten-
nessee Valley Authority
project is now in its 14th
year of operation.
Campers can choose
from more than 800 units in
one of the three family
campgrounds — Hillman
Ferry, Rushing Creek, or
Piney — or, if they prefer a
more informal experience,
one of the 27 informal use
areas which dot the
shorelines of both Ken-
tucky and Barkley Lakes





playfields for the children,
marked swimming areas,
boat launching ramps, and




Hillman Ferry is located






Lake. Hillman Ferry has
390 sites and is the most
popular of the three family
campgrounds.
Piney Campground,
located at the extreme
southern end of Land
Between The Lakes near U.
S. Highway 79, has 194
sites. Both Hillman Ferry
and Piney are open year-

















available in all three
family .campgrounds, as
are dumping stations and
water. ,Camping is $3 per
night at Hillman Ferry and
Piney May 15-September
15. Electrical hookups are
available at 50 cents per
night.
Rushing Creek campers
are charged $2 per night,
May-September. In the off-
season at Piney and
Hillman Ferry the rates
are also $2 per night.
There is no charge c for
camping in an of the 27
informal use areas.
AlthoUgh more limited in
facilities, these areas offer
the camper an opportunity
to ''get away from it all"
and enjoy the tranquil
beauty of lake or forest.
And campers should
remember they are not
confined to one of the
family campgrounds or
informal use areas, but can
camp withaLew exceptions
wherever they wish in the
170,000-acre area.
TVA officials stress
campers should be aware
litter and fire taws are
enforced and every effort
should be made to leave the
area cleaner than they
found it.
The variety of pgograms
in the family campgrounds
will keep young or old
entertained. There are
games for the children and
special activities such as
square dances and movies
for the adults. Special teen-
age programing has
proven especially popular. '
And campers should not
forget the unique ex-
perience available to them
at Ginger. . Ringe Back-
Country Camp, a totally
new experience in cam-
ping. This primitive
campground offers privacy
and solitude for campers
who prefer a back-to-
nature atmosphere. The 13-
site area is unique in that it
offers campers privacy via
a central control gate. Only
campers with resetved
sites receive a key ta\the
gate. The sites ate
available by reservation
from early April to early .
November. Camping is. $1
per night.
For campers who travel
as groups or small cam-
ping clubs, Camp Energy,
located on scenic Energy
Lake in the nothern portion
of Land Between The
Lakes, is the ideal spot.
A year-round camp, the
facility can accommodate
groups ranging from 4 to
400. Available by reser-
vation, Camp Energy has a
central service building,
assembly building, tables
and grills, trails, and free
canoes.
A two-Week maximum
stay is in effect for all
campers in all cam-
pgrounds.. Except for
Ginger Ridge Back-
Country Camp and Camp
Energy, no reservations
are accepted. All camping
is first-come-first served.
There is a wide variety of
specialized recreation
areas at Land Between The
Lakes to suit just about any
recreationists' taste.
Bow hunters and archers
will find the 14-target field
archery range near Golden
Pond a challenge.
. Horseback riders have a
special area in the Lick
Creek Valley of Land
Between The Lakes.
Known as Wranglers
Camp, this area has a
variety of horseback riding
trails and 4a.eilities for
camping anti' sheltering
horses. Riders will have to
bring their own horses,
however, since there are no
commercial facilities of
any kind in Land Between
The Lakes.
More than 200 miles of
developed trails will
-challenge the beginning
hiker or thrill the ex-
perienced backpacker.
—Trails vary in length from






Sea Nymph Aluminum Boats
Holiday Pontoons
Fiberglass Canoes








which transects the entire
length" of Land Between




practices, the Civil War,
and nature trails make the
visitor more aware of the
history, culture, and en-
vironment of the area.
There are even two short
paved trails for the han-
dicapped, and just recently
TVA has designed camping
spaces equipped with
special tables for those
confined to wheelchairs.
A driving trail — the first
of its kind at Land Between
The Lakes — explains the
resource management
practices employed by the
wildlife and forestry staffs.
Visitors cruising- the
more than 406 miles of
back-country roads in the
area may spot a white-
tailed or fallow deer, wild
turkey, giant Canada
goose, or a bald or golden
eagle during the winter
months.
One of the most popular
attractions in Land Bet-
ween.The Lakes is the herd
of buffalo located in the
southern portion of the
area near the former site of
(Continued On Page 10P
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Moonlight gives chances for bigger, better fish
By the light if the silvery
- moon or otherwise, night
fishing is a.different ballgame
when it comes to angling.
catching fish and the ways of
going about it.
It's a neat time. Water
skiers are scarce and most
anglers have -loaded up for
the trip home. With the set-
ting of the sun comet a whole
new experience for the night
angler. The familiar keornes
the unfamiliar and there are
special sounds heard at nn
other time.
And its during the long
hours of darkness when a
lake awakens, begins to stir
and slips smoothly into a way
of living that has long excited
those anglers who have come
to be known as "night
fishermen.''
Although night fishing ti;s
risen greatly in popularity the
past several years due to in-
creased daytime fishing pres-
sure, some anglers have
known for a lot of seasons
that night fishing is usually
more productive in terms of
numbers and size than fishing
during daylight hours.
Night angling demands dif-
ferent techniques because,
simply, the fisherman cannot
see as well. While he may be
a pinpoint caster in the day-
time, the perspective differ-
ence at night can have him
casting straight injo a tree
rather than where he thought
he was.
And while the excellent
caster usually has only a few
"professional overruns"
during the daytime, chances
are he's "counting his line" a
lot more often at night.
It usually happens when he
doesn't st-e-the tree or bush
and makes a hard cast for a
long target only,' to have the
lure come to an abrupt halt
about three feet from the rod
tip. Makes for birds' nests
and anyway you look at it,
untangling a tangled mess at
night is a little difficult.
That's why many night
fishermen go to spinning
equipment which eliminates
the common backlash. One
new series of reels recently
developed, the Zebco
Omegas, have a self-
center-jars-BSI which auto5
matically positions itself for
perfect casting position by
simply reversing the handle.
LBL Opportunities...
, Continued From Page 9)
Model, Tennessee.
Birding is a popular
pastime along the many
mud flats or the more than
300 miles of shoreline.
More than 250 species of
birds have been identified.
The wildlife and forestry
management practices at
Land Between The Lakes
add not only unique
aesthetic value to the area,
but also make controlled
hunting possible during the
fall and winter months.
Land Between The Lakes
is managed under a
multiple-use concept
permitting a variety of •
recreation and education
opportunities to exist
simultaneously and yet in
harmony.
Deer', turkey, quail,
dove, and squirrel are
among the many species
hunters can pursue.
Hunters must have a valid
state hunting license —
two-thirds of Land Between
The Lakes lies in Kentucky
and one-third in Tennessee
— and a Land Between The
Lakes small game hunting
permit. Bow hunting and
gun hunting are permitted
during specified seasons.
Bank fishing is popular




Located at Devils Elbow,
just off U. S. Highway 68 in
Land Between The Lakes,
fishermen of all ages can
take nice catches of
crappie,' bluegill, catfish,
and bass lbw) the pier.
Fish attractors such as
stake beds have been
placed near the pier.
A favorite get-together
place at Land Between The
Lakes is the En-
vironmehtal Education
Center, a 5,000-acre tract of
land in the northern portion
of the area. The area has
been set aside as a focal
point of environmental
education.
Visitors to. the En-
vironmental' Education
Center can enjoy special
audiovisual presentations
and displays at Center
Station, or -catch a
panoramic view of scenic
Lake Barkley from atop an
old farm silo converted into
an overlook.
Children and adults of all
ages will enjoy browsing
through Empire Farm, and
fun-type educational
facility where visitors can
see domestic farm
.animals,, and tools and
household furnishings once
used in the area.
The Homeplace-1850,
which will open in the fall
of 1978, provides visitors a
glimpse back into the 1800's
and the opportunity to view




Between The Lakes an
exciting place to visit.
These programs, con-
ducted regularly for the
While most anglers who
limit their-fishing to daylight
hours feel the topwater
would be the logical lure
choice, actually the opposite
is true with worms, lip and
spinner baits most ,often get-
ting the mid, • • •
Moon or no moon, night
fishing is something which
sticiukt be tried by every an-
gler at least once.
A word of advice, how-
ever. Although safety should
always be a first factor in fish-
ing. night angling deserves an
extra measure of caution for
two reasons: You can't see as
well and there aren't as many
people to help you out of
trouble,
visiting public, include
such diverse activities as
searching for eagles along
isolated embayments;








walks, special arts and
crafts festivals, bicycle
and road races, and sur-
vival weekends are all a
part of the unique
programing available to
the visiting public at Land
Between The Lakes.
For further information
or photographs, write or
call: L. Darryl Armstrong,
Editor-Information Of-
ficer, Land Between The
Lakes, P. 0. Box GR-78,
Golden Pond, KY 422.31 or
Rebecca L. Bruce, Reports
Editor, Land Between The
Lakes, P. 0. Box GR-78,
Golden Pond, KY 42231.
Telephone 502-924-5602.
OUTDOOR SECTION
Night fishing: one of fishing's mosa productive techniques.
Sip'n Snack for.
family outings
Meals on camping trips or
all-day family outings have a
way of "rollin' with the
flow." That's part of the fun.
But hunger pangs have a
way of making themselves
felt when the next real meal is
still well out of hailing 
distance.
So why not bridge the
hunger gap from your own '
sip n snack refreshment
stand, set up on the tailgate of
your station wagon or on the
end of the picnic table?
There are new multi-
purpose coolers ideally
suited for this role. They
have a fast-flow faucet at the
bottom for dispensing iced
drinks anda removable food
tray on top to hold snacks.
Efficient insulation keeps
everything fresh and frosty.
Before leaving home, fill
the lower section with ice,
throw in some cans of
lemonade or other juice con-
centrate, or take along some
powdered drink mix:_ _Then
just add water when you get '
to your fun spot for ever-
ready refreshment whenever
the thirsties strike.
. la the food tray on top, put
in a delicious assortment of
plump purple plums.
peaChes, bunches of grapes,
;Apples or pears—whatever is
in season and strikes your
fancy: Throw in some frozen
candy bars for good measure:
What you'll have is your
own private refreshment
stand, available on a help-
yourself basis for anyone
who wants to sip or nibble.
Even the little ones won't
have to ask.
It can be a pleasant picnic
extra for those between-meal
interludes. And it can be a
popular spot after a thirst-
provoking hike or game, or
when those coals for the main
course are slow a-burning._
GO





Come on out to Dwain Taylor and
test drive a New Chevy car or truck..
We still have some
New 1978's in stock.
I
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Muminum boats m i ihigh on l st of budget-consc ous
• . 
Boating folks, like every-
one else, worry about high
prices and gasoline short-
ages, so those who want to
save money and continue
their water fun are turning to
aluminum boats.
Aluminum offers econ-




and fiberglass boats. evalu-
-ated-,the money saving pos-
sibilities of aluminum over
fiberglass boats. using its
own models for comparison.
They found that an 18'
aluminum fishing boat. the
Mariner. weighs 955 pounds
compared with an 18'
fiberglass model at 1313
pounds. In the 16' size, an
aluminum model weighs 6/5
pounds compared with 1.007
pounds for fiberglass.
That difference in weight is
a two-way gas-saving con-
sideration for boat knyers. It
means less weight to tow, so
a lighter trailer can be used.
There's less weight to push
through the water, so a 16'
aluminum boat can go just as
fast with an 85 horsepower
motor as its sister fiberglass
model can go with 105
horses.
The original purchase
price of an aluminum boat is
less ,-size-fi5P size • sow eti me s
by hundreds of tiollars.
Fiberglass boats outsell
aluminum because aluminum
boats have been considered
"stodgy- in style and per-
formance. They were better
adapted to inland waters.
Starcraft has changed the
image with new aluminum
models that have a V5 deep V
hull and new construction for
Serious fishermen are seriously looking at aluminum boats for
saving money. Alumiaum boats are lighter, so they are easier
and cheaper to tow-and they run on smaller motors, a saving on
gasoline. This one, called Mariner IS, from Starcraft. is built to
run equally well in an inland lake or deep water.
Weathering outdoors
Take along the warmth of your breakfast flre on wildensess
camping trips with extra coffee and hot food in vacuum bottles
for lunch. A Thermos All-Weather Blanket will keep gear dry in
any weather.
Wilderness camping has
been compared to going off a
three-meter diving board. It
can turn out great. But it's
hard to turn back if things go
wrong. And that includes
downpours and sudden cold
snaps.
Once you've started off on
that multi-day RV or back-
packing trip, or down the
canyon in a canoe, you're
usually committed. So here
are some tips on keeping the
Lop enjoyable whatever the
weather.
Take along thermal
underwear. It keeps your
body heat in and the damp-
ness out. You can even sleep
in it for extra warmth if the
-temperature plunges.
Warm food inside helps
keep you warm all over. Get
double duty out of your
breakfast fire by making
extra coffee and heating
some canned stew, beans.
chili or pasta for lunch.
A Thermos Sports Kit,
with both regular and wide
mouth vacuum bottles, will
keep food and drink hot for a
cozy lunch. And it has a food
box for sandwiches or
cookies.
The new, extra-light rain-
wear takes up almost no
space and offers windproof
and waterproof protection.
No outdoor trip should be
without it.
Nothing can take the joy
out of your trip faster than a
wet sleeping bag. Plan to pro-
tect it.
The Thermos All-Weather
Blanket is big enough (7 by
4i feet) to go under as well
as over your geer in a canoe,
and has grommets in the cor-
ners foe secure tying. At
night, it readily converts to a
waterproof lean-to.
So whither the weather.
you can keep it tolerable by
planning for some of it to be
bad.
With a little bit of luck.
maybe you'll be wrong!
greater strength and durabit- 235 horsepower outboard
ity. They perform exception- • motors.
ally well in deep water with Even though the energy
problem is probably here to chance to skim by
stay, aluminum boating pump at the marina
















Soh' x 71/2. Family size tent; sleeps four. Screened
windows with storm curtains. Sewed-in floor. E-Z














Fix meals in minutes, anywhere. Fold -
down wind screens'. nem-si . .17.99
DOUBLE MANTLE LANTERN
Outd000rsmen's favorite; casts a
wide circle of light. in.no-si. . • .17.99
Prepaa• LaMar. (59 ma 3)  11W












"Blue Denim" pattern with
tncot )ineng. flIMLS
Prices good through Sot at all OTASCO stores and participating dealers
Friendly Folks—
Friendly Service 11M-Air Canter Mon.-111mrs. 1-6
for GO Years 753-1391 Fri. & Sat. 9-8 Closed Swaim
4111M,MON01101. '...41.01•0•1107, 411.,.....••••••••• .11F











Constructed of selected hardwood then
stained with redwood finish. Ideal for all
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With just a push of the button,
the Novus displays 'hours,
minutes, month, date, day














$2488 20" cut 30 Horsepower. Briggs &Stratton engine, sbghtly used but
WALKING M WERS











Jergens 2 Cubic Feet Size
SOAP PEAT
475
oz sue 5/$1 00 MOSS
BLUE ICE PACK
Save 6fir 97.Reg $1 57
Rigid Poly bottle tits smai' and mediuni









Reg $27 U Save $491
Full 3 Year Warranty 1297
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For next year. . .
Outboard efficiency assured with 'TLC'
The difference between
your outboard's perfor-
mance this season and next
depends a lot on what you do
in between seasons. Stop-
ping your outboard .the last
trip out and parking it for
three months or more in a
freezing cold garage or shed
without some tender loving
care (T.L.C.) won't make for
smooth starting or running
next season.
While many fishermen and
boa-Ters• take their motors to a
dealer for 'winterizing. there
are some simple. easy-to-
do-at-home things that even
the least gifted mechanic can
handle. All n takes is your
owner's manual and some
tips from the folks at Mariner
Outboards in Wisconsin.
Lower unit
First and most important
item in the minds of profes-
sional outboard motor
mechanics-is the-lower -unit.
If water has gotten into the
lower unit and the boat is„
stored at below freezing-teril--
peratures. some serious and
expensive damage can occur:
the lower unit freezes and
breaks. This is a bad deal but
it's simple to make sure it
doesn't happen.
After the last trip out, drain
the lower unit completely
and refill with the correct
lower of*. lubricant. Yes that
simple. Just look in your
owner's manual for the cor-
rect procedure. If you've lost
the book, ask your Mariner
dealer how to do it. One cau-
tion: if you find water in your
lower unit, have your dealer
check your lower unit seals.
Gas tank
Next is the gas tank. This is
an important item-and de-
serves attention. First, gas
and oil separate when left
standing for a long period of
time. This could lead to im-
proper mixture of gas and oil
if the old gas is used next sea-
-Son.
More important, though, is
the fact that old gas loses oc-
tane. Old gas with low octane
can cause carbon to flake off
the pistons and go down the
cylinder walls. A possible re-
-sull Could-be stuck rings or
burned pistons. The Mariner
folks have a simple remedy
for this potential problem:




















'our outboard's performance next season can depend a lot on
the steps you take between seasons.
The couple of bucks for new
gas could save you several
hundred.
Water_pump
One thing to be specially
aware of the first trip out in
the spring is the water pump.
Before starting out for a 20-
mile run, make sure the water 
pump is operating correctly
(Pumping water).
The reason is that the
water pump—the rubber
impeller—can dry out and
crack during the winter since
its inactive and exposed to
air, not water. If this hap-
pens, .it won't work. If it
doesn't work it won't pump
water, the motor overheats
and you have the potential
for serious powerhead dam-
age.
There are more items need-
ing tending to prior to storage
and after, and the best,
checklist is the one in -your
owner's manual or a visit
with your Mariner Outboard
dealer. Either way, the best
and cheapest maintenance
for your outboard is preven-
tive maintenance.
CATALOG AVAILABLE









Pool—Store--:Leundry —Hot Showers—Clean Rest Rooms
Blocked & Cubed lee — Firewood — — Lounge — Game Room
Pets on Leash — Within Walkino Diatan of Ky. Lake
Far From Highway Noise — Tenters Welcome
---
















25% Off Our Already
Low Price
Sale Prices Good Thru 8-12-78
1914 Coldwater Rd.









sure starts. Mariner 60
was designed to give
-:-Tyou the utmost in power-
• to-weight efficiency.
60hp
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Comforts of home found in wagon
. The covered wagon is still
as much a part of American
Travel as when the venerable
Conestogas fell in line and
pushed West.
Today's equivalent of the
Prairie Schooner is the fold-
down camping trailer. Like
the original covered wagon.
it is a tent on wheels (al-
though vinyl is often substi-
tuted for canvas on the
modern version). But there
-the similarity ends.
. The early covered wagon
was an unpleasant necessity.
an uncomfortalle way to join
in a downright dangerous ex-
cursion. On the other hand,
the fold-down' camping
trailer on tlae.market today is
designed for leisurely. even
• luxurious. camping. The
Conestoga wagon was the
only practical method to get
from east . to west. The fold-
down camper is a means to
fun and relaxation.
• Although compact, the col-
lapsible camper has all the
amenities, plus many of the
extras, that make outdoor
• overnighting more enjoy-
able. When the family
reaches its destination (these
vehicles.nre . welcome at pri-
- sate sites and state and na-
tional parks), pitching camp
isn cinch. •
The solid roof raises with
the help of spring-loaded
support arms or a handy
crank lifter. The fabric sides
slide out quickly. the ,door
drops down, and the trailer is
ready for occupancy.
Most tent campers are
. equipped with both plug-in
and self-contained electrical
circuits, so lights can be op-
COVERED WAGON'S MODERN COUNTERPART—The fold-down camping trailer, such as
this one from Coachmen. is today's version of the canvas-topped home that opened the West.
crated regardless of campsite
facilities. A dual water sys-
__ tem_allows the user to hook
up a hose to the pressure sys-
tem in the park, or carry
water in built-in tanks.
L.P. gas mottles supply
cooking and heating fuel,
while an icebox or gas pow-
ered refrigerator keeps food
fresh. Many campers- also
carry a compact portable
toilet on board.
Fold-down camping trail-
ers come in lengths from 14 to
.20 feet (measuring with
slide-out "wings ex-
tended), and sleep from four
to eight people in off-the-
ground comfort. Three-way
windows offer zippable
layers of canvas for privacy,
clear vinyl for light, and mesh





sports . . .
The fold-down- camper
truly is the recreation vehicle
fur_ the. eco nom_y. minded.
Prices are moderate. For
example. Coachmen—the
largest selling name for RVs
of all kinds—offers a I5-foot
Sun Lite for under $2.000
while the company's 20-foot
Sun Classic retails for ap-
proximately $1,000.
"Towability"
The economy is further
enhanced by the "towabil-
its.- of the camping trailer.
When folded down for travel.
the trailer height is lower
than the tow vehicle. This re-
duces wind resistance and
sway and contributes to effi-
cient gas consumption.
Further. there is a camping
trailer light enough to be
towed by even the Smallest
automobile.
So. the covered wagon is
still with us, but now it is an
obect of total enjoyment.
Like its predecessor, the
modern camping trailer gets
folks away from civilization
and into the Great Outdoors.
But thanks to modern
methods and materials, it
does 'so- with more fun and




EL PASO, Tex. (AP) — Rob.
erta Cheney of Cameron,
Mont., has been elected presi-
dent of the Western Writers of
Atherica.
Mrs. Cheney, who will serve
thnugh June of 1979, was
named to the post at the organ-













to Most Areas CALL TOLL FREE759-4026
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Spinning easy by the numbers
For the thousands of an-
glers who have taken td the
water throughout the years
with cane pole and bobber or
an easy-to-use push-button
spin-cast reel, the transition
to open-face spinning often-
times creates an equipment-
use hurdle it shouldn't.
Sure, it's true that spinning
is a different ballgame than
spin-casting or fishing with a
cane pole. But it needn't be
difficult.
And first comes the fact
that spinning is simply an-
other method of casting and
' is not exotic. The main dif-
ference between spinning
and spin-casting is that the
spool of line is exposed in-
stead of covered.
Also, the release of the line
for casting is a manual_
endeavor instead of "au-
tomatic" like. on spin-cast
reels when a push of the but-
ton does the deed.
Controlling the flight of the
lure and the eventual stop-
ping of it at the target is also a
manual thing, with the index
finger taking the responsibil-
ity for accuracy or lack of it.
The accompanying photos
give you a step-by-step "how
to" approach .to open-face
spinning and if you practice
accordingly, you'll find that
you're getting the same accu-
racy as you do with spin-cast
tackle.
SPINNING BY THE NUMBERS—I. Hold reel
with stem between middle and index fingers.
Pick up line with index finger and fold bail hack
into casting position. 2. During cast follow bait
or lure with rod tip. Index finger should be
lowered close to spool lip to retard flight of lure
as it approaches place you want it to stop. 3. To
stop lure when it reaches target, lower index
finger to spool lip. A little practice will allow
you to feather the lure to a slow, accurate stop.
For a more complete look at spinning as well
as spin casting, write the folks at lebco for
their free booklet on casting. Just write to
Zebco, Dept. GO, P. 0. /lox 270, Tulsa, Okla.
74101.
Try fishin' in the rain
• •
If you're a fair-weather an-
gler. you may be missing
good catches, according to
old-timers who pack up to go
fishing when rain clown
gather.
Take along your usual
tackle. plus a good rain suit
Kenlake
Marina
Route I, Nardin, Ky. -
Kenlake State Park
v Pontoon Rentals
v Boat & Motor Rentals
Fishing Supplies of
All Types
v Ski Boat Rental
Ph.
474-2245
and a 'pair ot waterproof
book, and when the rain
pitter-patters. it really
doesn't matter. You'll be dry
and comfortable as you haul
in the big ones.
Experienced fishermen
say fish often bite better
when it rains for these
reasons:
• Raindrops on The surface
sithe water help obscure you
from the fish, so you can
move about the boat or stand
to cast, the fish won't spot
you.
• Rain hitting the water
drowns out man-sounds so
fish are less likely to
"spook."
• Rain washes food into the
lake or stream: minnows
start 'feeding and big fish
come after them. Drop your
lure right amongst them!
Take care of yourself when
rain fishing, though, or you'll
eat your catch of fish be-
tween sniffles and coughs.
Wear a rain suit with a hood
that snugs up around your
head and throat and an
arched visor that runs the
water sideways off your face.
A good example of a leak-
proof. 100% waterproof rain
suit is the GO Suit from
Royal Red Ball It has a cot-
ton knit lining that helps dis-
sipate body moisture, so if
the day is warm, you won't
experience that clammy feel-
ing some rain suits produce.
The fishing trip doesn't fizzle when it drizzks if you're wearing l004"4- waterproof rain gear. These
GO Suits from Royal Red Ball protect fishermen from rain, spra and wind.
With the ever increasing
popularity of Stereo/FM
broadcasts, many travelers
venturing into the Great Out-
doors have long sought port-
able radios that can bring
-them this extra dimension in
sound listening.
So now, the beautiful sounds
of Stereo/FM can follow you,
even into the (;reat Outdoors
wherever there is a Stereo/FM
broadcast station.
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Visit our newly decorated dining room
Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music—that's a perfect dining
experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park A regular
menu is served during the
week
BUFFET: FRIDAY-SATURDAY - 5:30-9 *SUNDAYS 12 NOON-9















































Fishing is one sport where a
4WD vehicle can really make
a difference. Its increased
mobility_ lets fresh water
fishermen reach the streams
and ponds that haven't been
"fished out" due to their ac-
cessibility.. Some 4WD vehi-
cks, the Scout is one, are
available with a special "fish-
ing package" that provides
special storage areas for rods,









Open: 11-11,7 days 474-2790
Hiway 68 & 80 Aurora, Kentucky
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4x4 drivers urged to
take stand, save land
Four-wheeling is an enjoyable sport when done the right
way and this includes responsible use of the land and its
vegetation as well as the proper driving techniques for a 4WD
vehicle.
International Harvester (they manufacture the Scout family
of sports/utility vehicles) is working with four-wheel drive
clubs throughout the country on a special program: "I Took A
Stand-Jo Save The Land."
The program's basic direction recognizes that Tour-
wheelers have a right to use public lands for recreational
purposes; however, it also
emphasizes that self regula-
tion is absolutely necessary
to protect the environment.
"I Took A Stand To Save
The Land" will request 4WD
vehicle owners to reaffirm
their intent to preserve our
environment—to limit their
off-pavement travel to estab-
lished roads and trails, to not
cut switch basks and drive
through moist meadows
which leaves permanent
scars, to not disturb vegeta-
tion as well as old mining
camps, ghost towns or spe-
cial diggings that have natu-
ral or historic interest.
And they will not litter the
areas through which they
travel but will leave the land
as clean and unspoiled as
they found it.
Four-wheelers also will be
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Try these trailer towing tips
If you have never towed an




tered. Before you head for
the _superhighway, practice
with your 4WD/RV rig near
your home until you feel
comfortable. Better .yet.
have an experienced trailer
tower "check you out" at
regular- intervals in your
learning process.
Where to get help? Many
International Scout dealers
are graduates of special
"trailer towing seminars"
which are conducted regu-
BASIC PROCEDURES:
• Brake well in advance
when towing. The weight of
the smallest camper in-
creases the stopping dis-
tance.
• Save your brakes by
using the engine. Shift to a
lower gear when descending
grades.
• Also remember that the
increased length of your
combination means you need
more room to pass other ve-
hicles safely.
• Since you are driving a
rig, rather than a vehicle. You
must be courteous in your
own driving.
.• Rolling resistance and 'air
turbulence will put increased
horsepower requirements on
your towing vehicle. You
should be able to maintain
legal highway speeds, but
larly throughout the country
by experts. State highway or
tourism departments can
provide valuable informa-
tion. Know the laws regulat-
ing RV operation. They can
vary from state to state. •
Recognized national pub-
lications for trailer towing in-
clude Woo/all's Trailer' and
RV Travel and Trailer -Lif.e.
Both are monthly magazines
containing a 'wealth of infor-
mation on towing. Of course.
The Recreational Vehicle In-
dustry Association. Box 204.
Chantilly, Va. 22021, is an




traffic and other influences
may slow you down. Don't
force your speed.
• On hot summer days,
climbing grades may increase
water temperatures.
Downshifting can reduce the
likelihood of overheating,.
• A load equalizing hitch
transfers trailer tongue
weight (load) from the rear
wheels of the towing vehicle
to the front wheels of the tow-
ing vehicle and the trailer's
axle. Use this type of hitch
for trailers in excess of 2,000
lbs.
• Always check trailer
brakes and lights for good
working order and proper
connections.
• Start in low gear and ac-
celerate slowly to avoid
Feet will stay warm and dry
even when wearing non-
insulated hoots such as this
light Bush Root from Royal
Red Rail.
"jackrabbit" starts.
• Backing a trailer takes
practice, but a simple method
for backing into the spot you
want is to turn the steering
wheel in the opposite direc-
tion from the way you want
the rear of the trailer to turn.
• A trailer 2,000 lbs. pr less
can be safely towed without
an independent brake sys-
tern. Larger trailers must be
equipped with their own
brakes.- Poster brakes are a
must for the tow vehicle.
OFF HIGHWAY
Towing a trailer, a boat or
almost anything in the boon-
docks is possible if certain
"Rules of the Un Road- are
followed:
• Remember your total
length of your rig. There is a
considerably longer wheel-
base to consider while
negotiating rocks, stumps
sand, mud and an assortment
of bumps and potholes.
• The trailer axle usually is
the point nearest the ground
on the undercarriage. And
the trailer 'weight may drop
your vehicle's rear axle.
• Wrap the trailer's electri-
cal /wiring with tape into a
16oin, then secure the loom
above the trailer frame rails
where it won't snag on un-
derbrush.
• Everything inside -the
-trailer must, be lashed as se-
curely as possible.
• "Take it slow- is the best_
off-road towing policy. -7
• Four-wheel drive is man-
datory for off-pavement tow-
ing.
• All vehicles to be used for
trailer towing should be spec-
ified with a heavy-duty alter-
nator, heavy-duty battery, .
Class III equalizer hitch plat-
form, six-way trailer wiring,
and a heavy-duty flasher.
EXPLORING
Whether exploring means
rock hounding, skin diving.
treasere hunting, soaring, ice
boating, rafting. photog-
raphy, back packing, four-
wheeling, snow camping, or
bike riding—a 4W1) vehicle
such as-the International
Scout can be "one of the fam-
ily" since its towing ability
and pugged mobility will sup-


















,Open 4 p.-m.-9 p.m. Mon -Set.
1 1:30 a. m. - 8:30 p.m. Sun.
Murphles_Comper
Sales • Service
MINI HOME FIFTH WHEEL:
Murphy's Camper Sales
502-365-5082
Hwy. #271 Princeton, Kentucky
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GOLDEN porn), KY. —
Man has developed, in the
last few years, an in-
creasing desire to explore
his natural heritage. In
TVA's Land Between. The
Lakes, a 5,000-acre wooded
area near Lake Barkley
has been set aside and
designated as an En-
vironmental Education
Center designed to satisfy
some of man's curiosity.
The .. Environmental
Education Center, only a
part of the 170,006-acre
public demonstration area
in western Kentucky and
Tennessee known as Land
Between The Lakes, offers
a learning experience for




Center Station, the major
interpretive facility in the
area, and a 22-minute
audiovisual presentation
shown periodically in-
troduces the visitor to Land





look at Lake Barkley from
the top of an old farm sup
and recalling the past by
viewing the remains of the
iron production method
used some 65 years ago.
Emphasizing the im-
portant role of the farm in
today's society is Empire




various farm chores and
crafts. - -
The Youth Station brings
the educational experience
from outside and into the
modern classroom. A
resident camp situated on
Honker Bay that can ac-
commodate 72 people, the
Youth Station provides
complete facilities in-
cluding six dormitories, a
dining hall, and a resource
materials center.
All facilities within the
Environmental Education
Center are open throughout
the year except for Center






can be arranged for
groups.
The visitor to Land
Between The Lakes can
choose his own special way
to see the area. If he
prefers a private back-to-
nature vacation, it is
passible. But for those
interested, the En-
vironmental Education
Center trovides a myriad
of experiences to keep the
visitor busy.
•••• Activities ranging from
arts and crafts fairs and
historical drives to slide
Environmental Education At 1.13i.
programs are- available to








clinics; bicycle races and
fishing rodeos; and--nature
walks and interpretive
programs, offered on both
a year-round and a
seasonal basis.
By taking to the trails,
the night Sights and sounds
of Hematite Lake can be
experienced in a 2-mile
leisurely walk "Hematite
by Moonlight"; plant and
animal relationships can
be studied in the 45-minute
"Children's Ecology
Walk"; or walkers can
search for edible wild















Jaunt,'" "Take a Likin' to
Licheiti," and "Ponds and
Polliwogs."
Slide programs,
available on the same basis
as the interpretive walks,
explore "Mysteries of Bird
Migration," "Endangered
Species," "Celebration of
Piattwc."- and "I Hear a
Bik."
Besides these daily,
weekly, or monthly ac-
tivities, the Enviornmentai
Education Center is also
the scene for several
special weekends
throughout the year.
Local and regional ar-
tists and craftsmen are
spotlighted each June when
• they gather for the annual
Arts and Crafts Fistival.
"Eagles Weekend" each
February includes guided
field trips to isolated bays
En search of the majestic
bald and golden eagles that





"The Great Escape," a
family weekend outing. in
Land Between The Lakes 
heldeach fall.
Visitors can relive the
Civil War as it happened on
the Tennessee and Cum-
berland Rivers during the
"Blue-Gray Affair."
"Wilderness Weekend"
is sponsored by Land
Between The Lakes in
cooperation with the
American Mountain Men
three times a year. Par-










year and are listed in the
Preview, a periodic
calendar of events
available free of charge by
writing Land Between The
Lakes.
In addition to the special
activities and weekends at
Center Station, there is
alwayS' something hap-
pening monthly at Empire
Farm to interest the
visitor.
April at the Farm






The hidden nature of
honey bees is displayed in•
May as a beekeeper dissets
a beehive.
Cracklin' or molasses
bread, kettle popcorn, and
cobblers can be sampled in
June during the first
weekend of "Grandma's
Kitchen." Visitors can also
observe butter churning,
hominy making, and lard
rendering.
July brings a demon-
stration on broom making
and is followed by another
"Grandma's Kitchen" in
August. This one is cen-






are explained in the Sep-
tember dried plant
demonstration. Also
featured in Septepher is a
program on procedural
equitation, handling, and








is placed on piecing,
assembling, and framing.
No October visitor will
want to miss the sorghum
molasses makin' using
cane ground by oxen and
prepared in a wood-fired
furnace and copper pans.
Pulling taffy and making
popcorn balls occupies
November visitors, and in
December hand-dipped
candles can be made for
Christmas in celebration of
the holidays on the farm
Paved trails, woodchip
trails — some interpreted
by signs, others by pam-
phlets — even audio trails
are available to introduce
the visitor to the quiet
landscapes when they
aren't participating in a
demonstration. But
whatever they are doing, it
has all been designed by
Land Between The Lakes




.write or call: L. Darryl
Armstrong, Editor-
Information Officer, Land
Between The Lakes, P. 0.
Tips on making..
OUTDOOR SECTION
Box EED 78, Golden P6nd,
KY 42231 or Rebecca L.
Bruce, Reports Editor,
Land Between The 1..akes,
P. 0. Box EED 78, Golden





Senior Photographic Specialist, Eastman Kodak Company
One of the many joys of vacationing and picture-taking in
the Great Outdoors is the variety of lighting you encounter.
From the subtle, misty colors of dawn to the rich, golden
light of Late afternoon, light and color are constantly changing.
Nowhere is this truer than in the red rock country of north-
ern Arizona where the play of light on the towering buttes
changes dramatically from hour to hour. Equally dramatic is
the change from stark desert to the sun-dappled shade of the
wooded canyons.
Capturing this spectacular beauty on film is a fascinating
challenge for the photographer. This year when you venture
out with Kodak's new Kodacolor 400 film in your camera, you
can expand your picture-taking to include deep shade. sun-
sets, and campfire light as well as daytime full-sun.
For sunset shots, remember that a branch, or a person,
or a tree in the foreground silhouetted against the sunset
will enhance the composition of your picture.
In fire light, be sure that people are placed so that the
rich glow of the fire catches each face. Try to snap the
picture when the group is engaged in an activity —
laughing, singing..or about to dive into ;heir chow.
During the day, experiment with back- and sidelighting.
Backlighting, with the sun shining from behind your sub- •
jects. creates a halo effect that brings out the richness of
animal fur and human hair and emphasizes the translu-
cence of leaves and petals. Be sure the sun is not shining
directly into your camera lens.
Crosslighting—with the sun low in the sky—will add
contours and depth to a scenic as the long shadows throw
the rocks of the desert into high relief. Remember that
foreground foliage—and people—will stand out more dis-
tinctly from the background buttes in a sidelighted picture
because the edge or "rim" lighting visually separates them
from the background.
Picture-taking should be part of the fun of your outdoor






Open Monday through Saturday
Your Nomad Dealer in this Area
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What to do if you get that 'lost'
Terrain you know you've
never seen before-just when
everything should be starting
to look more familiar. It's an
eerie feeling out in the
woods, and an important
time to know -AA how to
handle yourself.
Well hope that before you
even started out you let some
responsible person know
where you were headed and
when you expected to return.
This good practice can save
hours of fruitless searching if
you do turn up missing.
Ideally, you should be
equipped to survive an un-
scheduled sojourn in the
open. Have at least a supply
of waterproof wooden
matches and a lightweight
superinsulating blanket
along. Thermos offers one of
the latter called The
Emergency Blanket that
weighs less than three ounces
and fits into a shirt pocket.
If you do get lost, stay put.
Searching for a way out can
lead you deeper into track-
less trouble and use up your
energy.
By boat or bank, being quiet and sneaking up on the. fish in his
environment is a big kev to angling success.
A key to success:
sneak upon fish
Bach or rock blaring oat
over a bass boat stereo won't
send black bass scurrying for
the closest deep water nearly
as quick as dropping an oar or
handing ,someone a tackle
box you thought was closed.
Noise and fishing don't go
together unless the fishing is
'The thing and catchin' is sec-
ondary. And even though it's
logical that noise scares fish
and, more often than not,
sends them off in a hurry,
there are those anglers who
blame the weather, a new
53.00 lure or their buddy for
not catching fish even though
they thump around with log-
ging shoes on the bottom of a
metal fishing boat.
Regardless of the method
of angling—boat, wading,
-walking the shore or in an
inner tube, noises you make
are uncommon to the fish in
his environment, and let's
face it he was there first and
has a pretty fair idea of what
signals danger.
Be consciously quiet
wherever you angle and use a
few tricks to help out like
carpeting the bottom of your
boat even though you know
deep in your heart you never
make a noise. And wearing
tennis shoes along with the
carpet can be an added asset
in achieving a quiet approach
to old meanmouth's lair. And
don't drop the Thermos.
Being quiet for greater
40 angling success doesn't just
mean in a boat, because wad-
ing down the stream kicking
rocks can have a grating ef-
Build a fire Lp a dry place
protected from the wind.
Clear burnable material away
at least four oflive feet.
Twigs for starting a fire
must be dry and tiny. Check
for dead branches under
evergreens and break them
up. Birch bark is excellent
tinder. Cover a ball. of birch
bark or shavings loosely with
matchstick-size twigs. Over
that build a tepee of pencil-
size twigs with a few larger
twigs similarly arranged.
Have a pile of larger wood
ready before you strike the
first match. A fire may be
hard to start and its impor-
tant to keep it going.
Set up a signalling system.
Smoke is readily seen from
the air and can help searchers
spot you. A few evergreen
boughs or damp, green
-feet also. And so can slipping
and sliding and thumping
around on the creek bank
with leather-soled shoes.
Hawgwash. you say, about
fishes and good hearing, but
before we leave the subject.
all you doubters explain how
a blati bass sees a black
worm on a dark night at mid-
night in 20 feet of water.
And another gem of wis-
dom along with the be-
quiet-catch-big-fish philos-
ophy is the see-and- not.be -
seen school of angling.
For the big trout who's
lived in the super clear water
of a mountain stream all his
finny life, the sight of a
modern angler decked out in
a red jumpsuit with matching
tennies and a bright yellow
cap just rounding "ye'nder
bend and fixin' to throw a
squirrel tail spinner in fish's
face, there might be cause for
alarm—or should be.
Or, in other words, see and
not be seen. Pictures of old
showing trout anglers down
on hands and knees ap-
proaching a clear, quiet
brook didn't mean to say
they were looking for but-
terflies. They were sneaking
up on the fish, and better
fishermen across this fishing
country still do the same
thing.
What's it all mean? Be
quiet. Be unobtrusive. See
and not be seen. And if you
do these things, with a little
luck and the right bait your
fishin's going to improve,
particularly if they're biting.
_
leaves on )our tire will pro-
duce a large volume of
smoke.
In sunlight. the Thermos
Emergency Blanket has a
metallic surface you can use
-as a reflector for signalling.
Keep as warm as possible.
This is especially important
at night when it's colder and
firewood is harder tcr find.
This is when your Emer-
gency Blanket can be a life-
saver. Wrapped completely
around you; it will reflect as
much as 80 per cent of your
body heat.
Reprints of this article to tuck
away in pockets of your farn-
ily' s favorite outdoor or hunt-






While bit IN die eveds, most experts advise staying put and
Porgy. Waterproof matches and a featherlight in-
'e musts for outdoor venturers.
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Fun, too . 
Boating is family purchase
You've been dreaming about it: You are flying across the
water in your sleek and sassy runabout, white water boiling in
your wake_ For a little while, you have "run away to sea" to
get some reprieve from commonplace problems. Indeed.
boating is a form of self-expression. a freedom of mind, and a
great family-together sport.
But can you afford your dream boat? Let's take a dollam-
and:cents look at this mar 
selous way to spend leisure
time and then examine the
fun you can have.
Just like real estate, cer-
tain types of boats may ap-
preciate in value, according
to the people at Starcraft. a
-7,boat-build1ng firm that sells
boats from coast to coast.
What about gasoline _ Mak cruise
costs? Starcraft's research A picnic? Load up the
shows that your family boat supplies and head for a de-
will- consume perhaps 40-50 serted island or a state park
gallons of gasoline in an en- where you can tie up for a
tire season in normal use. cookout.
That's not too many dollars. Boating is a congenial
A further consideration 'span. You'll make new ac-
is that a boating family of- quaintances at the marina
ten abandons itsannual high- and at dockside. You'll
way vacation for every-week- cruise across the lake for
end boating trips. That's morning coffee or an after-
good vacation economy for it noon swim with friends.
turns traditional too-short One of the most delightfultwo weeks into a full-season times for boat-owners is inseries of holidays. early evening when the set-
Boat prices - ting sun blazes red across the
What must you spend for a sky and casts deep shadows
good quality boat? Star- on the water. It's a time to
craft, for example, offers a glide slowly, watching lights
line of 65 aluminum and come twinkling on.
fiberglass boats, everything
from canoes to overnight
cruisers.
Boat prices will range from
about 5300 for an open fish-
ing boat to S23.000 for a lux-
ury 25-footer that sleeps five.
A typical all-purpose family
runabout like the new Star-
craft fiberglass TriStar will
cost about S2,300 (retail ex-
cluding engine). -
How will your investment
pay off? You'll go_ fishing, of
course. Most boats are 'trail-
erable, so you can go where
the fish are biting whenever
you wish. Look for pedestal
seats, tackle storage. live-
wells, and other handy items
that help yOu haul in the big
ones.
Water skiing? You'll need
a boat with enough power to
pull at least two skiers fast
and safely. Figure on at least
a 5-foot boat with a 70 H.P.
motor.
Da you live near a river?
Pack up your tent and spend
a weekehd (or a week!)
exploring waterways you'll
never see from the highway.
Popularity gaining
Starcraft reports there are
more than 50 million people
enjoying retreational boating
each year. Some six million
people' own their own out-
bbard; 900.000 own in-
boards. Another three mil-
lion own rowboats, canoes,
and other craft.
Boating has rapidly gained
in popularity because the op-






1 a.m. daily except Sundays
2:00 p.m. 7:15 p.m.
$2.50adults — $1.50 Children
Special Rates for Charters
Kenlake Marina
Kenloke State Park - . 354-6205
506 Off Each Fare
-In Party With This I
ADVERTISEMENT I
grown so fast. Reservoirs, in-
land lakes, and state and na-
tional parks offer fine boat-
ing facilities. Altogether. the
United . States offices 25.100
square miles of navigable in-
land—Water, plus 60.978
square miles on the Great
Lakes. - •
Talk to a dealer
When you decide to join
the happy folks who love
boating, your first step is to
find a qualified dealer who
understands your needs and
can make appropriate rec-
ommendations. He should
sell a nationally distributed,
reputable brand of boats so
that wherever you wander,
you'll find- someone Who
knows your boat if service is
needed.
So go ahead, invest in your
dream this year. You'll find it
will pay off for years to come.
When the water skiing is °ter. a picnic on a deserted shoreline is one of the many ways a famils canenjoj boating. A good choice is the Starcraft TriStar, a fiberglass boat with lots of room forboating paraphernalia, fast enough to pull two skiers, and it's trailerable.
What to do before buying fishing boat
Buying a fishing boat is like
buying a hammer. You know
it's going to get hard use, so
it's wise to buy a good one in
the first place.
So if you are ready for a
new fishing boat,achoose one
that will give you a smooth,
stable ride and last for gener-
ations of family fishing.
Some easy checkpoints of
boat buying have been com-
piled by Starcraft, a boat-
builder for more than 60






People who loVe hunting
and fishing, but hate coming
home wet, cold and misera-
ble. will find 20 pages of
useful information in a new
book let . "Professional Tips
on Keeping Warm and Dry:'
published by Royal Red Ball
outdoor boots and clothing.
The booklet explains how
the body reacts to cold and
I. and what the out -
doorsman can do tocom-
fortably prolong his hunting
and fishing hours, nt) matter
the weather.
Researched and written by
Homer Circle. worldwide
outdoorsman writer for many
years. the booklet is being
distributed by sporting goods
stores and by mail. For a
copy, send 251 for handling
and mail to Royal Red Ball.'




Before you buy a boat, and
certainly before you start
operating one, it's a good,
idea to learn all about boating
safety, handling. trailering
and waterway regulations.
-The Skipper's Course" is
an easy-to-read 1i4-page book
prepared by the U.S. Coast
Guard. At the end of each
chapter, there's a self-quiz of
the -points covered. To re-
ceive your copy. send $1.50
to Starcraft, Dept. GO,
Goshen, IN 46526.
recommended horsepower
on two makes of boats of the
same length. The one that
will handle the bigger motor
probably has a heavy-duty,
braced transom so that it can
handle extra motor weight.
This detail is a clue to overall
quality.
• Heavy-duty non-corro-
sive 5052 marine aluminum
construction for easy main-
tenance and good stability.
• Double riveting at the
chine (hull seam)for strength
and less flexing.
• One-piece bottom with
no center seam that might
leak. Count the ribs. The
more there are, the better the
boat.
• Heavy-duty rubrail with
room for your hands under-
neath, and cast stern handles
for easier loading onto a car-
top carrier or trailer.
• Finally, take a good look
at the design of the hull. Star-
crafts Seafarer fishing boats
have a bow that flattens out
at the waterline, which pro-
vides a wider. more stable
boat. Sister keels on either
side of the main keel also
contribute to stability and
protect the bottom from ab-
rasion when the boat is
beached.
A good aluminum boat can
easily last for 25 years or
more, so the better boat be-
comes a true bargain
That's why it is so difficult
to buy a used boat of good
quality. People use them,
keep them. and then pass
them on to their children and
their children's. children.
"Looking for a top fishing
boat? Take a good look at the
bottom. Double aircraft-type
rivets, bottoms made of a
single sheet of aluminum are
clues to quality. The hull on
Starcraft's Seafarer flares at




Where leather is made to suit your personality 8 style.
We also carry Indian Turquoise of ',large selection, at
moderate prices for everyone.
Come By And See
Judy or Terry Bryan
For Your Personal Leather Needs




















































































Special Activities Part LBL
GOLDEN POND, KY —
Many of man's basic needs
depends upon open space
and the chance to explore
the heritage of his land.
Because of this interest,-
-living history" is a phrase
frequently found in cultural
and natural history in-
terpretation today. It
refers tco programs in
which the past is brought to
life by involving visitors in
the re-creation of a
segment of a whole society




The Lakes, the 170,000-acre
public demonstration area
in western Kentucky and
Tennessee, has designed a
broad range of programs
and activities to promote
awareness, appreciation,
and active concern for the
natural and cultural
----resources. Visitors can
relive the days when the
art of spinning, weaving,
and dyeing was com-
monplace, or they can
observe sorghum molasses
and taffy making; candle
dipping, sheepshearing,
and broom making; and
other interpretive
programs of natural and
cultural history.
Special interest
programs such as the
Rivers Workshop, Civil
War and History weekends
are held every other year;
while special events such
as Nature Extravaganza,
Wilderness, Arts and
Crafts, Eagle, and the
Great Escape Weekends
are held annually_ Many of_ -
these special events are
held in conjunction with the
state parks in Kentucky
atid Tennessee.
Visitors interested in
sighting a bald or golden
eagle and equally in-
terested in hearing
authorities on the subject
will want to attend the
Eagle weekend held each
February.
Nature and outdoor
enthusiasts have the op-
portunity to participate in




walks and owl prowls:
Empire Farm, located in
- the Environmental
Education Center in the
northern portion of Land
Between The Lakes, is a
popular setting for many
educational and en-
tertaining programs. Here
visitors can .roan, through
the pens and barns which
house a wide variety of
animals or reminisce while
inspecting the antique
farm tools and household
implements that are on
display.
Special demonstrations
such as beekeeping, stit-
chery, Christmas crafts,
and Grandma's Kitchen
delight all ages. Weaving
and woodcarving
workshops are popular




situated across from the
buffalo range and will
function as the nucelus for
cultural activities with
historical emphasis in the
southern portion of Land
Between The- Lakes. The
living history farrn depicts
a two-generation family
farm that typified early
settlement of the area. Not
a re-creation of an actual
farm, The Homeplace-1850
is a fictitious farm that
might have existed in Prior
Valley in Land Between
11.9_1....akes- during 18450.
All the special weekends
and activities in the En-
vironmental Education
Center as well as
throughout all of Land
Between The Lakes are
entertaining and
educational. They provide
visitors a constructive use




ONE FACET — Seining a pond is just one facet of
environmental education studies conducted in
Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. Other ecology studies include nature walks,




about the special activities
in Land Between The
Lakes write Preview '78,
TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone (502) 924








Land Between The Lakes,
P. 0. Box SA-78, Golden
Pond, KY 42231 or Rebecca
L. Bruce, Reports Editor,
TVA, Land Bittween The
Lakes, P. 0. Box SA-78,





FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call








Wholl tieat you li
u own the bank?
We wit-Because, you do. Without depositors—
and their faith and trust in us—we'd have no
bank. And we never forget it. If you bring
your banking business to us, we promise to treat
you like you own the bank. . .
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Outboards get you, where action is
In big water or trolling,






• "---4liirtir • fare."...,
The baby buddy motor can he a confidence-building sidekicker when running in the big
good sense when it comes to long hours of trolling.
When it comes to big water
running or long hours troll-
ing, the odds are with you
when you decide two are bet-
ter than one.
Were talking outboards
and the wisdom of adding
baby motor to the transom of
your boat. Call it a spare. 0;
a backup. Or maybe a trolling
accessory. but whatever the
name, the folks at Mariner
Outboards in Witconsin call
it smart when conditions
warrant its use.
It's more than accurate to
say today's modern out-
boards are performance
champs and, in the long run.
they're super dependable.
But things can happen with
outboards•just like with
airplane engines. Water in
the gas. The loosening of a
screw. A broken pTop
It's no big deal when
you're close to home. across
from 'a marina or around
other folks. But when you're
tackling the big water alone
it's smart to have a buddy
motor behind you. There's
something about that baby
buddy motor out where the
waters are unfriendly that of-
fers a-bit of confidence.
What size second motor?
Depends. on the boat and
conditions: of course. but an
eight or 1..5 horse kicker will
get you back in most average
size open fishing boats:
You'll add between SO and 80
lbs. to the transom weight.
but most 16-20• boats can
handle it with no problem.
An added bonus of the
small kicker is readily. appar-
ent when it comes to trolling.
Although today's big horse-
power motors can handle
trolling chores with ease, a
smatter sidekick burns less
fuel and can perform the\
•
same function cheaper. And
that means dollars and senie.
Do you really need a sec-
ond motor? Probably not un-
less its pnmary purpose is
trolling. But then if you're
fishing the big water where
you're usually:•t he only boat.
or backing into the treacher-
ous rips or fishing tar out at
night, its not too had a deal
to have the buddy along. It's
a simple fact that no matter
how well-designed or made,
anylhing mechanical wears.
and parts can fail.
Talk to your Mariner
dealer. Explain how you use
your boat and get his advice
on the side kicker. He's the
one to help you select and
mount the auxiliary for best
performance.
What it really comes down
to is that two really aren't
better than one . . . unless
you heed the second one.
'Target archery' is great for exercise and practice
Tç the uninformed, the
term "target archery" con-
jures up static visions of fac-
ing a bland target face from a
specified distance and loos-
ing arrow after arrow, with
the most exciting part of the
sport being the retrieval of
the arrow.
• And so be it for those who
practice the sport in such a
manner. But before resigning
the activity after a session or
in favor of something more
exciting, give the field ar-
chery range a tour or two,
suggest the year-round
shooters at Ben Pearson Ar- •
chery.
For it's here the archer,
s,ingly or with Spouse and off-,
'spring in tow, finds happi-
ness without boredom. Its
akin to the golfer who doesn t
mind the practice tee for a
session or so of backswing
work or during too frequent
visits by a mother-in-law.
But when it's for real, the
golfer is on- the big course
with water and sand, deep
woods and lost golf balls.
And for a start, the definition
of a field archery range .starts
sounding like the area where
cow nas.ture pool golf is
played with small white balls.
A standard field range con-
sists of 28 targets of varying
descriptions placed at di,
lances of 12 to 70 yards.
Some targets are in the open,
some uphill, maybe,one or
more across water and some
buried deep within the trees.
The archer fires the feathered
bullet toward a certain target.
walks to the target. retrieves
arrow and goes to the next
Kentucky Lake
Lodge










Open Sem Days A Mud;
station.
This sport of field arthery
is fast gaining popularity be-
cause, basically, those who
do it enjoy it. There's vari-
ety. competition with one's
self or others and it's a good
way to get away into,tht
Great Outdoors withoul
traveling three hours ot
spending a billfold of bucks.
These ranges are usually
maintained by a local club
comprised of interested ar-
chers of all ages and sex.
Family memberships usually
provide the backbone of the
members.
In addition, of course, to
providing excellent practice
for the bowhunting season,
range shooting is good. inex-
if
pensive good-tor-you exer-
cise without being too physi-
cally demanding.
Make a call to an archer
you know or stop by an ar-
chery shop. They'll know the
whereabouts of such places.
The folks who try it like it.,
WHITES CAMPER SALES




brop by and Set Virginia and Ernest White
/ WHITE CAMPER SALES
Hwy 94-E
With Starcraft You've Go! A Good Thing Going!
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• stop by an ar-
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of such places.
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Truck camper shines as outback base camp
The pickup- truck camper
put the term "recreational.
vehicle- in the American
leisure-lifestyle language.
and opened the road for the •
motor ipmes2 mini, motor
homes and vans that were to
follow in droves. -
In fact. this Vehicle (which
rides piggybacic on a stan-
dard pickup truck) became a
status symbol when John
Steinbeck wrote about his
camper in the pispular
"Travels with Charlie:'
Until recently this ver-
• satile RV had been over-
shadowed by more luxurious
units. However. within the
past several seasons the ong-
inal self-contained.- sell,_
powered camper has seen a
resurgence.
Combined with a rugged
four-wheel drive pickup
truck, the slide-in camping
unit offers an off-the-road
camper that can take you and
most of the comforts of home
almost anywhere.
New popularity
In this manner the pickup
camper has found a new
popularity .with hunters,
fishermen, backpackers and
others who want a mobile
base camp that can get them
back into the country.
Most slide-in rigs provide
water -system, sink, gas
range, self-contained electri-
cal systems, and commodius
bunks in the cab-over sec-
tion. De pend i ng" on need, the
camper can be equipped with
a furnace, water heater, toilet
and holding tank and a long
list of luxuries tovtake the
edge off roughing it.
There is a wide variety of
truck campers available for
." the'standard eight-foot
pickup truck bed. A typical
line is available from
Coachmen, the largest selling
brand of all types of recre-
ational vehicles.
This company offers slide-
ins from eight through II feet
long (measuring from the
front of the truck bed back).
All have a spacious cab-over
double bed. convertible din-
ette und plenty of storage
space. Coachmen eyen has a
special lightweight model for
compact trucks.
. Right unit for you
The. type of unit right for
you depends on the carrying
Capacity of your pickup truck
and personal taste. For
proper installation you will
want to use chain or cable
tie-downs that attach to the
truck frame, and perhaps a
shock absorber system.
The correct mating_ of
pickup and camper does not
produce the type of vehicle
that charges up mountains.
but it will get the amenities of
civilization farther into the
wilderness than you might
have thought possible.
Since this camper is easily
removed from the vehicle,
freeing the truck for other
duties, it is one of the most
• economical RVs on the
market—and certainly one
of the most versatile. The iniz
tial investment for a new unit
runs from $2,000 to $3,000. It
stores on its own jacks when
not in use, and can even be
switched from one truck to
another.
Anything you want
And, since today's pickup
truck 'can'be anything you
want—from simple econ-
omy minded roadster to awe-
some four-wheeler--your
home on wheels can be Ain
as adaptable.
For the outdoorsman and
his family who prefer camp-
ing off the beaten path, the




For those planning a vaca-
tion in the Great Outdoors,
Zenith suggests that you
keep_ the following chart
which lists the National
Weather Service reports
broadcast by frequency on
the public service high band
and alphabetically by state.
162.40 MHz—Huntsville,
AL; Montgomery, AL; Tus-
caloosa, AL; Coachella, CA;
Eureka, CA; Monterey, CA;
Point Arena, CA; Sacra-
mento. CA; San Diego, CA;
Santa Barbara, CA; New
London, CT; Daytona Beach,
FL; Key West, FL; Pensacola,
FL; Tallahassee, FL; West
Palm Beach, FL; Savannah,
GA; Kokee, HI; Mt.
Haleakala, HI; Bowling
Green, KY; Lexington, KY;
Baton Rouge, LA; Ellsworth*
ME; Baltimore, MD; Salis-
bury, MD; Boston; MA; Clio,
MI; Gulfport, MS; Jackson,
MS; Oxford, MS; St. Joseph,
MO; Omaha, NE; Atlantic
City, NJ; Albuquerque, NM:
Rochester, NY; New Bern,
NC; Akron, OH; Sandusky,
OH; Astoria. OR; Coos Bay;
OR; Eugene, OR; Erie, PA;
Columbia, SC; Myrtle Beach,
SC; Dallas, TX; Houston, TX;
Pharr, TX; Burlington, VT;
and Milwaukee, WI.
162.475 MHz—Cheha,
AL; Florence, AL; Louisville,
AL; Hazard, KY;-Laithiville,
KY; Mayfield, KY; Morgan
City, LA; Acherman, MS;
McHenry, MS: Philadelphia,
PA; and Beaufort, SC.
162.55 MHz—Birming-
ham, AL; Dozier, Al.;
Mobile, AL; Anchorage, AK;
Seward, AK; Phoenix, AZ;
Crescent City, CA; Los
Angeles, CA; San Francisco,
CA; San Luis Obispo, CA;
Denver, CO; Jacksonville,
FL; Miami, FL; Panama City,
FL; Tampa, FL; Atlanta, GA;
Hilo, HI; Honolulu, HI;
Chicago, IL; Evansville, IN;
Indianapolis, IN; Des Moines,
IA; Wichita, KS; Ashland,
KY; Covington, KY; Somer-
set, KY; Lake Charles, LA;
New Orleans, LA; Portland,
ME; Hyannis, MA; Alpena,
MI; Detroit, Ml; Grand
Rapids, MI; Marquette, MI;
Sault Ste Marie, MI; Traverse
City, MI; Duluth, MN; Min-
neapolis, MN; Booneville,
MS; Bode, MS; Iverness, MS;
Rose HIU, MS; Kansas City,
MO; Buffalo, NY; New York,
NY; Cape Hatteras, NC;
Wilmington, NC; Cleveland,
OH; Columbus, OH; Tulsa,
OK; Newport. OR; Portland,
OR; Pittsburgh, PA; Charles-
ton, S-C; Florence,' SC;
Greenville, SC; Nashville,
TN; Brownsville, TX; Corpus
Christi, TX; Ft. Worth, TX;
Galveston, TX; Salt Lake
City, UT; Manassas, VA;
Norfolk, VA; Neah Bay, WA;
Seattle, WA; Yakima, WA;
and Green Bay, WI.
0TIVIt- WEIKEL-PC HOME--7-litatch a comfortable slide-in
camping unit, like the Coachmen 8' model above, with a four-
wheel drive pickup truck, and you have a home on wheels that
will go just about anywhere. Central





In both cassette & 8 trock
Speakers
For boats, cars & RV's
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YOU WONT FIND A BETTER SELECTION
OR A BETTER DEAL ANYWHERE
—
„..,...... ,
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY, TRADE OR
LEASE
PARKER FORD
We're easy to do Business With











Kenlake Tennis Complex Under Construction
The indoor tennis complex at Kenlake State Resort Park is expected to be open
for play in early November, says Kenlake Spokesman Mac Fitts. Four courts will he
housed in the super-structure, which will include dressing rooms and a pro shop.
The amphitheater, which lies next to the stritcture, is also being rennovated for an
outdoor court and seating for approximately 1400 spectators.
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1978 Honda CX500-F, water
cooled drive shaft, 3,000
mi. Save a bundle.
1977 Honda CB550-K Sold
new in '77, 2,000 mi. Like
new!
1976 Honda 200, adult
owned, ideal commuter
bike.
1975 C8125, lady owned,
runs like new.
OVERBY HONDA SALES AND SERVICE
801 S. Fourth Robert and Reda Overby Owners 753-4092
